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Abstract

Nowadays, stream-based data processing occurs in many context-aware application scenarios, such as in context-aware facility management applications or in location-aware visualization applications. In order to process stream-based data in an application-independent manner, Data Stream Processing Systems (DSPSs) emerged. They typically translate a declarative query to an operator graph, place the operators on stream processing nodes and execute the operators to process the streamed data.

Context-aware stream processing applications often have different requirements although relying on the same processing principle, i.e. data stream processing. These requirements exist because context-aware stream processing applications differ in functional and operational behavior as well as their processing requirements. These facts are challenging on their own. As a key enabler for the efficient processing of streamed data the DSPS must be able to integrate this specific functionality seamlessly. Since processing of data streams usually is subject to temporal aspects, i.e. they are time critical, custom functionality should be integrated seamlessly in the processing task of a DSPS to prevent the formation of isolated solutions and to support exploitation of synergies.

Depending on the domain of interest, data processing often depends on highly domain-specific functionalities, e.g. for the application of a location-aware visualization pipeline displaying a three-dimensional map of its surroundings. The map displays the user’s friends pinned to their current locations. The application runs on a mobile device and consists of many interconnected operations that form a network of operators called stream processing graph (SP graph). First, the friends’ locations must be collected and connected to their public profile. To get a nicely displayed map, beside the streamed data of many mobile objects, i.e. the friends, the application needs to integrate also—rather static—map data. Finally, the scene must be rendered and displayed on the mobile device. However, to enable the application to run smoothly for some parts of data processing the presence of a Graphics Processing Unit (GPU) is mandatory.

To solve that challenge, we have developed concepts for a flexible DSPS that allows the integration of specific functionality to enable a seamless integration of applications into the DSPS. Therefore, an architecture is proposed. A DSPS based on this architecture can be extended by integrating additional operators responsible for data processing and services realizing additional interaction patterns with context-aware applications. However, this specific functionality is often subject to deployment and run time constraints. Therefore, an SP graph model has been developed which reflects these constraints by allowing to annotate the graph by constraints, e.g. to constrain the execution of operators to only certain processing nodes or specify that the operator necessitates a GPU.

The data involved in the processing steps is often subject to restrictions w.r.t the way it is accessed and processed. Users participating in the process might not want to expose their current location to potentially unknown parties, restricting e.g. data access to known ones only. Therefore, in addition to the flexible integration of specialized operators security aspects
must also be considered, limiting the access of data as well as the granularity of which data is made available. We have developed a security framework that defines three different types of security policies: Access Control (AC) policies controlling data access, Process Control (PC) policies influencing how data is processed, and Granularity Control (GC) policies defining the Level of Detail (LOD) at which the data is made available. The security policies are interpreted as constraints which are supported by augmenting the SP graph by the relevant security policies.

The operator placement in a DSPS is very important, as it deeply influences SP graph execution. Every stream-based application requires a different placement of SP graphs according to its specific objectives, e.g. bandwidth should not fall below 500 MBit/s and is more important than latency. This fact constrains operator placement. As objectives might conflict among each other, operator placement is subject to trade-offs. Knowing the bandwidth requirements of a certain application, an application developer can clearly identify the specific Quality of Service (QoS) requirements for the correct distribution of the SP graph. These requirements are a good indicator for the DSPS to decide how to distribute the SP graph to meet the application requirements. Two applications within the same DSPS might have different requirements. E.g. if interactivity is an issue, a stream-based game application might in a first place need a minimization of latency to get a fast and reactive application. We have developed a multi-target operator placement (M-TOP) algorithm which allows the DSPS to find a suitable deployment, i.e. a distribution of the operators in an SP graph which satisfies a set of predefined QoS requirements. Thereby, the M-TOP approach considers operator-specific deployment constraints as well as QoS targets.

Finally, to increase the usability of the system and to enable its full capabilities developers should be given appropriate tool support to facilitate the development process and reduce the danger of erroneous development settings. Therefore, we have developed tool support for the design and development of stream-based context-aware applications. The tool supports the developers during application development process by providing features such as assistance for operator development and a graphical user interface for the composition of SP graphs.

In conclusion, this thesis presents concepts and solutions to build an extensible DSPS infrastructure that enables developers of context-aware applications and its users to take advantage of data stream processing capabilities and at the same time to be able to tailor the DSPS functionalities to meet their requirements.
Deutsche Kurzfassung

1 Einleitung und Motivation


Man könnte nun argumentieren, dass die Funktionalität, welche von kontextbezogenen Anwendungen benötigt wird, ohnehin entwickelt werden muss, um die entsprechende Anwendung zu realisieren. Das stimmt zwar, dennoch gibt es große Vorteile, diese in einem Datenstromverarbeitungssystem zu integrieren. Schaut man auf die Forschung der letzten zehn Jahre zurück, stellt man fest, dass sich die Forschungsarbeit hauptsächlich auf die Entwicklung hocheffizienter Lösungen konzentrierte, welche in einer von Anwendungen unabhängigen Weise die effiziente Verarbeitung von Datenströmen erlauben soll. Dies gilt allerdings nicht für die Domäne der kontextbezogenen Datenstromanwendungen. Es war nicht vorgesehen, auf die Notwendigkeiten solcher Anwendungsklassen einzugehen. Allerdings fußen diese Anwendungen auf hochspezialisierten Verarbeitungs- und Interaktionsmustern wie beispiels-
weise das Zeichnen einer Szenerie der näheren Umgebung und zugleich deren Anpassung an Benutzerinteraktionen. Zudem unterstützen vorhandene Datenstromverarbeitungssysteme typischerweise nicht die Verarbeitungsschritte der Daten auf einer heterogenen Systemtopologie auszuführen und so beispielsweise spezialisierte Hardware auszunutzen. Ein Anwendungsentwickler müsste nun anfangen sich für die anfallenden spezialisierten Funktionen zu überlegen, wie er diese konkret umsetzt. Hierbei ist es fast unvermeidlich, dass Inselelemente in der Form entstehen, dass spezialisierte Funktionalität in einen (vom Datenstromverarbeitungssystem) unabhängigen Bereich installiert und ausgeführt werden. Das hat zur Folge, dass sich beispielsweise lange Transportwege womöglich hoher Datenvolumina ergeben und somit die Verwendung potentiell nützlicher Synergieeffekte ausbleibt oder erschwert wird. Um die Inselbildung und somit potentielle Redundanzen zu vermeiden, müssen solche Systeme eine enge Integration der Anwendungsfunktionalität mit der eigentlichen Datenverarbeitung anstreben. Hierbei ergibt sich ein hohes Synergie- und Kosteneinsparungspotential. Durch die Integration spezialisierter Funktionalität lassen sich beispielsweise lange und unnötige Transportwege für die zu verarbeitenden Daten vermeiden.


dungen als Machbarkeitsnachweis vor. Abgeschlossen wird die deutsche Zusammenfassung in Kapitel 8 durch eine kurze Zusammenfassung und einem Ausblick auf mögliche zukünftige Arbeiten.

2 Grundlagen und Anforderungen

Kapitel 2 behandelt die Grundlagen für diese Arbeit, erörtert verschiedene Anwendungsszenarien kontextbezogener Anwendungen und definiert Anforderungen an ein flexibles Datenstromverarbeitungssystem.


Das Datenstromverarbeitungssystem muss also eine Möglichkeit zur Erweiterung bieten. Zusätzlich muss noch gewährleistet sein, dass die entsprechende Software und Hardware-Konfiguration auf dem Zielrechner vorhanden ist, auf dem die Anwendung (oder Teile davon, wenn man von einer verteilten Ausführung ausgeht) laufen soll. Im oben beschriebenen Szenario benötigt die Anwendung tatsächlich eine GPU für den sogenannten Render-Prozess, welcher für die Berechnung des darzustellenden Bildes zuständig ist. Die korrekte Ausführung ist also auf eben solche Komponenten beschränkt. Es muss also eine Verarbeitungskomponente vorhanden sein, welche die notwendige Funktionalität (GPU) bietet. Da es hierbei eine vielfältig verschiedener Komponenten geben kann, führt das zu einer heterogenen Systemtopologie. Darüber hinaus gibt es auch weitere Restriktionen. Stellt man sich eine solche Anwendung wie oben beschrieben in einem Fabrikszenario vor, wird schnell deutlich, dass bestimmte Daten nicht über bestimmte Bereiche hinausgetragen werden sollen. Darüber hinaus ist es wichtig zu wissen, wer auf welche Daten zugreift. Man benötigt in der Regel einen entsprechenden Zugriffsmechanismus, um das Lesen oder Schreiben der Daten zu kontrollieren, da die Daten zusätzlich bestimmten Zugriffs- und Verarbeitungsrestriktionen unterliegen. Aus diesem Grund

Zusammenfassend lassen sich die folgenden Anforderungen formulieren: 


Um diese Datenstromszenarien tatsächlich in einem Datenstromverarbeitungssystem umzusetzen, müssen entsprechende Mechanismen und Konzepte geschaffen werden. Im Folgenden wird die Systemarchitektur von NexusDS vorgestellt. NexusDS ist ein Datenstromverarbeitungssystem, welches auf die Bedürfnisse der oben skizzierten Anwendungen zugeschnitten ist und die aufgezeigten Anforderungen erfüllt.

\section*{3 Systemarchitektur}

Kapitel 3 beschreibt die Architektur und Funktionsweise des im Rahmen dieser Arbeit entstandenen Datenstromverarbeitungssystems, welches die im vorangegangenen Kapitel genannten Anforderungen adressiert. Zudem wird ein Konzept zur Integration statischer Daten in die Datenstromverarbeitung vorgestellt.


NexusDS ist ein verteiltes Datenstromverarbeitungssystem, das speziell auf die im vorangegangenen Abschnitt vorgestellten Bedürfnisse kontextbezogener Anwendungen zugeschnitten ist. Im Folgenden wird die Architektur von NexusDS sowie dessen grundlegenden Konzepte vorgestellt.


Die Architektur von NexusDS besteht aus fünf Schichten, wie in Abbildung 1 dargestellt. NexusDS kombiniert eine flexible Dienstplattform und ein Operator-Framework, welche es erlauben Zusatzfunktionalitäten nach Bedarf zur Verfügung zu stellen. Das Hauptsanliegen von NexusDS ist die einfache und nahtlose Integration von operationalen und funktionalen Erweiterungen in Form von Operatoren und Diensten, um so die Integration domänen- und anwen-
Abbildung 1: Schichtenarchitektur von NexusDS

4 Verarbeitungsgraph

Kapitel 4 beschäftigt sich mit dem Konzept zur flexiblen Definition von Verarbeitungsgraphen, der Einbindung statischer Daten in die Datenstromverarbeitung sowie der Erweiterbarkeit des Systems.


In NPGM dargestellte Verarbeitungsgraphen sind jedoch noch nicht ausführbar, da die Definition auf einer logischen Ebene stattfindet. Das bedeutet beispielsweise, dass keine konkreten Implementierungen für die jeweiligen Boxen angegeben werden, sondern stattdessen eine Operatorklasse wie "Render". Um jedoch eine ausführbare Repräsentation des Verarbeitungsgraphen zu bekommen, muss der gesamte NPGM-Graph noch um die fehlenden Angaben er-
gänzt werden. Das Modell der ausführbaren Repräsentation eines NPGM-Graphen nennt sich Nexus Execution Graph Model (NEGM) und stellt eine ausführbare und stabile, sprich "deploybare", Definition des ursprünglichen NPGM-Graphen dar. Diese Abbildung läuft in mehreren Schritten ab: Zunächst wird überprüft, ob Zugriffsrichtlinien eingehalten werden. In einem zweiten Schritt wird versucht, Selektionen möglichst nah an die Datenquellen zu verschlieben, um unnötigen Datentransfer zu verhindern. Danach wird durch einen Fragmentierer der NPGM-Graph in einen NEGM-Graphen transformiert, so dass er in einem letzten Schritt auf die entsprechenden Ausführungsumgebungen verteilt und ausgeführt werden kann.


### 5 Sicherheitskonzept


Zumeist konzentrieren sich die Konzepte auf zentralisierte Ansätze und bieten keine Möglichkeit, sensible Daten in verschiedenen Detailstufen zu filtern. Das Konzept in NexusDS schließt diese Lücken und vereinigt die Vorteile der vorgestellten Konzepte.

6 Deployment von Verarbeitungsgraphen

Deployment-Mechanismus erforderlich, welcher sich an die QoS-Anforderungen der jeweiligen Anwendung anpasst.

Multi-target operator placement (M-TOP) berücksichtigt die von der Anwendung definier

Lösungen, aus denen zu einem bestimmten Zeitpunkt die gerade (unter den gegebenen Voraussetzungen) beste Lösung bzw. Chromosom herausgegriffen wird.

7 Werkzeugunterstützung

Kapitel 7 beschäftigt sich mit der Frage nach einer passenden Werkzeugunterstützung für ein Datenstromverarbeitungssystem.


Der NexusDSEditor vereinheitlicht Anwendungsentwicklungs- sowie Überwachungsprozesse, um Entwickler bei der Erstellung einer Erweiterung für das Datenstromverarbeitungssystem oder bei der Erstellung eines Verarbeitungsgraphen zu unterstützen. Allgemein bildet der NexusDSEditor die Schnittstelle zwischen dem Datenstromverarbeitungssystem und einem Benutzer, zumeist in Gestalt eines Anwendungsentwicklers. Der NexusDSEditor leistet Folgendes: Er ermöglicht die Erweiterung des Nexus-Umgebungsmodells. Aufgrund des zugrundeliegenden Schemas lässt der NexusDSEditor nur eine mit dem Schema konforme Modellierung zu,

\(^1\)http://www.altova.com/products/xmlspy/xml_editor.html

\(^2\)http://www.ibm.com/software/awdtools/developer/rose/

\(^3\)http://www.soapui.org/
er bietet eine Schnittstelle zur Kommunikation mit den Context-Servern des Nexus-Systems, er ermöglicht das Visualisieren von Umgebungsmodelldaten in einem internen oder externen Betrachter (wie beispielsweise GoogleEarth⁴), er vereinfacht das Schnüren der Operator- und Dienstpaketen, welche dann im jeweiligen Repository abgelegt werden können und er ermöglicht die Modellierung von Verarbeitungsgraphen sowie die Festlegung der zugehörigen Deployment-Anforderungen.

8 Schlussfolgerungen und Ausblick

Kapitel 8 schließt diese Arbeit mit einem Fazit ab und bietet einen Ausblick auf mögliche zukünftige Arbeiten.


⁴http://www.google.com/earth/index.html/
kontrollierten Zugriff und eine kontrollierte Verarbeitung der Daten zu gewährleisten. Hierfür bietet NexusDS einen Zugriffskontrolldienst, durch den der Zugriff auf Daten und die Verarbeitung geregelt werden kann. So lassen sich beispielsweise für bestimmte Anwender Positionsinformationen unschärfer machen oder ein Zugriff komplett verwehren, um einen Missbrauch der Daten zu verhindern.

Abgeschlossen wird die Arbeit durch die Vorstellung der im Rahmen dieser Arbeit entstandenen Werkzeugunterstützung für Datenstromverarbeitungssysteme. Der NexusDSEditor unterstützt sowohl die Modellierung des technischen Kontextes der einzelnen Systemkomponenten (Operator- und Dienst-Metadaten) als auch die Formulierung entsprechender Verarbeitungsgraphen.
Part I

Motivation, Requirements and Foundation
Introduction

1.1 Motivation

The amount of data we have to face every day grows steadily. The velocity in which new data is produced increases every day as well. Eric Schmidt, CEO of Google, once estimated the size of the World Wide Web (WWW) is about 5 EBs ($10^{18}$ Bytes = $1,000,000,000,000,000,000$ Bytes) [27]. This amount of data covers only the WWW-related data—also non-WWW-related data is being produced and the total amount grows every day. In 2009, Andreas Weigend, former chief scientist of Amazon, predicted "that human beings would generate more data in 2009 than in all prior human history" [135]. According to Eric Schmidt in 2011 we are adding this amount of data to the human Database (human DB) every two days. This human DB is composed of many different data sources, including the WWW with all its publicly available unstructured data and structured data, rather private structured data present in scientific or medical DBs as well as sensors producing a continuous stream of data, e.g. to sense the environment. This can be summed up by the term big data. Big data characterizes the acknowledgment of "the exponential growth, availability and use of information in the data-rich landscape of tomorrow" [56]. According to Gartner, solving the big data challenge involves more than just managing high volumes of data [56]. This becomes evident if we look at the huge number of different sources, data is available from: The public data present in the WWW, the rather private scientific data stored in DBs, and the streams of highly volatile and time-critical data. Thus, not only the volume of data should be considered but also the variety and velocity of data must be taken into account in order to keep track with the highly dynamic and manifold nature of data [56].

While research proposed many interesting and efficient solutions to process unstructured as well as structured data of static nature, for the dynamic nature of streamed data there are still open questions w.r.t. the big data issue for context-aware applications. This especially includes
providing concepts and coping with the integration of highly domain-specific functionality for applications relying on the data stream processing paradigm. The term static here means that the update frequency is low compared to data streams which we define as being dynamic since updates most likely occur with high frequency. A data stream is characterized as a potentially infinite flow of data elements from one or more data sources. The processing of such data streams is typically done in two steps: Data elements are collected from the data sources and are processed according to a processing definition consisting of a defined set and ordering of operators, which are interconnected defining a processing pipeline. Over the past few years data stream processing has been in the focus of research all over the world. Research ranges from proposals for Data Stream Processing System (DSPS) architectures [2, 14, 57] over adjusted stream processing techniques [112, 126, 153] to query distribution and re-use resulting in more and more sophisticated techniques [10, 153].

The term DSPS will be used as a synonym for Data Stream Management System (DSMS) throughout this thesis. Centralized approaches such as [14] exist also, but this thesis will not further differentiate between the two DSPS variants but will assume that DSPSs are distributed as this variant constitutes the current state-of-the-art.

This thesis covers the Database Management System (DBMS)-oriented perspective on data stream processing. In the DB context this was firstly mentioned by Babcock et al. [16]. They discuss the question of how a management system for the domain of data stream processing, i.e. how a DSPS should look like. Conversely, this means to transfer the management functionalities of DBMSs and to adapt them to meet the specific requirements of DSPS. However, DSPSs never reached such a huge community as DBMSs did. Depending on the domain of interest, e.g. context-aware visualization, the processing of such data is often related to highly domain-specific functionality. This domain-specific functionality is beside others specified in terms of highly specialized operators that may require specialized hardware to run smoothly. E.g. in the context of visualization an operator that renders a scenery requiring a Graphics Processing Unit (GPU). The seamless integration of these highly specialized operators into DSPSs is a key feature to address and adequately support a wide range of applications relying on the data stream processing paradigm. This is because the potential infiniteness of data streams prohibit their storage and postponed processing. Also data transfers must be reduced to a minimum to permit an efficient processing of data streams since high data volumes are assumed. This creates a strong dependency between application requirements on the one side and system capabilities on the other side. This fact must be taken into account by DSPSs [43].

It could be reasonably contended that the development of this application-specific functionality has to be done anyway in order to make the application finally work. However, as described in [43] an adaptation problem is still persisting. Usually, DSPSs provide a generic querying and processing mechanism to process the streamed data in an application-independent manner. This especially means that operators are rather generic and resemble those of DBMSs. But context-aware applications rely on models of the physical world which often have different data formats. This model of the physical world is given by static context information such as map data and 3D models as well as dynamic information from billions of sensors located
1.1 Motivation

Figure 1.1: Application scenario of a mobile context-aware application tracing friends.

in our physical environment, e. g. Global Positioning System (GPS) sensors in mobile devices. They also heavily rely on highly specialized data operations, as discussed in Chapter 2. Sensors and more general data sources, such as position data of moving objects, produce streamed data continuously that are consumed by context-aware applications. A prominent example of context-aware applications are location-aware applications which rely on the context information regarding their surroundings with respect to the current position. Due to these reasons, the model of providing rather fixed querying and processing mechanisms does not hold for the domain of stream processing as regards context-aware applications.

As depicted in Figure 1.1, context-aware applications may produce data streams (denoted by B) and at the same time consume data streams (denoted by A). In this scenario, a user running a mobile context-aware application A wants to visualize a map of its surroundings. The map displays his friends pinned to their current location. The friends have mobile devices B with numerous integrated sensors which allow to sense the environment. E.g. they provide their current position originating from a GPS sensor producing a continuous stream of position data elements. However, to get a nicely displayed map of its surrounding the mobile application also needs additional data originating from third-party servers C located in the WWW. These could be servers providing map data or personal data of the friends of interest. The mobile context-aware application is designed to receive the resulting image of the sur-
rounding map. Therefore, the position data originating from the mobile devices GPS sensor (denoted by the source operator \( S1 \)) and the personal data originating from third-party servers (denoted by the source operator \( S2 \)) must be processed according to a stream processing graph (SP graph) which is executed within a DSPS. A SP graph is usually not processed on a single machine but distributed on different machines. These are denoted by the different dashed white boxes. A SP graph consists of a number of sources \( S \), operators \( O \), and sinks \( T \) that are interconnected, building a network of operators\(^1\). Thereby, the sources \( S1 \) and \( S2 \) provide the data streams for the operators \( O1 \) and \( O2 \). \( O1 \) combines the data originating from the two sources. Therefore, each mobile device (representing a friend) is connected to a social media profile on third-party servers. In order to augment the position of a mobile device with additional data, for each device the respective data must be extracted from third-party servers. \( O2 \) receives the preprocessed data and renders an image of the scenery. This operator heavily relies on specialized hardware, i.e. a GPU, thus making a seamless and flexible integration of specialized operators mandatory. The result is send to the sink \( T \), representing the mobile context-aware application.

Knowing the bandwidth requirements of this application, an application developer can clearly identify the specific QoS requirements for the correct distribution of the SP graph. These requirements are a good indicator for the DSPS to decide how best to distribute the SP graph to meet the application requirements. It is important to note that within the same DSPS many other different applications might exist. These applications might have different requirements. E.g. an interactive stream-based game application in a first place needs a fast and reactive SP graph, i.e. it needs the latency to be minimized.

Moreover, users participating in the process might not want to expose their current location to potentially unknown parties, restricting e.g. data access to known or trusted ones only. Therefore, additionally to the flexible integration of specialized operators security aspects must also be considered, limiting the access of data as well as the granularity at which data is made available. In the sample scenario, the resulting data for the third-party server might be less accurate, thus only indicating in which state a user currently is obfuscating his or her actual position.

In the scenario sketched here it seems reasonable not to perform the combination and rendering of the data on the mobile device. This is not recommendable, since potential high volume data transfers over mobile networks is problematic. Moreover, processing power of mobile devices is often insufficient. Thus, these operations should be performed near to the original data and furthermore in an adequate environment, i.e. DSPSs. But many DSPSs lack the integration of specialized operators. Besides, the particular requirement characteristics of the operators are not considered as well.

To avoid context-aware applications consisting of many isolated application parts "knitted together in a hurry", DSPSs should provide an adequate integration mechanism for such applications. This reduces redundancy and increases reuse of existing functionality. That is, for

\(^1\)Sources and sinks are special operators. Sources exclusively produce data whereas sinks exclusively consume data.
both economic as well as technical reasons, it is beneficial to provide mechanisms to integrate such highly domain-specific functionality in DSPSs and exploit—whenever possible—already existing functionality. Also, the security aspects in such an extensible distributed environment are not fully considered, as will be presented further on. Finally, an adequate distribution strategy needs to be implemented to reflect the specific QoS requirements.

This thesis presents concepts to enable a flexible and extensible way to process streams of context data. These concepts have been integrated into a flexible and distributed stream processing system called NexusDS. NexusDS is especially tailored to applications of the context-aware domain. The idea of NexusDS as well as the related concepts we have developed are presented and discussed throughout this thesis.

1.2 Contributions and Outline

The contributions of this thesis can be classified in three main topics: A data stream processing system for context-aware applications, dedicated mechanisms for context-aware application integration, and tool support for these environments. The following elementary contributions derive from these topics:

1. Chapter 2 provides an analysis of representative context-aware applications and extraction of their requirements. The requirements formulate the motivation and the necessity for a flexible and extensible DSPS.

2. In Chapter 3 an architecture is proposed of a flexible and extensible DSPS which targets the necessary requirements from Chapter 2 is presented. A DSPS based on this architecture can be extended by integrating additional operators responsible for data processing and services realizing additional interaction patterns with context-aware applications.

3. Besides the integration of custom functionality to suitably support context-aware applications, a mechanism to express their special requirements, e.g. constrain the execution of operators to only certain processing nodes, is a key to success. Therefore, a SP graph model has been developed which reflects these constraints by allowing to annotate the graph by constraints. These constraints span a constraint model. In Chapter 4, the constraint model is presented, and a SP graph model that reflects formulated constraints.

4. NexusDS provides support for security related issues. Chapter 5 presents how security related constraints are supported at a SP graph level. In short, this happens by augmenting the SP graph by the relevant security policies. Three different types of such policies are supported: Access Control (AC) controlling data access, Process Control (PC) influencing how data is processed, and Granularity Control (GC) defining the Level of Detail (LOD) the data is made available.

5. Once the additional functionality is integrated and the corresponding constraint-enriched SP graph is formulated, the DSPS has to find a suitable deployment, i.e. a suitable distribution of the SP graph which places the operators, in order to satisfy the
predefined QoS requirements. Thereby, through the placement algorithm constraints as well as QoS targets are considered. This is discussed in Chapter 6.

6. An appropriate design and feature definition for tool support for such complex systems is essential. Chapter 7 introduces tool support for the modeling of context-aware applications.

The combination of all contributions enables the realization of a DSPS which targets the requirements of context-aware applications. The details are presented and discussed in the next chapters.
In this chapter the requirement formulation and foundations for the remaining chapters are provided. First, in Section 2.1 the problem of DSPS adaptability is introduced and briefly discussed. Then, in Section 2.2, the term context-aware application is defined. Motivating example scenarios from the domain of context-aware applications are presented in Section 2.3. These application examples are analyzed, and resulting requirements are discussed in Section 2.4. The necessary background for the rest of this thesis is given in Section 2.5. In that section, first the Nexus project is presented, providing an overview picture this thesis is embedded in. Afterwards, the required foundation is given. Here, a technological and a fundamental introduction to related work to this thesis is provided. Chapter 2 concludes with a short summary.

2.1 Problem Statement

Nowadays, many sensors produce a huge amount of data that is time-constrained and should thus be processed near creation time. One reason for this is that sensor data results in potentially unbound streams. This fact makes the storing of data streams and its postponed processing practically impossible. Another reason is that this data has stringent time constraints and must therefore be processed near creation time.

In the past decade many studies have been conducted in the field of data stream processing systems. The proposals ranged from data stream processing system architectures such as [2] to sophisticated processing techniques [129]. Nowadays, DSPS are state-of-the-art since they scale well with increasing workload and thus enable an efficient processing of data sources producing streams of data in a distributed environment. These systems often provide a declarative query language and allow to continuously process incoming data streams in a distributed fashion [15]. The query is first mapped to an SP graph containing operators. In a second step
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Figure 2.1: Real-time Flow Visualization of Stream Ribbons which shows the airflow in a building based on the user’s current position. [42]

the SP graph is distributed across available computing nodes. Some systems provide a way to directly define the data processing by drawing a corresponding stream processing graph (SP graph) [3] or by providing a programming model allowing to script the way the data streams are processed [57].

Nevertheless, none of the systems have reached a general acceptability for a huge number of applications and application domains, such as DBMSs did. This is due to the fact that they do not consider the specific needs of real-time applications. Depending on the domain of interest, e.g. visualization, the processing of such data often depends on highly domain-specific functionality but at the same time relies on common functionality. Specific functionality for this domain of interest is, e.g. the rendering of a scene which is usually not part of the common functionality of a DSPS such as predicate-based filtering of data. For instance, an application which visualizes stream-based data has stringent timing constraints or may need a specific hardware environment to smoothly process the data. Such a complex application is depicted in Figure 2.1. In this example, the air flow in a room is simulated and visualized. The air flow also adapts to changing positions of objects moving in the room. The processing of such a scenario is a highly complex task and cannot be reasonably performed on mobile devices. Thus, specialized hardware as well as remote processing of complex tasks must be exploited.
Furthermore, users may want to add additional constraints to the actual execution. For example, for security reasons they may want to restrict the set of nodes that participates in data processing. This security restriction may originate even from the system itself, if we think of a setting in which the system is part of a production environment in factories where sensitive data should not cross certain boundaries. In short, as explained in [43], this results in a permanent adaptation necessity in today’s DSPS to new requirements of domains such as visualization. Finally, this means that each application domain has its specific processing functionalities although they rely on common processing techniques, i.e. data stream processing.

We argue that many applications, although originating from different application domains mostly share common processing principles. This calls for a data stream processing concept that allows to express the particular characteristics and requirements of each considered application. This remarkably reduces development overhead and enhances infrastructure exploitation as well as overall performance.

2.2 Context-aware Applications

What exactly are context-aware applications? Context-aware applications represent a class of applications that adapt their behavior and functional range according to contextual information of their usually near surroundings to increase effectiveness and usability. The environmental adaptation is done without the explicit user intervention. An example for a classical context-aware application is a navigation application. By the movement of the user the navigation application adapts its display according to the current user’s position. The application also checks if the user is still on track. If not, depending on the situation, the application needs to display an adequate warning.

In general, context information strongly depends on the particular application. For the navigation application, the user’s position is the context information of interest. In contrast for a mobile phone application, for adapting the display brightness to its surrounding the current light intensity is the context information of interest. The emotional state of the user might also be important for the context-aware application. According to Dey and Abowd [51], we define context information as follows:

“Context is any information that can be used to characterize the situation of an entity. An entity is a person, place, or object that is considered relevant to the interaction between a user and an application, including the user and applications themselves. [...] A system is context-aware if it uses context to provide relevant information and/or services to the user, where relevancy depends on the user’s task.”

This flexibility in defining what exactly context information means for a certain application makes an adequate integration into existing systems difficult and represents a great challenge.
This is because the application’s concrete functional and operational requirements heavily depend on the domain of interest and thus on the concrete interpretation of contextual information. Context data is very useful in mobile and dynamic environments, posing many challenges, e.g. how to find out which context data is actually relevant for the application, or how to handle continuous updates of context data in such environments. These aspects are discussed by the sample scenarios in Section 2.3 and the resulting requirements in Section 2.4.

In our application scenarios, many applications share a common basis to cope with the dynamic nature of context data streams: Data stream processing. Thus, using DSPS seams reasonable while integrating highly specialized components to reflect each application’s requirements. Thereby the motivation is to reuse existing functionality already present in an existing DSPS and extend the system by the missing parts, as needed by the respective domains of interest. This way a tight integration of the application in terms of data processing is achieved. This means, as described in [43], there is a continuous need for such systems to adapt to applications.

2.3 Example Scenarios

For clarification, the following four non-trivial applications were considered: location-aware visualization pipeline in Section 2.3.1, management support in smart factories in Section 2.3.2, storing moving traces of moving objects in Section 2.3.3, and location-based service application in Section 2.3.4. When presenting a scenario via figure, solid directed arrows indicate the streamed data which is forwarded by each operator. Dashed directed arrows indicate parameter updates, i.e. changes in the parametrization of operators.

2.3.1 Location-aware Visualization Pipeline

A complex data stream scenario that goes beyond the current state-of-the-art is an interactive and location-aware visualization application as depicted in Figure 2.2 (the resulting visualization is shown in Figure 2.1). In this example, the air flow in a room is simulated and visualized. Objects moving in the room are tracked by the Position Tracker whereas the status of the windows is tracked by Window Tracker. The Fluid Solver simulates the velocity field, which depends on the objects tracked. The Environment source delivers the static model data of the environment (in our case the buildings) that are to be displayed. The Calculate Stream Lines operator generates and calculates streamlines based on the velocity field. To visualize the twist induced by the velocity field, stream ribbons are calculated from the streamlines by the Calculate Stream Ribbons operator. The geometry obtained is rendered by the Rendering operator, which produces image output. The rendering is usually not performed on the mobile client but on a remote server. The main reasons for this are the energy constraints of mobile devices and their typically insufficient processing power. This image output can be displayed on desktop...
computers but can also be sent to Mobile Clients which do not have the capabilities to render complex scenarios. Preferably, the rendering step is executed on specialized graphics hardware (GPU) to get even better performance. User interaction, such as rotating and panning the scene, can be forwarded to the operators via parameter updates.

Thus, in order for the DSPS to support the location-aware visualization pipeline, it needs adequate integration mechanisms for its domain-specific operators and the respective constraints. E.g. for the efficient execution of the domain-specific Rendering operator, the presence of a GPU is mandatory. Furthermore, different interaction patterns must be integrated, e.g. changing the viewport for subsequent rendering steps and arbitrary data should be processable, ranging from structured data to unstructured and custom binary data as the rendered images.

### 2.3.2 Management Support in Smart Factories

A lot of influencing factors can cause disturbances in production processes of today’s smart factories [91]. Unsteadiness of the demand for a product, changes of orders of a customer, the delayed delivery of raw materials, failures of machines or the decreasing quality of the products require a quick adaptation of the production process. In order to perform such quick adaptation, it is necessary that the responsible persons, e.g. production managers or maintenance staff, can get information on the current state of the production facilities, failures or actions that are required at any time. Another topic of interest is the failure management...
in such an environment. If a failure occurs during production, it is very important for staff members to get informed instantly of the problem, locate it fast, and get appropriate failure information. Thereby the responsible persons interact with the DSPS via interfaces. The interfaces constitute sinks for data streams in a DSPS. Selections based on time, type and location can be implemented as a selection operator in a DSPS, thus filtering data elements as they arrive, as shown in Figure 2.3, exploiting existing functionality. In such scenarios, the data stream system can also be used to propagate measured values from the sensors to a history server, making the data available for retrospective failure analysis. This step is not shown in Figure 2.3 but is comparable to the one depicted in Figure 2.4.

Data originating from production facilities often are a business secret of the company owning the factory. Thus it is important that applications or application developers can restrict the set of nodes for data processing to nodes owned or controlled by the company or at least to nodes the company trusts. Furthermore, the company is interested in restricting and controlling the actual access to this data only to individuals who are entitled. This means, data processing and access should satisfy certain policies, which are defined by the respective data owners or are even established in law.

### 2.3.3 Storing Moving Object Traces

With the increasing use of sensor technology, the compression of sensor data streams is getting more and more important to reduce both the costs of further processing as well as the data volume for persistent storage. An example scenario is depicted in Figure 2.4. A GPS receiver (Mobile Device with GPS Sensor) produces a stream of position updates, which is first reduced to positions within a given area (Selection operator). The resulting stream is partitioned into windows by the Partition operator which forms the input for the Compression
2.3.4 Location-based Service Application

The proliferation of mobile devices has favored the development and provisioning of so-called location based service (LBS). LBS offer a higher service such as a navigation service of an information portal depending on the user’s current position. In this scenario, we describe a LBS named Squebber. Squebber manages virtual messages which have been placed by users. The messages can have an arbitrary content such as an invitation to some happening nearby. Squebber users have a user space which stores personal information, such as the favorite music band or favorite food. Squebber reveals potential friendship among users according to common interests. The Squebber scenario is depicted in Figure 2.5. Squebber users can add messages for their friends and attach them to a certain position, e.g. at the user’s favorite spot. These messages are updated in the Squebber Source. Users can set the privacy of their position information and set the Filtering accordingly. Friends are allowed to see exactly where a
certain user is, facilitating spontaneous meetings. Other users might only be allowed to know the administrative district a certain user currently is in.

Once a user enters a certain area nearby some message which has been placed by his/her friend, a notification with the message content pops up in the mobile device. Such a notification might be an invitation to a birthday party. The friend now may accept the invitation and want to know how to get there. For this purpose Squebber creates a dedicated Navigation for that friend and gets him to the place where the birthday party is using environmental data, which is rendered and then sent to the mobile device.

This scenario illustrates that data providers need to define fine-grained access to data. Authentication of users is necessary to effectively restrict the access to data. Thereby, the user wants to adjust the quality of data he owns, e.g. position data, depending on the status of other users. If user A is defined as being a friend of user B, A may know the exact position of B.

The scenario also shows that dedicated services must be integrated—in our scenario the LBS service called Squebber. The service represents the interface for applications to interact with. The service provides dedicated querying functionalities and generates SP graphs which are then executed. Therefore, the service itself interacts with other services present in the DSPS, such as an execution environment for SP graph execution. This way a tight integration with the other DSPS components is achieved.
2.4 Resulting Requirements

The sample applications presented beforehand illustrate that many different requirements exist. As an example, we refer to the Rendering operator from Section 2.3.1 which is typically programmed for running on a GPU. An alternative case, in which we do not need dedicated processing capabilities but an adaptation at the infrastructure level, is given in Section 2.3.2. For the scenario of management support in smart factories, it is crucial that sensitive factory data remain within certain predefined boundaries and is not distributed arbitrarily. Another example is the compression of moving object traces from Section 2.3.3, where the integration of specific compression algorithms into the data stream processing pipeline is needed. With the Squebber scenario from Section 2.3.4 it is also important to authenticate users, and adjust the detail level of the data accordingly. All applications are context-aware and adapt their current processing according to their surrounding. They share common principles, i.e. the usage of streamed context data.

In the next subsections we present a classification of requirements extracted from the example scenarios presented earlier. These requirements are subdivided into three classes: requirements to the DSPS in Section 2.4.1, data processing requirements in Section 2.4.2, and security requirements in Section 2.4.3.

2.4.1 Requirements to DSPS

As argued before, applications need specific functionality to tailor the DSPS behavior to their specific needs. We have identified the following requirements:

I-A. **Custom data processing**: Applications often require functionality to tailor the system behavior as well as actual data processing to their specific needs. An example for an application tailoring is the Rendering operator of the visualization application from Section 2.3.1. Thus, custom data processing functionality must be addable to the DSPS. In a large and distributed computing environment such as for DSPSs, it is essential that new operators can seamlessly be integrated into the DSPS, and exploit a tight integration to reduce unnecessary and potentially expensive data transfer routes.

I-B. **Integration of custom services**: Custom services for the interaction with applications or services must be supported (e.g. in the LBS service scenario from Section 2.3.4). This means the data streaming system must support the integration of domain-specific services. Since services might also communicate with other services, adequate mechanisms have to be provided for inter-service interaction. Also, calling other services should be transparent to applications. I.e. if the request is forwarded to another service instance in case the current one is not accepting additional requests, this should happen without further interaction of the application.

I-C. **Dealing with heterogeneous system topology**: Certain tasks may be computationally expensive making the usage of specialized hardware a necessity [107]. Recent research
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(such as [134]) shows that creating specialized operators running on Field Programmable Gate Array (FPGA) chips is beneficial. However, the support of such highly domain-specific operators means that DSPSs must cope with a heterogeneous system topology to exploit this potential. This results in a broad variety of participating computing nodes, which must be managed by the DSPS. The operators must also be matched with the available resources. Operators might only be deployed to compute nodes that satisfy their specific requirements.

2.4.2 Requirements to Data Processing

There are requirements that arise at the data processing level. Thus, the DSPS functionality in terms of data processing must be extensible with respect to application requirements. The following data processing requirements have been identified, these applications ask for:

II-A. **Structured and unstructured data support**: New application domains may introduce new kinds of data, such as images or video streams. A mixture of different data structures is of vital importance, as in the application scenario of the location-aware visualization application from Section 2.3.1. On the one hand static data originating from a database and dynamic data from sensors, e.g. modeled as relational data must be supported. On the other hand data formats represented by, e.g. a stream of images must also be supported. Thus, particular care must be taken to avoid conflicts when combining operators at this level. This means that the DSPS must allow to implement new operators that go beyond those provided by state-of-the-art DSPSs.

II-B. **Deployment and execution specifications**: Applications as well as operators may impose certain constraints to the operator deployment and execution. E.g. operators may only be deployed on specific hardware, may require a certain amount of memory at runtime, or may even be allowed to be exclusively executed in a certain (secure) environment, as for the smart factory example from Section 2.3.2. For this reason, the operator model of a data stream processing system must provide a way to describe operators with their respective deployment and runtime constraints. These constraints are defined by operator developers and application developers.

II-C. **Exploiting mobile devices as data source and execution nodes**: In the scenarios described in Section 2.3, mobile devices consume data but also provide data. E.g. for the location-aware visualization pipeline scenario from Section 2.3.1, the client receives a video stream of the rendered scene but must also provide the current position and viewing direction to set the viewport correctly. In contrast, in the trajectory compression scenario from Section 2.3.3 the mobile device provides only data of the current position. Furthermore, mobile devices might even be considered as potential compute nodes when processing data.
2.4 Resulting Requirements

2.4.3 Requirements to Security

Finally, requirements concerning the security of a system are important. In the following, two types of entities are distinguished: Subjects and objects. Subjects refer to entities, such as users of a system or a process running in a system. In contrast, objects are entities for which permissions are defined and usually represent files, database entries, or executable code within a system. Generally speaking, subjects access objects. However, subjects might also be objects. Imagine a subject which wants to change the access conditions of another subject, such as, e.g. a user limiting the sharing of position to only family members (assuming subjects can be grouped according to their family membership). Information can be protected under the consideration of different protection goals, which leads to the so-called protection targets. These protection targets influence the actual system design. We have identified the following classification, which is built out of three protection target classes. Each protection target class in turn consists of a variety of targets.

III-A. Access Control: Covers all targets that play an essential role for access control. Here a target that is of crucial importance is the data integrity, which ensures that objects cannot be changed uncontrollably and therefore guarantee that only subjects allowed to make changes will be able to access this data. Furthermore, the confidentiality of information must be ensured in order to hide information from subjects who may not be allowed to read this information. E.g. in the smart factory example from Section 2.3.2, the shift supervisor is allowed to see other data than the assembly-line worker. Where the assembly-line worker is only allowed to see the status of the machine and the current work in progress the shift supervisor also sees work piece related information of the customer who ordered it.

III-B. Process Control: This covers all targets that influence the processing of data. It includes the acceptance of computation environments which are going to process the data. Since we assume a distributed environment, this protection target defines the computation nodes the data might be processed on. Beside this also data extent is of importance. This protection target has influence on the data that is available at a time for data processing by the operators. By limiting the data extent a limited view of the current data window is provided. In this way, a control over the data quality can be achieved. E.g. for the example scenario described in Section 2.3.3, the extent directly influences the precision of the stored traces.

III-C. Granularity Control: This protection target class is a special case of the target confidentiality of information and limitation of data extent in the sense that it describes how fine-grained access and process conditions can be defined. Granularity covers targets which play a role in obfuscating the original data (object) in order to, e.g. prevent conclusions to the subject the data originates from, with techniques such as anonymization and pseudonymization. Other techniques which belong to this protection target class are methods that add some fuzziness to data in order to hide detailed information on e.g. a current position, or aggregate a certain amount of data elements before delivering it to
subsequent operations. As seen from the LBS scenario from Section 2.3.4, friends should be able to know exactly where a user is whereas non-friend users should not. However, if the user wants to navigate to a certain destination, the more accurate the position information is the better the navigation is.

Besides the features mentioned above, also fundamental features such as the authentication of subjects and objects must be supported in order to prevent the abuse of objects. As shown with the LBS scenario, the correct authentication of subjects in the system is essential. This means that each subject must have a unique identity within the system. Thus the identity of subjects must be authenticated to avoid abuse of objects. Authentication covers all targets for the reliable identification of the relevant subjects and objects which are participating in the system. This also includes the authenticity of subjects and objects which must have the necessary rights to join the system as well as the action liability, which assigns each action to a specific subject. To make these actions traceable a storage area to save the trace information must be provided.

2.5 Foundations

Before starting with the presentation of our solution to the requirements defined above, an overview is given of the underlying technology to understand the rest of the thesis. First, the big picture of Nexus is introduced in Section 2.5.1. Nexus is a management platform to support context-aware applications. In Section 2.5.2, the Nexus federation and its related concepts are presented in more detail, which is the point of origin for the development of NexusDS. Section 2.5.3 describes the correlation of Nexus and NexusDS which together form a context management platform. Section 2.5.4 presents the state-of-the-art in data stream processing and its related work. Section 2.5.5 provides a comparison between Data Stream Processing Systems (DSPSs) and Complex Event Processings (CEPs). Finally, Section 2.5.6 presents the concept of SOA.

2.5.1 Nexus - The Big Picture

Nexus\(^1\) is a project partially founded by the Collaborative Research Center Nexus: Spatial World Models for Mobile Context-Aware Applications (grant Sonderforschungsbereich 627 (SFB 627)). In the context of Nexus [103, 125] many thesis have emerged. E.g. Lange [83] concentrated on the efficient processing of position traces of moving objects for context-aware applications, Nicklas [101] developed the Augmented World Model (AWM) and established its main concepts, or Schwarz [121] developed and implemented the federation of the Nexus platform. Each thesis covers different aspects with respect to the Nexus idea: to build an integrated and open context platform for context-aware applications and to provide mechanisms to integrate and provision context data. This context data is integrated in a federated

\(^1\)The term Nexus is a Latin word meaning connection or structure.
context model which is made available through well-defined interfaces. The Nexus platform federates the context models of the different providers to a global context model and offers context-aware applications a global, consistent view on their context data and an integrated data management.

It is highly desirable for such context models to be shared by a wide variety of applications. This desire originates from an economic and a technical motivation. The economical incentive to share such context models is given by the potentially high costs to establish such a context model. The technical incentive is that the context model is consistent and applications can be easily reused with only small adaptations. The vision of Nexus is to provide a so-called World Wide Space (WWS), which is an open and global platform in analogy to the WWW and to enable the seamless integration of context models and processing functionality for a wide range of applications. Therefore, the conceptual and technological framework for such a system has to be researched. The architecture resulting in the Nexus vision is shown in Figure 2.6.

The Nexus vision is represented by a three layer architecture as presented in Figure 2.6, with applications and middleware services that form the top layer. The middle layer constitutes the federation layer which represents a certain set of services for the layer above. Services include a stream processing service and a classical query service if only static data is requested. Other services included are a context cast component to route context messages to appropriate receivers and a context reasoning component to deduce higher-level context information by e.g. situation recognition. Between the top and middle layer, a middleware layer is situated. Here context-aware workflows offer a workflow service for applications from the top layer, to enable a service-oriented development of context-aware applications. The bottom layer represents the context information layer which constitutes a storage layer for context data. This layer provides access methods to the context data. Depending on the actual context-data
type different storage models are necessary [62]: For static context data, such as building outlines, a database approach seems a reasonable option, for highly volatile streamed context data originating from sensors a main-memory storage model is necessary, and for historical context data a data warehouse-like storage model is used. To manage all this data Nexus offers an AWM [105]. The AWM is an extensible data model that is based on object-oriented concepts. Both, the Nexus federation which serves as the starting point for this thesis as well as the AWM are presented in the next two subsections.

Such a system yields many challenges. These challenges include: scalable stream-processing of heterogeneous context data, a distributed situation recognition, temporal aspects and data histories, context-aware workflows, and quality of context information. Each of these challenges constitutes a concrete component in the overall vision and covers a different part of it. To implement the vision of a WWS, as depicted in Figure 2.6, centralized context management systems are obviously insufficient. Therefore, a scalable and distributed architecture is required. This thesis provides the design, implementation, and evaluation of a flexible DSPS for the domain of context-aware applications.

2.5.2 Nexus Federation

In this section, we briefly describe the architecture of the Nexus [125] system as it was before this work started. This is also the starting point for the development of the stream processing system—NexusDS—presented in this work, targeting the requirements raised in Section 2.4. In this way, we have extended Nexus in order to be able to process data streams, too.

As depicted in Figure 2.7, the Nexus federation is built up in three layers: an application layer containing the actual applications, a federation layer containing Nexus nodes, and a context information layer consisting of Context Servers (CSs) which provide stored or sensed data. A CS must implement a predefined interface through which it is contacted by Nexus nodes. Furthermore, it must register at the Area Service Register (ASR), announcing the area and object types it offers data for.

The implementation of a CS is not restricted and can be easily tailored to the needs of different kinds of data, like positions of vehicles (high update rates) or the geometry of buildings (large data volumes) [62]. Being an open system, new CSs can be added to the Nexus system. Data of a new CS might overlap with existing ones in both its service area and content, which can lead to multiple represented objects (MReps) [144]. When integrating different result sets from different context servers, Nexus nodes try to detect MReps based on location-based criteria and merge them into a single object [145].

The Nexus platform uses a request-response protocol in which queries are posted in the Augmented World Query Language (AWQL) format, which typically contains a spatial restriction. The result of such a query is a document in the Augmented World Model Language (AWML) representing the result set containing objects that belong to the AWM which is described in
Figure 2.7: Overview of the original Nexus architecture

to return the integrated result to the application.

2.5.2.1 The Nexus Augmented World Model

To integrate context data from different sources, Nexus provides an extensible data model based on object-oriented concepts: the AWM. The structure of the AWM is depicted in Figure 2.8. The AWM is based on data objects that are formed by attributes. In contrast to object-oriented programming, these data objects do not have methods or behavior. The AWM consists of a Standard Attribute Schema (SAS) and a Standard Class Schema (SCS). The SCS
defines the root set of types that are considered relevant for most context-aware applications, such as buildings, rooms, or train stations. The SAS defines the basic attributes such as name, location, or type. The AWM supports multi-inheritance, objects are instances of one or more object types of the current schema. The schema defines which attributes are mandatory and which attributes are optional for a certain object. An object can have multiple attribute instances of the same type with different values, which, in conjunction with meta data like valid time, allows e.g. the representation of value patterns such as trajectories of moving objects [71]. Supporting multi-attribute instances is extremely important as different data providers might provide various but correct values for the same attribute of an object. E.g. a street might be known as Theodor-Heuss-Straße but also as B27, and both are correct names for this street. The name, structure and basic data type of the attributes are defined in an attribute schema.

A class schema (either the SCS or Extended Class Schema (ECS)) imports an attribute schema and according to the class definitions groups these attributes to object types. The object types in a class schema form an is-a hierarchy (inheritance): If an object type B inherits from an object type A, B has all attributes of A and can define additional ones. Mandatory attributes from A are also mandatory in B, whereas optional attributes can remain optional in B or be defined as mandatory by B.

As depicted in Figure 2.8, context providers or applications can define extended attribute schemas with new attributes and extended class schemas with new object types. These are called Extended Attribute Schemas (EASs) and Extended Class Schemas (ECSs) respectively. ECSs contain sub-types of SCS types, exploiting the object-oriented inheritance concept. As every object of an ECS type can be transformed into an object of a SCS type, those objects are at least partially useful for applications not knowing the ECS. EASs contain extended attributes that are based on basic data types such as string or boolean which are defined in the Standard Type Schema (STS). By this, the components of the Nexus platform can process attributes belonging to standard or extended attribute schemas. New object types defined in the ECSs must inherit directly or transitively from object types from the base class schema. Base schema here might be the SCS or some other ECSs. With this, the Nexus platform can transform objects compliant to the ECS to objects of the base schema by omitting the additional attributes. This allows applications to use an object of any arbitrary extended type by its type in the base schema, losing information, however.

Figure 2.9 is an excerpt for the integration of AWM objects in Nexus, showing how overlapping context-data from two data providers is merged into one single integrated result. Multiple representations are denoted by the same id value. Two objects have different type but are multiple representations of the same real world object: MobileFactoryObject and Tool. They carry different information: One has information about speed, the other about the condition. The objects also have different values for the name attribute. Since the integration layer often cannot decide which value is correct (maybe both) or which one is needed by applications, the merged result contains both attributes, called multi-attributes. Both type attributes are contained in the merged result, constituting a multi-typed object.
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2.5.2.2 Augmented World Query Language and Augmented World Modeling Language

To formulate queries to the Nexus system, a spatial query language called Augmented World Query Language (AWQL) has been developed, following a query-response-paradigm. To represent the query results, a serialization and modeling language called Augmented World Model Language (AWML) has been developed and used as an interchange format both applications and by platform components.

The AWQL basically supports two DB-related operations: Projection and selection. A projection defines which attributes of the AWM object must be filtered before delivery. A selection provides a way to filter the AWM objects according to a defined predicate. Predicate operators hereby include simple comparison operators such as equals or less than and highly domain-specific spatial and temporal operators to filter the data. E.g., such spatial or temporal operators restrict the result to those objects lying within a certain geographical area or a certain period of time, respectively.

Figure 2.8: The Augmented World Model (AWM). [45]
The AWML models AWM objects and represents the exchange format for AWM objects. AWML is an XML-based format as shown in Listing 2.1. The excerpt shows an AWML document existing of one root element `awml:awml`, bound to the name space `http://www.nexus.uni-stuttgart.de/2.0/AWML`. Also namespace definitions for the attribute type schema (nsat), the attribute schema (nsas), and the class schema (nscs) are shown. The structure of each object (enclosed by `awml:nexusobject`) is defined by the `nsas:type` attribute. Independently of the actual object type, each object has a unique identifier (ID) called `nsas:nol`. This attribute links to the AWM definition of the corresponding object type and defines its structure in terms of mandatory and optional attributes. The object type in Listing 2.1 is `nscs:Building`.

```xml
<awml:awml xmlns:nsat="http://www.nexus.uni-stuttgart.de/1.0/NSAT"
           xmlns:nsas="http://www.nexus.uni-stuttgart.de/1.0/NSAS"
           xmlns:nscs="http://www.nexus.uni-stuttgart.de/1.0/NSCS"
           xmlns:awml="http://www.nexus.uni-stuttgart.de/2.0/AWML">
  <awml:nexusobject>
    <nsas:nol>
      <nsas:value> nexus:<URL>||<AAID>/<OID> </nsas:value>
    </nsas:nol>
    <nsas:type>
      <nsas:value> nscs:Building </nsas:value>
    </nsas:type>
  </awml:nexusobject>
</awml:awml>
```

Figure 2.9: Integration example of AWM objects. [45]
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Listing 2.1: Example for an AWML document.

```
<nsas:value> real </nsas:value>
</nsas:kind>
<nsas:name>
  <nsas:value> Museum of Arts </nsas:value>
</nsas:kind>
<nsas:pos>
  <nsas:value>
    <gml:Point srsName="http://www.opengis.net/gml/srs/epsg.xml#4326">
      <gml:coordinates> 48.743668,9.097413 </gml:coordinates>
    </gml:Point>
  </nsas:value>
</nsas:pos>
</awml:nexusobject>
```

2.5.3 Context Management Platform

Each time we refer to the former Nexus platform for static data processing, we call it Nexus. In contrast to this, each time we refer to the Nexus platform for distributed stream processing, we call it NexusDS.

![Figure 2.10: Nexus and NexusDS define the Context Data Management Platform.](image)

In order to demonstrate how Nexus and NexusDS are related to each other, we have to discuss Figure 2.10. On the upper part, context-aware (potentially streaming) applications exist,
relying on the functionality of Nexus and NexusDS, which send data processing requests to the respective platforms (either Nexus or NexusDS) and receive the appropriate results. This depends on whether it is an application requesting to process streamed data or static data. NexusDS, which is the DSPS implementing the results of this work, uses the functionalities provided by Nexus to query and receive static data if necessary. This data is then integrated into the streamed data processing in NexusDS. Section 4.7 describes how the data is queried and retrieved by NexusDS.

2.5.4 Data Stream Processing – State of the Art

Data stream processing has been subject to research for more than a decade. This thesis covers the DBMS-oriented perspective on data stream processing. For this reason, most functionalities and ideas of DSPSs are similar to those present in DBMSs. However, many differences exist between a DBMS and DSPS. Figure 2.11 shows these differences as well as dedicated topics related to DSPSs which are described as follows:

On the left side of Figure 2.11 a generic DBMS is depicted whereas on the right side a generic DSPS is shown. For a DBMS data is usually persistently stored in a persistent storage backend. The data is assumed to be complete and consistent and a random access to the stored data is possible. Indexes help to enhance and make the access to that data faster. The space available for persistently stored data is theoretically infinite. To access the persistent data usually a query document is sent to the DBMS, defining the data of interest (and implicitly also the processing). The query document is computed completely on the current data snapshot before
returning a *response document* containing the exact result. This processing model is called the *pull model* since data is returned when requested, resulting in a single response document. Usually for querying the system, declarative query languages such as SQL are used. However, before accessing persistent data and processing it in the processing area, the data must first be loaded into a main memory buffer area. Thus, only a small part of the data is actually loaded and accessible.

For DSPS a continuous stream of data elements enters the system. A data stream is characterized as a potentially infinite flow of data elements from one or more data sources. This infiniteness makes a storage and postponed processing of the data infeasible since in a worst case scenario we have to wait for infinity to get all data necessary to answer a query. Furthermore, this data usually is time-critical and must thus be processed in realtime. This results in a *push model*, as data is processed as data arrives. This is called a paradigm shift from transient queries and persistent data to persistent queries and transient data. Data streams are only sequentially accessible and a random access is only possible on small data excerpts (usually in window structures or synopses). These data streams are processed according to a well-defined process definition in form of a query document. Different possibilities exist to formulate query documents. Query documents can be expressed utilizing a declarative query language such as CQL [15]. Alternatives are using a graphical way to define the process definitions [3] or providing a program-like way for defining them [9]. Declarative approaches are easy to understand and to use, even more if SQL knowledge is present. However, they are difficult to extend since the query must be translatable to a concrete process definition in terms of an operator tree or operator graph. This can only be reasonably performed with a sound algebra. The program-like approach offers great flexibilities since additional modules can be written to integrate custom functionality. However, a deep understanding and knowledge of programming is needed to succeed, limiting the number of potential users. The graphical approach is intuitive and can be learned easily. On the other side, the efforts to create complex query documents is rather high compared to the other two approaches.

The incoming data streams are processed as they arrive in *main memory*. Sometimes a *temporary storage backend* is needed to store temporary results and unburden main memory. Also, a *persistent storage backend* may be necessary to process a query document. E.g., if we think of a highway scenario where licence plates are scanned, this data must be augmented with additional information that is stored in some persistent storage backend. The processed data streams are then forwarded to subsequent consumers for further processing and a *response document* is continuously produced for the inquirer of the query document, containing the current result. Table 2.1 summarizes the differences between DBMS and DSPS.

A common problem DSPSs have to face is the way streams are treated, since data streams have unlike the traditional way in processing persistent data, uncomfortable characteristics. The biggest problem of all is the potential infiniteness of data streams. Operators which need to process all of its input data before being able to produce output data are called *blocking*. Example operators for the class of blocking operators are *sort* or *join*. Both have a so-called *state*. A state is used to store information regarding data elements processed so far. Stateful
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>DBMS</th>
<th>DSPS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Data</strong></td>
<td>persistent data</td>
<td>transient data</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Queries</strong></td>
<td>transient queries</td>
<td>persistent queries</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Data Structure</strong></td>
<td>arbitrary</td>
<td>append only</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Operations</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Query Result</strong></td>
<td>exact result</td>
<td>may be approximated</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Data Access</strong></td>
<td>random access</td>
<td>sequential access</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Data Processing</strong></td>
<td>arbitrary processing</td>
<td>one-pass processing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Main Focus</strong></td>
<td>efficient data retrieval</td>
<td>real-time processing</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2.1: Feature comparison of a DBMS and a DSPS.

operators are usually of blocking nature. To resolve this blocking behavior the window model has been proposed. A window explicitly segments the incoming data stream into discrete and finite snapshots at different timestamps. This allows the application of existing approaches to process the data and solves the blocking behavior of blocking operators. Windows also constrain the used memory by the window boundaries. There exist different window types, such as sliding windows, tumbling windows, damped windows, and landmark windows [3, 110, 156], to name just a few. The size of each window can be either defined by the data element count (e.g. counting 100 data elements), defined by an ordering attribute (e.g. restricting the content by a defined time period), it can depend on a specific predicate (e.g. only objects), or be implicitly defined by punctuations. Count-based techniques typically limit the memory needed to store incoming data elements locally, since only a fixed amount of data items is allowed. With time-based and predicate-based windows a memory limit is predictable if the arrival rate of new data elements is considered. Punctuations segment the data streams implicitly, which means it is not done by the DSPS but is rather defined at the producing source. The data source annotates the stream by punctuations which gives the DSPS a hint on how to segment the data stream [141] resulting in a data dependent window size. The advantage here is that the segmentation is done at meaningful points. By segmenting the streams in a data dependent manner it is also possible to efficiently implement sorting operations. As mentioned above, sorting operations maintain a state and is consequently blocking. Assume sorting an unsorted stream in descending order by an arbitrary attribute having a natural order. The problem is that we do not exactly know whether we will receive a data element which is greater than the data element with less value. Thus, we cannot decide whether we can forward a partial result of the sorted data stream. Punctuations solve this problem by a data dependent segmentation.
One fundamental problem within DSPSs is the question on how to distribute stream queries across the available resources. In this context the stream query distribution is equivalent to the distribution of the operators a SP graph is actually composed of. Although this topic is closely related to the problem on how to distribute workflow activity calls, it differs. In the workflow scenario so-called Web Services (WSs) are usually bound to a certain host. These WSs offer a service that is callable from outside, e.g. credit rating. In contrast to this, in the DSPS scenario the operators that receive the data (the equivalent in the workflow scenario is the activity) must first be deployed to some computing machine. Thus, the question under concern for DSPS is not how to distribute the calls to workflow activities which process the data transferred data documents, but rather where to place the operators that are going to process the streamed data.

This initial placement—which will be referred to as the pre-deployment phase throughout this thesis—typically consists of two phases: A logical optimization phase and a physical optimization phase.

The logical optimization phase is divided into two steps. First the query is translated into a SP graph consisting of logical operators. In a second step a logical optimization to transform the query into a semantically equivalent one is performed. This optimized SP graph is considered for the next physical optimization phase. During this phase the logical operators are mapped to physical representations of this operator, e.g. a logical join operator is mapped to a physical implementation that is best suited to the current situation. Once done for all logical operators the resulting is a physical SP graph. In a final step this physical SP graph is distributed by placing the physical operators on computing machines and establishing an interconnection between them. Generally speaking, the operator distribution problem is formulated as a Task Assignment Problem (TAP) that is known to be NP-complete. Thus, usually an approximation to solve the problem is used.

The pre-deployment phase is followed by an adaptation phase that is performed during query execution. In the context of this thesis, the adaptation phase is referred to as the post-deployment phase. Usually, an exact result in stream processing is not guaranteed due to uncertainties while processing the data streams. Thus, results may be approximated. These uncertainties arise from the network the DSPS is utilizing as a communication infrastructure and from software or hardware failures on computing machines the computation is performed on. For the former uncertainty type, network congestions might be a cause for bursty data stream delivery rates causing some overload situation on computing nodes. For the latter uncertainty type, a faulty hard disk or operator might be the cause for a compute node failure. Depending on the actual uncertainty type different actions are possible: Reducing the load on a specific compute node by stream filtering techniques to reduce the data volume including precise filtering, data merging, and load shedding [34], aggregating data streams in synopses [14], and shifting computation on another machine by operator migration [155]. Originally, synopses have been developed to implement aggregate functions over data streams. These synopses are also well suited to prevent an overload situation on a machine. In contrast to just dropping data elements, all data elements are considered, resulting in some fuzziness, however.
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It is important to note, that we have to cope with compute node failure due to hardware or software problems only operator migrations remain as option.

Different load shedding techniques have been proposed over the last few years. According to literature, the original idea for load shedding goes back to the year 2003 and was first presented in [93] proposing load shedding of random data elements. In the same year, in the context of the Aurora project two different load shedding techniques have been proposed: Insertion of so-called drop boxes into the operator network that randomly drop data elements of incoming data streams and insertion of semantic drop boxes that drop data elements according to a predicate that consists of QoS functions and system statistics [132]. Later, highly specific load shedding techniques, such as [58, 140], have been proposed solving load shedding for a specific domain of interest. That is what load shedding actually is: It is a highly domain specific technique, mainly depending on the interpretation and the semantics of the streamed data as well as on the infrastructure involved.

If load shedding is not an option (as mentioned above when software or hardware failures occur), the SP graph must be re-scheduled and changes to the current execution must be made. The naive or straight forward approach would be to re-schedule the entire SP graph and restart with execution. However, this approach is not desirable since already computed results are lost and thus must be recomputed again. Instead of rebuilding all data from scratch only critical parts of the SP graph currently under concern are shifted to alternative computing locations. This process is called operator migration. Operators can be distinguished by being either stateful or stateless. Stateless operators are less problematic to migrate than operators with a state. The particularity that matters in both scenarios is that the modified SP graph is semantically equivalent to the original one. This means that no duplicates should be produced and also no results should be missed that would have been computed if no migration had occurred. For operators with state, the state has to be transferred to the new location to avoid false and unnecessary computations. In [16, 60] the problem was first mentioned in the context of DSPSs, but this problem also existed earlier with federated relational DBMSs [100]. For the domain of DSPSs in literature, the first important work in this aspect is [155]. The authors propose two strategies: Moving states and parallel track. The basic idea of moving states is to move old data elements directly from the old state to the states of the new operators. Sometimes it is necessary to recompute parts of the state for the new operator in order to get a consistent state, matching the old one. In contrast to the moving states approach, parallel track computes the same query on alternative computing nodes in parallel and combines results from both eliminating duplicates. Both strategies are highly implementation-dependent and cannot be arbitrarily applied. Building up on this work, in [151] a generic approach for operator migration has been proposed which combines both approaches, called HybMig.

Security in DSPSs is a topic that is currently getting more and more into focus of researchers. This research is driven by the proliferation of social networks, its interconnection with other services such as location-based services, and its pervasion into everyday life as having control over data is getting more and more important. Many persons having a smart phone use social media services to chat with colleagues and friends or share photos with its community. An
answer to the question: *what does the term security in the context of DSPS mean?* is that a DSPS should allow the definition of how data is accessed, who is allowed to access the data, and how data is processed within the DSPS. Access control has long been a hot topic in other research areas, as in the context of relational DBMSs. By the keywords *grant* and *revoke* it is possible for DBMS administrators to grant and revoke access rights to data, according to the Mandatory Access Control (MAC) model [50]. MAC marks all users and data belonging to a certain security level and matches them when access is required. One of the first approaches for the domain of DSPSs is the proposal by [88]. They start from a generic DSPS architecture and extend it by access control modules proposing a generic security architecture for DSPSs. The approach proposes a role based access control. Alternative methods include the rewriting of queries to match access policies [29] and augmenting the stream with security punctuations as proposed by Nehme et al. [99].

### 2.5.5 Complex Event Processing

A similar approach to the model of a DSPS is represented by the model of Complex Event Processing (CEP). According to Cugola and Margara [48] the models of DSPS [16] and CEP [92] emerged after years of research and are more or less competing nowadays. Cugola and Margara [48] provide a survey of both approaches and propose a classification of so-called *Information Flow Processing (IFP)* systems. The main differences of both approaches are shown in Table 2.2.

Both models have in common, that data can be only accessed sequentially. Thus there is no random access to data. Same as DSPSs, also CEPs have to wait until the data items arrive at the processing unit to perform its operations.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>DSPS</th>
<th>CEP</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Data</strong></td>
<td>high volumes</td>
<td>high rates</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Queries</strong></td>
<td>data transformations</td>
<td>event correlations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Data Structure</strong></td>
<td>generic processing</td>
<td>event notification</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Operations</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Query Result</strong></td>
<td>transformed data</td>
<td>complex events</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Data Access</strong></td>
<td>sequential access</td>
<td>sequential access</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Data Processing</strong></td>
<td>pipelined transformation</td>
<td>detection rules</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Main Focus</strong></td>
<td>real-time processing</td>
<td>event pattern detection</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Table 2.2: Feature comparison of a DSPS and CEP.*
Also both models share a distributed architecture, which allows to scale out. A distributed architecture is a key feature for efficient and flexible processing of incoming data streams. Same as DSPSs, also CEP distribute operators that cooperate to determine the result of the event correlation process across different machines that perform their dedicated operations. Each operator passes its resulting data items to subsequent operators by a notification mechanism.

However both system models target different domains. DSPS typically target the processing of high volumes of potentially unbound incoming data streams as DSPSs are data-driven. In contrast to this, CEPs mainly focus the processing of high data rates of incoming data streams as CEP are event-driven. Queries to CEP systems define detection rules that describe event correlations that are complex events being of interest to the inquirer. Thereby the queries describe event patterns that must be detected by the underlying CEP system. The detected complex events are notified to the inquirers.

In terms of CEP, data items correspond to events that happen in the real world. In contrast to DSPS the processing model of CEPs associate \textit{a precise semantics to the information items being processed} \cite{48}. For CEPs the main focus is the detection of event pattern occurrences out of the many low-level events that occurred.

CEPs can be viewed as an evolution to the publish/subscribe model \cite{1}. In publish/subscribe models a subscriber typically subscribes to either content-based or topic-based low-level events. This contrasts to the higher-level and complex events that are deduced by CEP systems.

### 2.5.6 Service Oriented Architectures and Distributed Systems

The term SOA was first introduced by Schulte and Natis \cite{120} and represents a system model that involves many small computers that are interconnected, in contrast to mainframe computing. The SOA paradigm has many similarities with distributed systems. SOA represents a software architecture for realizing distributed systems, as both constitute a composite network of independent and autonomous entities. Depending on the domain, the term entity might be either a computer (distributed system) or a service (SOA). The SOA paradigm can be defined as being the evolution of the classical client/server architecture from the early 1990s. Formerly, when distributed systems emerged and the client and server paradigm was the main method of communicating, clients inquired a certain service which the server offered. Therefore, the client had to know about the server to get the service of interest. They also needed some common "language" in order to communicate. With SOA, these small computers offering services interact with each other by message exchange, typically formulated in some XML-based dialect.

The SOA system model gives great flexibility when creating systems or applications. A server offering some service could also be a client that utilizes a service present on some other server. This is similar to the Peer 2 Peer (P2P) \cite{119} idea but SOA focuses on higher level interactions, service composition, and it represents an abstract architecture paradigm in contrast to low-level interaction protocols as described by P2P systems. In the SOA world, systems
or applications building up on the SOA idea) are not hard-wired. The SOA paradigm allows the flexible adaptation to new requirements and changing conditions by integrating additional services. This SOA philosophy is applied in many domains. A prominent example making massive use of the SOA idea is represented by the domain of Enterprise Application Integration (EAI) \[90\], which has evolved to service integration in Enterprise Service Bus (ESB) architectures \[33\]. Generally speaking, services encapsulate well-defined functionalities in independent, self-describing, and autonomous modules. Services might also be arranged to create composite services to realize higher-level functionalities. There is no clear definition of major concepts a SOA must fulfill. The term SOA is used in different scenarios, each possibly having different requirements to the actual implementation of the SOA with respect to a specific problem. From our perspective, the major principles of a SOA are as follows:

- **Services are loosely coupled**: Services usually are loosely coupled which means they typically interact with different services in their environment. These services are instantiated on arbitrary computers within the network. Thereby, we differentiate between service classes and service instances. A service might depend on a certain service class, but does usually not on a specific service instance.

- **Services are self-describing**: In order to integrate services into an existing system infrastructure the service must have the ability to describe itself. We refer to this self-description as *service meta data*. This meta data is exploited by the system to find suitable services.

- **Services are reusable**: Services are not bound to a certain computer. A service can be instantiated and offered on different computer nodes. The only exception to this is provided by the service meta data mentioned beforehand. The meta data can restrict the execution of a certain service to a certain computer, e.g. for security reasons.

- **Services are discoverable and location-transparent**: As mentioned above, services are loosely coupled and might depend on other service classes rather than on service instances. This in turn means, service classes as well as service instances must be discoverable. Furthermore, the actual location a certain service instance is running on must be transparent to the inquirer. The discovery of service classes reveals which services are available. The discovery of service instances yields where a service instance of a certain service class is currently running thus accepting requests.

- **Services are autonomous**: A service encapsulates functionalities which are fully implemented by this service. No additional modules are necessary. However, services might rely on specialized hardware which must be present on the system executing this service. This is a stringent requirement of a service and is described by the service meta data.

Although these five principles described above are sufficient for our domain, it is important to note that the selection of principles does not claim to be universal w.r.t. the term SOA. Depending on the domain of interest there might exist even more principles that can be applied to the term SOA, such as *services can be composed out of other services* or *services are self-describing.*
2.6 Summary

In this chapter, applications are presented and their requirements are discussed. These applications, although originating from different application domains and having different processing constraints and security concerns, share a common processing principle, i.e. data stream processing. They are often embedded in an utterly heterogeneous and distributed infrastructure ranging from desktop computers to mobile devices. Therefore, a data stream processing system needs to supply adequate techniques to provide a tight integration of standard and non-standard processing schemes. These techniques reach from the integration of specific operators, through the definition and manipulation of the actual SP graph deployment, to the integration of domain-specific service functionality. Concepts and mechanisms have been designed and created to build a flexible DSPS, which is able to support a broad variety of context-aware applications. We have integrated the concepts and developed a DSPS called NexusDS which is presented in the next chapter, and is especially tailored to meet these requirements. By the unique techniques provided by NexusDS it is possible to realize applications relying on highly domain-specific concepts.
Part II

System Architecture and Data Processing
After the discussion of the data stream application scenarios and the analysis of their requirements towards a DSPS in Section 2.3, in this chapter we present the DSPS architecture and its components.

In Section 3.1, a short introduction is given summing up important facts from previous sections. Afterwards, in Section 3.2, the necessity for adaptation in DSPSs is discussed. Related work is presented and discussed in Section 3.3. Section 3.4 presents NexusDS, our DSPS to target the requirements detected. First the compliance of NexusDS to the requirements raised is discussed and the basic architecture and its main components are detailed. This chapter is concluded by a short summary in Section 3.7.

3.1 Introduction

Data stream processing has been in the focus of many researchers and is still a topic of high interest. Research stretches from system architecture proposals over adjusted stream processing techniques to query distribution and reuse, resulting in more and more sophisticated techniques. As a data stream is characterized as a potentially infinite flow of data elements from one or more data sources, data stream processing is typically done in two steps: Data elements are collected from the data sources and are processed according to some processing definition consisting of a clearly defined set and order of operators. Complex scenarios that go beyond the current state-of-the-art have been presented in Section 2.3.

To satisfy the needs of specific application domains, such as visualization, a DSPSs must be extensible towards, e.g. specialized operators which may require specialized hardware. Each application, or more generally application domain has one or more requirements according to Section 2.4. Thus, an adaptation requirement of DSPSs exists, which means that the DSPS must provide concepts to adapt to these specific requirements: (I-A) custom data processing
logic, (I-B) integration of custom services, (I-C) dealing with heterogeneous system topology, (II-A) structured and unstructured data support, (II-B) deployment and execution specifications, (II-C) exploiting mobile devices as data source and execution nodes as well as (III-A) access control, (III-B) process control, and (III-C) granularity control for data.

To address these new requirements we have developed a highly flexible and distributed DSPS targeting these requirements. This DSPS is referred to as NexusDS throughout this thesis. It should be noted that although the DSPS architecture and its related concepts is referred to as NexusDS, the concepts presented are general. The concepts presented can be used in order to create a flexible DSPS that targets the requirements from Section 2.4, which are imposed on a flexible DSPS.

NexusDS features a flexible operator model, constraint-based operator distribution and deployment, management of heterogeneous system topologies, data access control mechanisms, and a SOA-based P2P approach for dynamic, on-demand scale out. The goal of NexusDS is to support a large variety of context-aware applications as presented in Section 2.3. Other example scenarios are conceivable however, like location based information systems [102], mobile games [104], or even factory management applications [47]. Thereby, NexusDS is based on the AWM, a shared, global context model as presented in Section 2.5.2.1.

3.2 Adaptation Requirement

Nowadays distributed DSPSs are state-of-the-art since they scale well with increasing workload and thus allow an efficient processing. These systems provide an interface to the user who defines how data is processed by the system. Incoming data streams are processed continuously in a distributed fashion across available computing nodes.
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Figure 3.2: Adaptation Problem for Domain-Specific Data Stream Applications

Figure 3.1 shows the example scenario of a location-aware visualization pipeline. The final result of the process is an image stream showing the surrounding of a possibly low-performance mobile client device. First, the streams of the continuously changing user, bus, and taxi positions and the static geographic objects are merged and filtered on the restriction of the user’s proximity. Then, the mapping step assigns graphical primitives to the filtered data, such as triangles, points, etc. Finally, a rendering operator transforms the stream of graphic primitives into an image stream that can be displayed on the client. Preferably, the rendering step is executed on specialized graphics hardware (GPU). User interaction, such as rotating and panning the scene, can be modeled as parameter updates for the operators, e.g. the camera parameters of the rendering operator.

To deal with the distributed nature of the different data streams in this scenario, it is clearly desirable to make use of a DSPS. A visualization pipeline, as depicted in Figure 3.1, generally consists of three steps: Filtering, Mapping, and Rendering [65, 154]. These steps map nicely to complex operators of a stream processing system. However, this is far from reality since DSPSs are not designed to support domain-specific applications. The operator’s origins are different and so are their respective constraints. Filtering can be realized by exploiting already existing operators (from a DB’s point of view a selection) present in state-of-the-art DSPSs. For Mapping domain-specific knowledge is necessary. Mapping does not need a specific execution environment to run, in contrast to Rendering. As with Mapping, also Rendering is a domain-specific operator but has constraints with respect to the target runtime environment making a constrained domain-specific operator out of it, i.e. a GPU is needed.

According to the sample scenario the DSPS must adapt to new requirements in terms of operators, changing deployment and runtime specifications, or even changing system topologies and security restrictions. Although research has brought up many efficient techniques,
an adaptation problem in the domain of DSPS is still persisting. The adaptation problem is depicted in Figure 3.2 and is explained ahead.

On the left side a generic DSPS is depicted (in bold letters), whereas on the right side a domain-specific and context-aware data stream application is displayed (in italic letters). In principle three approaches exist to integrate such an application into DSPSs to exploit existing functionality: Either 1 adapt the DSPS to meet the specific requirements of the domain-aware application, 2 adapt the domain-specific application to exploit system functionality where possible, or 3 adapt both, the DSPS and the context-aware application, meeting somewhere in the middle. This case is depicted by the Domain-specific DSPS.

Case 1 considers adapting a DSPS to an application. In this case, a DSPS must either be built from scratch or an existing one must be modified to achieve a deep integration of the application in question into the DSPS. Neither of these two alternatives is desirable, as building a DSPS from scratch means a big investment—in terms of time and maybe money—and includes a high failure probability. To extend an existing DSPS or even building up a DSPS from scratch needs a profound knowledge of the system specifics. A prominent example is PIPES [79], a framework offering building blocks that must be implemented with domain-specific code. But before the system can be used, its missing features must be implemented by an expert. This, however, is a non-trivial and cumbersome task.

For case 2 the domain-specific application must be adapted to an existing and concrete DSPS. This reduces the re-usability of the domain-specific application automatically since the application is tailored to the specific DSPS. This is because the application might rely on specific functionalities which are only offered by a certain DSPS. In this scenario, DSPSs capabilities are exploited to carry out tasks a DSPS can handle. The domain-specific data processing must then be performed within the application or outsourced to other, maybe remote, sites. However, an obvious issue with this approach is potentially redundant code which is spread across many different applications, in each specific domain. Another problem is the fact that devices running domain-specific applications are often not well-suited to do so. This mainly originates from computing performance and energy constraints.

Considering case 3, the domain-specific applications as well as the DSPS are adapted to meet somewhere in the middle (denoted by the dashed box in Figure 3.2). Therefore, the application outsources parts of the domain-specific application logic to integrate it into the DSPS. In turn, the DSPS must consider the domain-specific constraints of the application. Assuming the user wants the application to be executed exclusively on nodes he trusts for security reasons, the design of a DSPS is crucial for the flexibility with integration of domain-specific applications. This has mainly two reasons: The integration should be as easy as possible unburdening the developer from cumbersome tasks. At the same time, the system must provide adequate extension mechanisms in terms of extension points. NexusDS is our proposal of such a DSPS which provides basic data stream processing functionality, but at the same time provides extensions for the integration of domain-specific functionality.
Each domain-specific application has different requirements towards the system. E.g. they need a GPU to perform certain application functionality or require data that should not cross a certain administrative domain. Even users using a domain-specific application may have different preferences, e.g. limiting the execution to a set of execution nodes they trust. These constraints imply a possibly different execution of SP graphs as DSPSs would usually do, i.e. the system must cope with these constraints occurring in such heterogeneous and distributed systems.

### 3.3 Related Work and System Classification

Before going into details of the NexusDS, related work in the domain of DSPSs is presented and classified in this section. Complex data stream application scenarios need adequate mechanisms that go beyond the ones present in state-of-the-art DSPSs, as discussed in Section 2.3 and their resulting requirements to modern DSPSs from Section 2.4. In this section, up to this date some of the most relevant DSPSs are classified. They are compared to each other and their specific differences are highlighted.

**Aurora** [3] has been a common effort of the universities Brown and Brandeis and the MIT and goes back to the year 2003. Its main characteristic is the integration of *user-defined functions (UDFs)*, which allows to add custom data processing capabilities to the system. However, due to its monolithic—thus *centralized*—system topology, only a limited amount of queries are processable in parallel. The *relational model* is used as basic data structure and queries are formulated by a *boxes and arrows* concept where a box is a stream operation (either built-in or a UDF) that is interconnected by arrows with other boxes forming a stream operation network. This operation network, however, is only executed locally since no distribution is possible. In the year 2009 Cao et al. [29] extended Aurora by a data access control mechanism called *ACStream*. By ACStream it is possible to control data access. Thereby, access control restrictions are defined as *predicate expressions* that describe an explicit assignment of access rights to certain subjects. To illustrate this, imagine a data stream representing positions where each data element has an ID attribute and a location attribute. An expression in ACStream can define read access for a subject A, if the ID attribute has a certain value or the position is within a defined quadrant. A special feature of the concept is the possibility to define temporal constraints by *time-based windows*. Access to data elements can be restricted to a certain time interval via temporal restrictions. The start time and end time can be explicitly defined and the time interval is provided by defining the absolute time interval size and the interval step size. ACStream enforces access control by rewriting queries. The rewrite process possibly selects security operators instead of regular operators to carry out the defined access control constraints. Four different types of security operators are available: *Secure View* processes an input stream by applying the access restrictions and returning a view of the data stream with only data elements meeting the access restrictions. *Secure Read* operators filter data elements and remove attributes, *Secure Join* operators filter the output data streams composed
of multiple input data streams, and Secure Aggregate operators control aggregate functions. A fine-grained way for defining the granularity in which data can be accessed and processed is not supported, resulting in an all or nothing semantic.

In the year 2003 researchers of the Stanford University started the development of STREAM \[14\]. STREAM stands for Stanford Stream Data Manager and is—as Aurora—a centralized DSPS. In contrast to Aurora, STREAM does not allow to integrate any custom data processing functionality. As with Aurora, STREAM also utilizes a relational data model. The main characteristic of the STREAM system is the capability to integrate static data into the stream processing as well. The fundamental idea is to treat all data as relations and to apply relational processing techniques to process them. However, as mentioned in previous sections, a stream is potentially unbound. Therefore, special operators have been developed that transform either a stream to a relation (Stream2Relation operator) or a relation to a stream (Relation2Stream operator). Doing so, the well known relational processing techniques can be exploited and paired with the emerging domain of stream processing while avoiding the problems related to data streams. Beside the other limitations of the STREAM system, the main limitation is the centralized system structure not allowing to scale out processing power as needed. STREAM does not provide any security relevant mechanisms to prevent misuse of data.

In 2005 Kuntschke et al. \[80\] proposed StreamGlobe. It was one of the first systems capable of processing data streams in a distributed fashion. StreamGlobe provides a fixed set of operators at each computing node depending on the actual computing node type. StreamGlobe categorizes computing nodes into Thin-Peers, Thick-Peers, and Speaker-Peers. Thin-Peers perform simple processing tasks. Thick-Peers may perform advanced processing techniques, whereas Speaker-Peers may additionally optimize the queries. Custom operators must be included with each query that is submitted to the system and are only valid for the particular query. Subsequent queries have to send the custom operator again in order to use it limiting the usability of custom operators to the respective query only. StreamGlobe utilizes the relational model as data structure. StreamGlobe is able to integrate mobile objects as data sources into the data processing tasks.

In 2007, Xiong et al. \[150\] proposed PLACE*. PLACE* is a spatio-temporal distributed stream processing system for moving objects. It is based upon PLACE \[96\] which is a scalable location-aware database server. Unstructured data is not supported, the data model used is the relational data model. PLACE* does not consider the integration of custom operators but offers spatio-temporal operators, such as INSIDE and k-nearest neighbors (kNN) operators. The authors have also introduced so-called negative tuples that allow an incremental evaluation of queries. By this technique, data elements which have already been processed and delivered to the inquirer can be removed in retrospect. The whole query execution is performed in backbone servers that also track the moving objects as they move along. This means mobile devices are exploited as data source but not integrated with the actual query execution. A weak point, however, is the missing support for access restrictions to position data of moving objects.
In 2005, one of the most influential works called Borealis has been proposed by Abadi et al. [2] as a progression of Aurora [3], Aurora* [38] (a distributed version of Aurora), and Medusa [152]. In contrast to its predecessors, Borealis has its main focus in processing data streams in a distributed fashion which was the major limitation of Aurora. Aurora* provides first building blocks and experience for processing data streams in a distributed fashion but was not developed further at that time. Borealis provides a programming interface to implement and integrate custom data operators into the system. The operators have to be placed on a specific desktop computer by an administrator and are only available on this computing machine, which means the operators are only locally available. As Aurora does, Borealis also supports only structured data and builds upon a relational data model to represent data. In 2006, Lindner and Meier [89] extended the Borealis engine to permit access control of data by including additional components. To achieve secure access, a session management component and an authentication component have been integrated into Borealis without modifying the original system. If access to a certain data element is not granted, it is eliminated at the end of the processing and before delivering the data element. Data access can be specified for each subject. However, it is only possible to make the decision whether or not the subject is allowed to access the data element with an all or nothing semantic. A fine-grained level-of-detail setting is not provided. Secure Borealis supports encryption between processing nodes. To enforce the security policies, the data is filtered—in contrast to the actual processing which is fully distributed—by a centralized component. This circumstance is a potential bottleneck and represents the possibly single point of failure since all data has to pass through this component before it can be forwarded to subsequent operations or the target. This in turn means that the access control enforcement is performed after the final data elements are determined, i.e. after the entire query processing is done. This strategy might discard costly calculated data resulting in a waste of resources. A commercial version that covers the functionality proposed by Aurora and Borealis is also available and is called StreamBase [128].

PIPES [79] is a framework which was developed at the Universität Marburg in 2004, and its main focus is to provide a framework that allows implementing a custom DSPS. PIPES is composed out of basic modules that can be used and extended to build custom DSPSs. These modules already implement core functionalities, but must be plugged together by a system developer depending on a certain area of interest, to build a working DSPSs. This means that PIPES allows to flexibly develop custom DSPSs by providing certain functional blocks at the same time. This, however, requires the system developer to have a profound knowledge of the special data stream processing principles and properties. PIPES offers basic operators based on a relational model. System developers can implement additional operators. All operators must be installed at a specific remote site running the system and as a consequence the operators are only locally available at that specific computing node. As a querying mechanism PIPES supports CQL and provides a compiler to translate the CQL query to an equivalent operator tree in PIPES. A commercial version of this research prototype is RTM, which stands for Real Time Monitoring [115].
Sutherland et al. [129] proposed \( D\text{-CAPE} \), which is a further development of \( CAPE \) [116]. \( CAPE \) is a centralized DSPS which utilizes a \textit{relational data model} to represent its data. Its main characteristic is the combination of windows and punctuations. Usually, up to this point in time windows partitioned the data stream according to a defined extension, i.e. time or object count. By exploiting punctuations the window is constrained by the data stream itself. This idea has been retained for \( D\text{-CAPE} \) which constitutes a \textit{distributed} version of \( CAPE \). \( D\text{-CAPE} \) relies on a shared-nothing paradigm which guarantees more efficiency with pipelined parallelism [129]. The main difference between \( CAPE \) and \( D\text{-CAPE} \) is a distribution component which manages the distribution of the query. \( D\text{-CAPE} \) utilizes a defined set of operators to process data streams of a specific format and does not provide any operational extension mechanisms. System extensions in terms of additional services are not planned. However, developers have the opportunity to integrate custom knowledge in form of a \textit{distribution pattern} to influence runtime adaptation tasks. After an initial operator distribution—which is not adaptable—a distribution pattern provides the way the adaptation of the running queries should occur, basically being a distribution rule to adapt query execution. As those, \( D\text{-CAPE} \) provides a so-called \textit{round-robin distribution} and a \textit{grouping distribution}. The system mainly focuses on desktop computers with no specialized capabilities. \( D\text{-CAPE} \) does not provide data access control mechanisms or other security-related functionalities.

\textit{Odysseus} [13, 26] is a modular DSPS framework. Its main idea is to provide a solid framework that already works out of the box but also allows custom extensions. These extensions can be plugged into Odysseus via so-called \textit{variation points}. These variation points are available for physical operators, query translation, restructuring, transformation and execution. Custom operators can be added to Odysseus and along with the operators extensions to the translation, restructuring and transformation modules. The translation module allows to extend its functionality by additional mapping rules that map a declarative query to a logical operator graph. The restructuring module accepts a set of restructuring rules to create a semantically equivalent logical operator graph. The transformation module maps the logical operators to physical ones. The mapping of the restructured logical operator graph is based on a cost model [26] and the physical operators are interconnected via a publish/subscribe mechanism. To the best of our knowledge, Odysseus provides no possibility to influence the placement of the physical operators. But it is possible to influence the operator scheduling during runtime via the variation point of the execution module. To do so, buffer elements are placed between two physical and interconnected operators. This approach is similar to PIPES [79]. The scheduling is based on a predefined Service Level Agreements (SLAs) policy [143]. Thereby the placement decision of the buffer elements greatly influence the system’s overall performance [26]. Odysseus provides a monitoring module that allows to visualize the current system’s state. Odysseus does not provide data access control mechanisms or other security-related functionalities.

The last DSPS considered for classification is \textit{SystemS} [9], which was developed by IBM Research. \textit{SystemS} has also a commercially available variant known as \textit{Infosphere Streams} [21, 72]. For this thesis the research prototype called \textit{SystemS} is considered as it covers the main aspects that are also available in the commercial version of the system. The
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main focus of SystemS is on data mining. The main idea is to apply data mining algorithms to data streams from multiple sources (mainly sensor sources) and derive higher level information and filter unnecessary data. Thus, it mainly focuses on data mining applications. But SystemS is also extensible as it allows to integrate custom operators into the system. These custom operators must be installed by a system administrator and are only \textit{locally available} at the computing node they have actually been installed on. SystemS has a \textit{distributed} system topology, and machines running operators range from ordinary desktop computers to mainframes. Beside structured data in form of \textit{relational data} also arbitrary \textit{unstructured data} is supported by SystemS. To formulate a concrete SP graph, operators are arranged into an operator network. Thereby operators are not directly interconnected but are rather dynamically interconnected by a publish/subscribe mechanism. The source operator publishes its information on what data it delivers and the consuming operator subscribes to that data descriptions. Application developers can deploy SP graphs in SystemS in two different ways: By either leaving the decision to the operator scheduler of SystemS or by \textit{defining the operator deployment completely}. This means that the application developer cannot define a partial deployment as NexusDS allows, e.g. to fix certain SP graph fragments. SystemS also supports secure connections between the computation nodes and allows to regulate access control to data by encryption. In order to constrain interaction of the operators with the "outside world", e.g. network access, specialized operating systems (OSs) are necessary such as \textit{SELinux}\textsuperscript{1}. This means that enforcement of operator constraints can only be achieved by a deployment to computation nodes running the specialized OS. It is also possible to restrict the execution of operators and thus the processing of data to a number of security domains (running the specialized OSs). This process is called \textit{Processing Element containment (PE-containment)}. A fine-grained access to the data is not provided by SystemS resulting in an \textit{all or nothing} semantic.

To conclude the classification of the related work, NexusDS is the system developed to consider the requirements raised in Section 2.4. NexusDS shares a few concepts with the systems discussed, but differs in several ways. NexusDS also allows the extension of an existing operator base with additional custom and highly domain-specific ones. The operator model in NexusDS differs from existing approaches as operators published in our system are available at a global scope and are not limited to a certain computing node where they must be installed. Therefore, operators are published via an operator repository holding the operators and providing a querying mechanism to find out which operators are available. This gives a great flexibility to deploy operators on computing machines when needed. Besides the operational extension, also functional extensions can be made to the system by providing custom services that can be loaded by NexusDS and made available within the network. This is beneficial if we imagine a domain which utilizes a dedicated query language and needs support for mapping these specifically formulated queries to those supported by the NexusDS. NexusDS supports a large variety of devices ranging from simple mobile devices with a reduced set of capabilities to desktop computers with dedicated hardware installed. This differentiation is of great importance when looking for suitable devices capable of executing an operator since NexusDS makes

\textsuperscript{1}http://www.nsa.gov/research/selinux/
### Table 3.1: Comparison of data stream processing systems.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>System</th>
<th>Data Source</th>
<th>Data Execution</th>
<th>Data Definition</th>
<th>Adaptable</th>
<th>Services</th>
<th>Operations</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Aurora</td>
<td>Global</td>
<td>Complete</td>
<td>Encrypt</td>
<td>Distributed</td>
<td>Global</td>
<td>Operators</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stream</td>
<td>Distributed</td>
<td>Partial</td>
<td>Encrypt</td>
<td>Distributed</td>
<td>Distribution</td>
<td>Operators</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>place*</td>
<td>Global</td>
<td>Partial</td>
<td>Encrypt</td>
<td>Distributed</td>
<td>Distribution</td>
<td>Operators</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Globus</td>
<td>Global</td>
<td>Partial</td>
<td>Encrypt</td>
<td>Distributed</td>
<td>Distribution</td>
<td>Operators</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Borealis</td>
<td>Local</td>
<td>Partial</td>
<td>Encrypt</td>
<td>Distributed</td>
<td>Distribution</td>
<td>Operators</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D-Cape</td>
<td>Local</td>
<td>Partial</td>
<td>Encrypt</td>
<td>Distributed</td>
<td>Distribution</td>
<td>Operators</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Place</td>
<td>Local</td>
<td>Partial</td>
<td>Encrypt</td>
<td>Distributed</td>
<td>Distribution</td>
<td>Operators</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stream</td>
<td>Local</td>
<td>Partial</td>
<td>Encrypt</td>
<td>Distributed</td>
<td>Distribution</td>
<td>Operators</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aurora</td>
<td>User defined</td>
<td>Predicative</td>
<td>Time bases</td>
<td>Distributed</td>
<td>Centralized</td>
<td>Functions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stream</td>
<td>Local</td>
<td>Partial</td>
<td>Encrypt</td>
<td>Distributed</td>
<td>Centralized</td>
<td>Functions</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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no assumption on the actual operator implementation, perhaps relying on highly specialized hardware which must be available in order to bring the operator to execution. Thus, we also need to characterize the single operators w.r.t. their hardware and software requirements as well as other specific constraints such as restricting the execution to a certain subset of nodes. This makes the definition of deployment and execution specifications a necessity. Furthermore, NexusDS allows to process structured data streams in form of AWM data objects as well as arbitrary unstructured data streams. This basic object structure is retained as a fundamental data structure since we aim to extend the already existing Nexus platform by data streaming capabilities. NexusDS provides facilities to enforce data access control and data process control in order to avoid misuse. Therefore, NexusDS implements an authentication mechanism to distinguish different participants within the system and to coordinate data access. Besides data access, also process control policies can be defined stating how data originating from a certain source can be processed and by whom. Correlated to this, NexusDS also supports granularity control policies for a fine-grained data access and data process definition. By defining so-called LOD-filters, the original data is transformed in a way to make data processing possible, even if the user requesting the data is not allowed to access the whole data records, but only parts of it. In this case the banned areas are eliminated and the user is only provided with data he is actually allowed to have access to.

All systems considered in this section allow access of data, and process them mostly in a distributed fashion which is known to be a key feature to efficiently process data streams. Two centralized systems are considered, namely Aurora and STREAM, as they have been one of the first proposals and also the most significant centralized approaches in this research area. Table 3.1 sums up the related work discussion and compares the state-of-the-art in DSPSs according to the requirements formulated in Section 2.4.

3.4 NexusDS – Flexible Data Stream Processing

As discussed in Section 3.2, an adaptation requirement exists which conditions an open platform to integrate various data sources as well as processing techniques by exploiting already existing functionality at the same time. NexusDS builds on the Nexus system [103] which is described in Section 2.5.2. Nexus is an open platform for context-aware applications originally designed for the query-response paradigm. With the proliferation of streamed data, such as for mobile devices with all their sensors providing data streams or the mining of monitored streamed data to enable intelligent transportation systems [25] in real time, a necessity to support their efficient processing becomes mandatory and the importance of DSPSs in this field grows. However, DSPSs should be capable of adapting to changing system conditions as demanded by the application domains. NexusDS constitutes an open DSPS and is able to adapt to special needs and at the same time provide all necessary parts to start over, without the necessity to implement components in order to make the system actually work. NexusDS uses the powerful AWM (see Section 2.5.2.1) of the Nexus system without modifications. NexusDS
is a distributed stream processing middleware targeting the requirements levied in Section 2.4, thus providing enhanced support for complex application scenarios which require specialized techniques.

The main purpose of NexusDS is to sustain a flexible and seamless extensibility of the system by means of application or domain specific functionality. This especially refers to the integration of operational extensions in terms of operators, and functional extensions in terms of services into NexusDS. NexusDS consists of four layers as depicted in Figure 3.3. Each layer is built upon its underlaying layers. The architecture combines an adaptive service platform and an extensible operator framework. Operators (displayed as dashed boxes) are push-based and are used to integrate custom data-processing into the system by means of the push-paradigm. In contrast, services (displayed as solid boxes) follow a request-response paradigm and are used to implement customized system behavior in terms of service functionality by means of the pull-paradigm. Starting from the bottom of the figure, a brief explanation of the single layers is provided to get an overall picture of the system. Thereby, the lowest layer is mandatory and is part of each NexusDS node providing basic NexusDS functionality. The higher the layers in Figure 3.3, the more specific they are.

3.4.1 Communication and Monitoring Layer

The Communication and Monitoring Layer relies on communication and execution primitives. More sophisticated communication mechanisms are defined within this layer. The Communi-
cation and Monitoring Layer inherits the flexibility and scalability of P2P networks [12] and is inspired by the idea of advanced resource handling and monitoring mechanisms from grid computing systems [54, 75]. This layer contains two fundamental services which are part of each NexusDS node: The Monitoring Service (MS) and the Service Manager (SM). They constitute the basic functionality that each NexusDS node has. The Monitoring Service is the component that monitors the system and keeps track of the computing nodes and their specific characteristics as well as the runtime behavior of executed operators. The Service Manager permits service publication and makes services available within the system. Multiple instances of both services—the Service Manager and the Monitoring Service—are created and distributed across multiple NexusDS nodes to increase availability and to reduce possible bottlenecks. An instance of the Monitoring Service is started on each NexusDS node to collect runtime statistics of the respective node. Besides this, the service also provides statistical data by means of historical data.

The Service Manager is described in more detail in Section 3.5.1 and the Monitoring Service with its related infrastructure is shown in Section 3.5.2.

3.4.2 Nexus Core Layer

The Nexus Core Layer contains the core components, i.e. operators and services of NexusDS. Services are instantiated and distributed among NexusDS nodes and its life cycle is managed by the Service Manager. Not every participating node provides all kinds of services, however. This can be adjusted to meet certain requirements such as avoiding a single point of failure or restricting service execution to a certain administrative domain. The core components provide fundamental data stream processing functionality of a DSPS. The Core Graph Service accepts a SP graph in NPGM\(^2\) format and takes the necessary actions for SP graph deployment. The Core Graph Service fragments and deploys the SP graph to meet certain QoS requirements. The fragmentation and deployment process is presented in Chapter 6. Each SP graph fragment is deployed on an Operator Execution Service which controls the execution of the operators in the assigned SP graph fragment. Details on the Operator Execution Service are shown in Section 3.5.4. The Core Operators represent the basic operators available in NexusDS and correspond to DB operators commonly known, such as Selection and Projection. These operators—actually the physical operators—are stored in the Operator Repository Service. The Operator Repository Service provides a query interface to query operators. The repository also counts sources and sinks as operators, having either only outputs or inputs. As with operators, services also need a place to be stored which is represented by the Service Repository Service (SRS). Like the Operator Repository Service, the Service Repository Service also stores the service implementations and provides an interface to query services. Finally, the Access Control Service takes care to enforce the access conditions defined in the system. The Access

\(^2\)A NPGM SP graph is a directed graph which consists of interconnected operators, forming a processing pipeline. The NPGM and NEGM SP graphs are described in the next chapter.
Control Service is needed to check if all necessary permissions are valid to start processing of the requested data streams.

Details on the individual components are discussed later in this chapter.

### 3.4.3 Nexus Domain Extensions Layer

The *Nexus Domain Extension Layer* builds on the Nexus Core Layer and clusters services and operators for a certain domain of interest. There may exist many of these Nexus Domain Extension Layers in parallel, each providing functionality tailored to a particular domain. The idea of the Nexus Domain Extension Layers is to group functionality needed by many applications and share this functionality with them thus avoiding redundancy. For example we can imagine many visualization applications performing e.g. volume visualization. For the domain of volume visualization appropriate operators are implemented and published via the Operator Repository Service mentioned beforehand. Analogously, a query service—we call this service the volume visualization service—is implemented and made available providing a domain-specific language which is tailored to this domain. The volume visualization service translates the visual queries to SP graphs which the Core Graph Service can process. The service eliminates unnecessary complexity for the inquirer and helps focusing on relevant facts related to this domain.

### 3.4.4 Nexus Application Extensions Layer

Analogously to the Nexus Domain Extensions Layer the *Nexus Application Extensions Layer* enables services or operators that are specific for a single application. Thus, parts of the application logic which is not already covered by domain-specific extensions can be outsourced to NexusDS. Consequently, this outsourced functionality is highly application-dependent and not treated as a domain extension. A reason for such an application-specific extension is that a machine the application is currently running on is not able to process certain tasks in a satisfactory manner, thus making outsourcing of the functionality under concern mandatory. Again thinking of the visualization scenario, current mobile clients still have shortcomings regarding processing power and would rapidly cause an overload situation. E.g., the rendering process is not reasonably executable on a mobile device with limited capabilities. In such a case it is highly recommendable to outsource application-specific parts to a more powerful machine and just receive the final outcome. In this particular case, an additional encoding operator which takes the rendered pictures from the rendering operator, transforms them into an image and provides a video stream of scaled and compressed images (in order to save bandwidth) rather than the full-sized results.
3.4.5 Context-aware Applications Layer

The top layer is represented by the *context-aware applications* that exploit the NexusDS system to process their data. Examples for such applications have been presented in Section 2.3.

3.5 NexusDS Components Architecture

The subsequent explanation of the NexusDS components architecture is supported by Figure 3.4. It shows the interrelations of the services in NexusDS. Firstly, the deployment of SP graphs is presented. Then, the single components are detailed in their respective sub sections.

The processing model basically consists of three phases. In the first phase, a developer must implement the application, the operators, the SP graph—which in our case is a NPGM SP graph—and possibly specific services. In the second phase the application sends an SP graph to NexusDS. Finally, in the third phase, the SP graph is deployed and processing starts.

First, a *developer* (usually a domain expert) develops the application, the domain extensions (operators and services) and typically also formulates the SP graph (1). The domain extensions may vary according to the specific requirements. For the following, the sample scenario of a location-aware visualization pipeline from Section 2.3.1 is assumed. In this case, the specific requirements are described by the domain-specific operators *Render, Map*. But the development
could also comprise the development of a domain-specific service offering a domain specific language. Then the developer creates a client application to receive the resulting data. The received data can then be arbitrarily processed by the internal application components. The application developer must not necessarily be the same person as the domain-expert. However, the application exploits the domain-specific components to implement its actual functionality. The location-aware visualization application submits an NPGM SP graph to the Service Manager \(2\). As described in Section 4.1.2, the user and also the application itself can specify constraints. E.g., the user could indicate preferring the resulting image stream in a certain resolution. The application could constrain the processing of data to only Operator Execution Services considered secure. The Service Manager looks up the Service Repository Service for services able to process the received document and thereafter checks their load state at the Monitoring Service \(3\). If no service is currently available, the Service Manager loads the corresponding services \(4\). The Service Manager manages the life cycle of the services in NexusDS. He then forwards the SP graph to the Core Graph Service \(5\).

The Core Graph Service transforms the NPGM SP graph to an equivalent NEGM representation, i.e. a deployable representation of the original NPGM SP graph. The Core Graph Service first checks if the user has the necessary permission to access and process data \(6\). Furthermore, all components involved in data processing, i.e. services, NexusDS nodes, operators etc. must have the necessary permission. Also, the Core Graph Service verifies if the user relevant constraints, application relevant constraints, and domain relevant constraints match the system relevant constraints. Therefore, the Core Graph Service looks for available Operator Execution Services at the Monitoring Service which satisfy the constraints and to which distribute the NPGM SP graph on \(7\). I.e. the Operator Execution Services must comply with the defined deployment constraints as well as runtime constraints. The algorithm for SP graph distribution is detailed in Chapter 6. The NEGM SP graph is deployed to the Operator Execution Services \(8\).

At this point, the NEGM SP graph is ready for execution. But before execution starts, the Operator Execution Services looks up the physical operators necessary from the Operator Repository Service. These operators are then loaded and configured according to the received NEGM SP graph \(9\).

Finally, SP graph execution starts, producing a continuous data stream. The resulting continuous data stream is sent to the application which then processes it accordingly.

Next, the main components of the NexusDS system are presented in more detail. The order of description mostly corresponds with the order in which these components appear in the processing sequence presented above.
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3.5.1 Service Manager

The SM manages the life cycle of services. The architecture of the Service Manager is depicted in Figure 3.5 and basically consists of two areas: A Service Manager Interface (SMI) which receives query documents and—depending on internal state—eventually delegates its processing and a Service Management Area (SMA), providing an area to load services (displayed on the left side) and facilities for instantiating services on the NexusDS node (displayed at the bottom).

The Service Management Area provides an environment for service execution. Thereby it offers an interface to receive incoming query documents. It also provides an interface for the Service Loader (SL) to start, stop, or pause the execution of a service instance. This component provides a life-cycle management for services. Finally, the Service Management Area offers an interface for instantiating services.

In order to load and start services on a NexusDS node, the Service Loader looks up and retrieves service package binaries from the Service Repository Service. The Service Loader also holds services already retrieved in a local cache, instantiates the services in the Service Management Area (if necessary) and removes services which are no longer needed. The Service Loader furthermore provides a small registry of all service instances running on the local node. This is needed for the Service Manager Interface to answer the question if a service already running on this NexusDS node is capable of processing the query document. The answer to this question is useful for the Service Manager Interface when deciding whether to process a query document locally or not.

Once services have been instantiated and started, they are ready to process incoming documents. During the instantiation process, each service also publishes its specific connection information. This service-specific connection information is needed for direct service invocation as described in Section 3.5.1.1. The direct invocation mechanism is useful if a specific service instance should receive the query document. The default way is to send the query document to the Service Manager, which then handles the invocation of the correct service transparently, either by a locally running instance or a remote one.

The decision whether a local or a remote service instance should process the query document is taken by the Service Manager Interface. The decision can be made depending on different criteria, such as the current load on the NexusDS node or if a service is already running, offering the requested service. In this sense, the Service Manager Interface acts as a component which makes its routing decisions, depending on the local load situation and contents of the query document. The internal functioning of this component is similar to the idea of an Enterprise Service Bus (ESB) [33]. The ESB provides an architectural approach for service and application integration in enterprises. These enterprises usually have a heterogeneous service infrastructure. The ESB approach tightens the communication between those loosely coupled and heterogeneous services by a shared communication bus. However, point-to-point connections between different services are still possible. The Service Manager Interface works in a similar way: It represents a shared communication bus for services and applications of
NexusDS and routes query documents (as well as the corresponding resulting documents) depending on the local load situation and on its contents.

When an inquirer invokes the Service Manager by sending a query document to it, the following steps are performed by the Service Manager (as shown in Figure 3.5): The query document, having a specific document format, is received by the Service Manager Interface. The Service Manager Interface needs to decide whether the query document is processed locally or must be forwarded to a remote Service Manager-instance. The Service Manager Interface first checks if the local workload allows a local processing of the query document, i.e. by asking the local Monitoring Service-instance. If the result is positive, i.e. no overload situation is detected, it is checked if the service necessary for query document processing is already loaded and running on the local node. If the service instance is not locally available, a lookup in the Service Repository Service is needed. The Service Repository Service returns the service binaries. The binaries are locally stored in a service cache and the loaded service...
is also registered locally after instantiation. Moreover, the instantiated services also register to
the Service Repository Service in order to be discoverable and directly accessible (see Section
3.5.1.1). This last step is necessary since something might go wrong when instantiating the
service. Once the requested service is locally available, the original query document is passed
on to the service instance ⑤. The service instance then processes the query document and
produces a feedback or resulting document which is sent back to the inquirer ⑥. After the
resulting document has been sent to the inquirer, the request has been successfully processed.
However, the Service Manager Interface might decide to forward the query document to an
alternative Service Manager instance running on a different NexusDS node. This might happen
if e.g. the load situation prohibits the local processing of the query document ⑦. In this case
the remote Service Manager performs steps ① to ⑦, as described above, instead of the Service
Manager the document was originally sent to. It is important to note that the inquirer always
receives the resulting document by the original Service Manager instance the query document
was sent to. This is because the interaction between the inquirer and the service being invoked
is synchronous. The same also holds for inter-service communication.

3.5.1.1 Direct Service Invocation

All services in NexusDS have the same interface. This applies in particular to the SM, which
however is a special service managing the life cycle of services. Nevertheless, the interface
used for communication is the same as in other services. From this point of view all services
are similar, although they differ in their implementation details. Besides applications, services
can send query documents to (other) services when necessary. This means that beside service
invocation using the Service Manager, applications and services can also directly invoke other
services. This is useful if a certain service instance on a specific NexusDS node should receive
the query document instead of (from an inquirer’s point of view) an arbitrary service instance.
Each time the Service Manager Interface instantiates a service, the service also registers itself
at a globally accessible service registry, the Service Repository Service. Thus, an application or
services can query the Service Repository Service to get the endpoint information of a specific
service instance and directly send a query document.

Two basic communication principles are possible, indirect communication and direct com-
munication. The indirect communication is performed by sending the query document to an
arbitrary Service Manager instance running on a NexusDS node. The Service Manager delivers
the document to the correct endpoint. Alternatively, the direct communication is performed by
querying the Service Repository Service about available service instances of interest, directly
sending the document to them. This communication mechanisms allows direct interaction
with a specific service instance and implements a loosely coupled interconnection of services
according to the SOA principle described in Section 2.5.6.

An example for the direct communication pattern is between the Core Graph Service and
the Operator Execution Service. The Core Graph Service receives a NPGM SP graph which
must be transformed into an NEGM SP graph. The NEGM SP graph is then directly sent to the
Operator Execution Service instances involved in the processing. Thus, both communication mechanisms are needed in order to make the services work properly. Other communication patterns are also possible, mainly depending on the actual service.

### 3.5.2 Monitoring Service

Lastly, the Monitoring Service (MS) observes the activities of the Operator Execution Service instances running on NexusDS nodes, and provides the collected information on demand. The Monitoring Service represents a component which might be implemented as a distributed service but appears to the outside as being a monolithic one. Many different patterns might be used to realize this service, all of them with their particular characteristics: An actually centralized component (e.g. a DB server), a purely distributed shared-nothing component (e.g. each service instance holds its own data), or a hybrid shared-memory component (e.g. building a kind of super-peer overlay). For the following discussion, we will desist from this fact and present the conceptual idea of this component instead.

The task of Monitoring Service is not solely limited to collecting and providing statistical as well as status information on NexusDS nodes. As depicted in Figure 3.6, the Monitoring Service also offers value-added functionalities by firstly preprocessing the collected statistical data, and secondly providing an interface to filter NexusDS nodes which do not meet SP graph requirements. The analysis of NexusDS nodes capable of executing a certain operator by satisfying certain constraints at the same time is mandatory and should possibly be done where the data resides to avoid transfer of high data volumes.

For this purpose, the Monitoring Service accepts NPGM SP graphs as originally sent to the Core Graph Service. The NPGM SP graph provides the processing pipeline definition on how to process the data. Furthermore, it defines QoS-related information on how the SP graph should be deployed and executed. The details about QoS specifications are presented in Chapter 6. For the moment it suffices to know that QoS-specific statistics are collected and that the QoS specifications of a SP graph define how SP graphs should be deployed and executed. After processing the NPGM SP graph, the Monitoring Service returns a modified version of the original SP graph. The resulting SP graph is augmented with lists of NexusDS nodes potentially capable of executing the respective operators. Thus, this process prunes the search space and limits the number of NexusDS nodes to consider for SP graph deployment (see Chapter 6).

To accomplish this task, the incoming measurement data is preprocessed and provided for further operations. For this purpose, the Monitoring Service is subdivided into two parts: A measurement data processing part and a NPGM SP graph processing part. The measurement data processing part receives incoming measurement data originating from the Statistics Col-

---

Note: As explained in the former chapter, operators might have requirements which must be met by NexusDS nodes in order to execute these operators. If we think of a visualization scenario, the rendering of a scenery would be such an operator. We call these operator-related restrictions constraints which are described in more detail in Chapter 4.
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At first, a compatibility matrix that matches the capabilities of each NexusDS node with the requirements of the operators is created. The capabilities of the NexusDS nodes are collected. As mentioned in Section 3.2, operators might have specialized component requirements such as an installed GPU in order to run properly. On the other hand, NexusDS nodes have certain capabilities. These NexusDS node capabilities are collected and published by the Operator Execution Service (OES) instances running on the corresponding NexusDS nodes. The compatibility matrix stores all combinations of operators and NexusDS nodes. Additional combinations can be added incrementally to the compatibility matrix, as new operators are created and new NexusDS nodes emerge. This step is needed to filter incompatible NexusDS nodes from the set of NexusDS nodes.

Then measurement statistics are created by evaluating the received measurement data of the NexusDS nodes. The measurements include the current NexusDS node status and the runtime measurements of the operators currently being executed on. This data is sent to the
Monitoring Service in equidistant time intervals. The Monitoring Service then creates the different statistical data partitions. There are three different types of statistics:

- **node statistics (N statistics):** For each NexusDS node these statistics represent its current state. The status is delivered along with the remaining statistical measurements that are sent to the Monitoring Service.

- **node-operator statistics (NO statistics):** The performance of an operator mainly depends on two aspects: Its parametrization and the NexusDS node it is executed on. NO statistics provide the performance of each operator on a specific NexusDS node with a specific parametrization. However, storing the NO statistics separately for each parametrization seems not to be feasible. Determining performance-relevant parameters is a non-trivial task and error prone. Instead, the operator developer indicates the performance-relevant parameters having a massive influence on the runtime behavior of an operator. For these parameters, the similarities are calculated. For numerical values the average sum of all distances between the single parameter values are calculated. For non-numerical values this is a binary decision, i.e., equality. This means, for non-numerical values all relevant parameters must be equal.

- **node-node statistics (NN statistics):** These statistics are necessary in order to get information on how NexusDS nodes are interconnected. In practice, these statistics include typical network related QoS metrics such as latency and bandwidth. These statistics are not needed by the Monitoring Service to filter the available NexusDS nodes. The NN statistics are evaluated by the deployment algorithm multi-target operator placement (M-TOP) presented in detail in Chapter 6.

The respective statistical data consists of a fixed length time series of the corresponding QoS target, representing a characteristic diagram and the expected probabilities for a certain value as well as the minimum, maximum, and average values.

The augmentation of a SP graph with compatible NexusDS nodes for each operator works as depicted in Figure 3.6. Firstly, the received SP graph is analyzed and the contained operators are determined (1). The result is a list of operators for which compatible NexusDS nodes are to be determined for execution. This list is synchronized with the compatibility matrix, resulting in a set of NexusDS nodes attached as a candidate list to each operator (2). This candidate list is further refined in the next step (3). For all operators the candidate list is traversed and the NexusDS nodes contained are filtered according to their current state, i.e. when a specific NexusDS node already has an above-average load. Afterwards, the statistical measurements are considered for the remaining NexusDS nodes. The NexusDS node specific characteristics are used to further filter the candidate list, so NexusDS nodes are discarded which do not satisfy the requirements of an operator (e.g. available main memory). Statistics for operator execution mainly depend on two aspects: Operator parametrization and the NexusDS node a specific operator is executed on. These characteristics are particular for each operator-node combination, such as processed data items per time unit. The resulting SP graph with the
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3.5.3 Core Graph Service

The Core Graph Service accepts a NPGM SP graph and processes it to get a NEGM representation of the original NPGM SP graph that is deployable and executed in the Operator Execution Service. The architecture of the Core Graph Service is depicted in Figure 3.7 which is described in more detail as follows.

NPGM SP graphs are received through the SP-Graph Interface (SPGI) which offers a connection interface to applications and other services. After receiving a NPGM SP graph, the SP-Graph Interface verifies the inquirer’s authenticity by querying the Identity Administration Point, as part of the Access Control Service. If verification fails, an error message is returned. If verification succeeds, the SP-Graph Interface stores the NPGM SP graphs received in a local SP graph cache (denoted by NPGM SP graphs) for potential restructuring tasks. The NPGM SP graph is signed by the Core Graph Service and assigned an NPGM ID which is sent back to the inquirer and uniquely identifies this NPGM SP graph among others. With this NPGM ID the inquirer is able to modify or stop execution of the NPGM SP graph.
The NPGM SP graph is then passed to the SP-Graph Planner (SPGP) \(2\). This component is responsible for initiating the augmentation of the NPGM SP graph with relevant security policies. The augmentation process is performed by the Policy Decision Point, as part of the Access Control Service. After the augmentation, the SP-Graph Planner works in two steps. In the first step the SP-Graph Planner checks whether the inquirer submitting the NPGM SP graph is allowed to execute all operators involved and access the referenced data. In a second step it evaluates if the interconnected operators are allowed to be executed in this order and if all subsequent operators have reading permission for data produced by previous operators. This is necessary to ensure that the processing pipeline can be deployed and executed successfully. However, this is not a final security guarantee since the policies might also depend on the computing nodes the operators are allowed to be executed on. In principle, it may happen that no suitable operator deployment can be found. The solution of the security policies is described in more detail in Section 5.4.

Thereafter, the NPGM SP graph is received by the SP-Graph Optimizer (SPGO) \(3\) performing a logical NPGM SP graph optimization. A logical optimization operation may be to push selective operators back to the sources to reduce data volumes. This step basically consists of rules which have been proven to produce valid and more efficient SP graphs. As part of this thesis, we did not further investigate optimization rules of NPGM SP graphs as the main focus is getting an executable representation of NPGM SP graphs. Thus, the SP graph is left unmodified and only a physical optimization (in terms of SP graph transformation from an NPGM to a NEGM representation) is performed. The elaboration of this component is left as a future work.

In step \(4\) the NPGM SP graph is forwarded to the SP-Graph Fragmenter (SPGF) optimizing the physical NPGM SP graph in order to find a deployable and executable representation of the NPGM SP graph. The SP-Graph Fragmenter looks for suitable data sources and for physical operators (stored in the Operator Repository Service) to the corresponding logical ones defined in the NPGM SP graph. Finally, the SP-Graph Fragmenter has to search for suitable participating nodes running an instance of the Operator Execution Service, capable of running the selected physical operators. Once all this information is available, the SP-Graph Fragmenter finds a valid (and possibly an optimal) NEGM SP graph representation of the original NPGM SP graph. The NEGM SP graph is fragmented according to the selected participating nodes and Fragmenter Strategies. To support a flexible fragmentation process with additional fragmentation strategies, additional definitions on how to fragment the NPGM SP graph might be added. The default fragmentation strategy is described in Chapter 6.

Finally, the Execution Manager Server (EMS) receives the fragmented NEGM SP graph \(5\) ready for deployment. The Execution Manager Server stores the fragmented NPGM SP graph in a local cache (associated to its NPGM ID) and distributes the single fragments to the target Operator Execution Service \(6\) by keeping in sync with the involved Operator Execution Service instances. This is crucial since in general system conditions may vary over time, making it a necessity to re-organize the NEGM SP graph \(7\). The re-organization is initiated either
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periodically or on demand. The periodic reorganization avoids critical situations such as a node overload by checking for overload indicators with support from the Monitoring Service. On-demand reorganization is initiated by one of the Operator Execution Service instances involved, usually if an overload situation is detected which cannot be handled by the Operator Execution Service. In this case the Operator Execution Service instance signals to the associated Core Graph Service (via the Execution Manager Server) to eventually re-organize the NEGM SP graph. Reorganization starts with the SP-Graph Planner, SP-Graph Optimizer, or SP-Graph Fragmenter. E.g., if a security policy has changed, the reorganization process starts with the SP-Graph Planner. If an operator needs to be parallelized, re-organization tasks on a fragment basis can be performed by the SP-Graph Fragmenter. For reorganization, either load-shedding techniques [58, 93, 132, 140] or operator migration tasks are available options for SP graph modifications [100, 151, 155]. The modified NEGM SP graph fragments are then sent to the affected Operator Execution Service.

3.5.4 Operator Execution Service

After the distribution of the NEGM SP graph fragments to the respective OperatorExecutionService (OES), each Operator Execution Service instance instantiates the operators contained in the NEGM SP graph fragment and starts execution. The architecture of the Operator Execution Service is shown in Figure 3.8. Its main components are the Operator Execution Environment (OEE), providing an environment for operator execution and its supporting units Statistics Collector Client (SCC) to collect runtime statistics, Operator Scheduler (OpS) to do a re-scheduling of locally running operators, Operator Repository Client (ORC) handling locally missing operators, and finally Execution Manager Client (EMC) to receive the NEGM SP graph fragment and signal overload situations. The basic working method of the Operator Execution Service consists of four phases: An initialization phase, an execution phase, a lightweight adaptation phase, a heavyweight adaptation phase, and a termination phase. In the following, the single phases of the Operator Execution Service are described in more detail.

Initialization: The EMC receives an NEGM SP graph fragment ①, which defines how this Operator Execution Service instance is going to process data. The first step consists of storing the NEGM SP graph fragment and its associated NPGM ID into a local NEGM Fragment cache to keep track of all fragments currently being executed on this Operator Execution Service instance. Then, the Operator Execution Service must check whether all operators needed to execute the NEGM SP graph fragment are locally available. The local operator cache must be checked by querying the ORC ②. If the operator is locally missing, the Operator Repository Client contacts the Operator Repository Service (ORS) asking for the executable code of the missing operator. If the operator is known and the computing node the OES instance is being executed on is allowed to access the executable code, the operator package is downloaded by the ORC and stored in the local operator cache for later reuse. Once all operators are locally available, an instance of all relevant operators is created. The operator instances are
parametrized and interconnected according to the NEGM SP graph fragment definition, and finally executed within the Operator Execution Environment \(3\).

**Execution**: The Operator Execution Service at this point waits for incoming data to be processed. Incoming data is handled by the *Stream Input Manager* and is routed to corresponding operator inputs. The operators of the NEGM SP graph fragment process incoming data and generate output \(4\) which is sent to the *Stream Output Manager*. The Stream Output manager forwards the processed data to subsequent Operator Execution Service instances on remote participating nodes for further processing. During operator execution, statistics are collected by the Statistics Collector Client. Runtime statistics contain information such as bandwidth consumption and available bandwidth, memory-footprint of the single operators or processed items per time unit. The statistics are collected depending on the actual parametrization of the operator, since the parameter configuration usually has a great influence on the runtime
behavior. The statistics are stored on the participating node running the Operator Execution Service instance and are also transmitted to the Monitoring Service making the statistics available to other NexusDS components. Beside the statistics, the respective operator and node information are also transmitted in order to uniquely identify a runtime statistics record. This is important since the runtime behavior of operators heavily depends on three factors: The operator implementation itself, the parametrization of the operator, and the node it is executed on. These runtime statistics are used besides others by the Operator Scheduler to schedule operator execution. Changing conditions can make it necessary to adapt NEGM SP graph fragments at runtime. For that two options are available: Either a \textit{lightweight adaptation} or \textit{heavyweight adaptation}.

**Lightweight Adaptation:** \textit{Lightweight adaptation} refers to actions that are limited by computation node borders and are only locally applicable. In contrast to this, the \textit{heavyweight adaptation} refers to actions that exceed computation node borders and involve other services (described below). During operator execution it may be necessary to change the execution order within the processing pipeline [17, 32, 142]. The Operator Scheduler organizes the order in which operators are executed within the Operator Execution Service by using the collected runtime statistics of the Statistics Collector Client. The lightweight adaptation process is performed until the local adaptation potential for an Operator Scheduler instance is exhausted. This occurs if the arrival rate of data elements is higher than the Operator Execution Service (and accordingly the operators) can handle or by a computation node failure. In this case, the Operator Scheduler has two options. The first option is to change the operator scheduling strategy. For this purpose Sutherland et al. [130] proposed a flexible operator scheduling framework that adjusts the currently active scheduling strategy to maximize a given QoS. The second option is to ask preceding Operator Execution Services (by contacting their respective Operator Scheduler) to slow down processing speed. This can be achieved by either changing the scheduling strategy or implementing a \textit{chain-scheduling} strategy. Alternatively, modifying the operator parameters is conceivable, which however is error-prone and complex. Furthermore, for this the Operator Scheduler needs to know about the semantics of each operator and each of its parameters, which is difficult to implement with the flexible operator framework supported by NexusDS.

**Heavyweight Adaptation:** When \textit{lightweight adaptation} is not applicable or even fails, the consequence is a \textit{heavyweight adaptation}. Heavyweight adaptation is initiated by the Operator Scheduler when scheduling is not enough to avoid critical situations such as buffer overflows. If no suitable precautions are taken, incomplete output data or even worse node failures may be the result. This requires techniques as described in [5, 19, 131]. To initiate heavy- weight adaptation, the Operator Scheduler signals the Execution Manager Client that the current NEGM SP graph fragment execution must be modified. The Execution Manager Client itself contacts the Execution Manager Server of the Core Graph Service (see Figure 3.7) to initiate the heavyweight adaptation process signaling that the NEGM SP graph must be restructured. The Core Graph Service performs the NEGM SP graph modification process as described in Sec-
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The Access Control Service as depicted in Figure 3.9 consists of a set of services. The Access Control Service allows to define and validate access, process, and granularity control policies on data. In the following, the Access Control Service components are described in more detail.

A central component of the Access Control Service is the Certificate Administration Point (CAP) which is responsible for creating certificates for and verifying certificates of services and operators. All Access Control Service related services and more generally all components interacting with the security infrastructure need a valid certificate to identify themselves as...
trusted components. These certificates uniquely identify entities. The certificates however are not mandatory for the components to work with NexusDS. They can also run their routines without certificates unless they are meant to be executed in a secured environment. In order to interact with the Certificate Administration Point an interface is provided to create and validate certificates.

The Identity Administration Point (IAP) registers entities and lists all entities known to the security framework. Entities are denoted *subjects* in the following. A subject might be an application, a user, or a service asking to interact with subjects of restricted areas or demanding access to data within the restricted service. The Identity Administration Point utilizes the well-known concept of a combined *user name* and *password* to uniquely identify subjects. The related certificates are not stored here. Instead, each time a subject queries the Identity Administration Point a valid certificate must be provided by the inquirer. The Identity Administration Point provides an interface to query, insert, update and delete identities. Participating nodes (nodes running, e.g. the Operator Execution Service) are also subjects and thus need to identify themselves to the Identity Administration Point. This is due to the fact that they might execute operators or run services which process restricted data themselves or are only allowed to work in the restricted area.

The Role Administration Point (RAP) performs role management according to the Role Based Access Control (RBAC) model [8] to group different identities depending on their function within the system. The security policies are associated to roles instead of connecting them to a concrete identity because usually a great number of users participate in such a system. Verifying each identity and assigning the security policy for each of them is cumbersome and error prone. By grouping them a semantic interpretation is provided and furthermore security policy assignment is highly facilitated. This means that each role derived from another role inherits all related security policies. Inherited security policies cannot be removed but new ones might be arbitrarily added assuming these are not in conflict with each other.

Finally, the Policy Administration Point (PAP) and the Policy Decision Point (PDP) represent the components which are responsible for security policy management and security policy evaluation. The Policy Administration Point manages security policies and provides an interface for adding, modifying and querying security policies. These policies in association with the associated rules are exploited by the Policy Decision Point to decide whether a subject is allowed to perform the requested action. The Policy Decision Point plays an essential role for the Core Graph Service (see next section) before mapping a (logical) SP graph to an executable representation. To check if the security policies deposited allow the execution by the inquirer, the Policy Decision Point receives a SP graph, collects all relevant security policies from the Policy Administration Point and attaches them to the SP graph. Depending on the selected security level, the Policy Decision Point checks if all components involved—operators, computing nodes, inquirer and so forth—own the necessary security policies and possess valid certificates. The augmented SP graph is returned to perform the SP graph validation within the Core Graph Service.
3.5.6 Core Operators, Operator Repository, and Service Repository

Core operators in NexusDS include operators of the Augmented World Query Language (AWQL) presented in Section 2.5.2.2. The two operators *Selection* and *Projection* are provided by AWQL which have the same functionality as the equivalent operators in a DBMS. The combination of different data sets (e.g. by *Join* operators) is not supported by AWQL.

The main focus of this thesis is not on the development of physical operators but rather to provide the necessary infrastructure that satisfies the requirements from Section 2.4 and supports the integration of operators—as well as services—in a seamless way. A result of this is the operator model which is described in detail in the next chapter. Some core operators have been implemented which helped to develop the sample applications presented in Chapter 7. These operators are *Selection* to filter data according to a given predicate and the Spatial Model Server (SpaSe) source operator. This source operator accepts an AWQL query and constructs an AWQL cursor query. The resulting AWQL cursor query is forwarded to the Nexus system. Instead of sending back the complete integrated result set (which may be composed of results from multiple data providers), the Nexus system constructs a cursor structure to iteratively retrieve the results, and waits for cursor interaction. The source operator in a second step polls for next data items which are then pushed into the stream processing pipeline for further processing.

In order to make the operators available in NexusDS, a storage area to insert, update, delete and query these operators is needed. For that purpose the Operator Repository Service provides an interface to perform the actions mentioned. It interacts with the Operator Repository Client which resides in each Operator Execution Service instance. The Operator Repository Service is bipartitely organized, which means that there is a secured area to store operators which are only accessible with the corresponding credentials. Each time an Operator Repository Client instance requests an operator, the Operator Repository Service checks if the operator is available without restrictions or whether it needs authentication. In the former case, the operator is accessed and the requested operator package binary is then transmitted to the inquiring Operator Repository Client instance (resident in each Operator Execution Service instance). In the latter case, the inquirer’s credentials are validated and the operator package binary is returned if access is granted, otherwise an error message is returned. There might also be other clients interacting with the Operator Repository Service, such as the *NexusDSEditor* presented in Chapter 7.

To uniquely identify an operator, an ID is assigned to every operator inserted in the Operator Repository Service. In order to perform delete or update actions on existing operators, for security reasons the respective operator ID must be known and provided for each of these actions. However, this ID is usually only known to the operator developer and the NexusDS administrator. Operator binaries (see Section 4.2 for details) consist of the meta data part describing the operator, third-party library dependencies which the operator needs to work properly, and the actual operator binaries representing the so-called physical operator. The operator meta data is the relevant part for the Operator Repository Service. The meta data is modeled as an
3.6 Compliance of NexusDS with the Requirements

Next, the compliance of NexusDS with the requirements discussed is presented. A brief summary on how NexusDS copes with these requirements is provided, with a reference to the section deepening the respective requirement. The idea behind this is to get a broad overview of the main concepts of NexusDS before going into the details of the single components.

3.6.1 Requirements to the System

I-A. Custom Data Processing: Applications formulate their data processing needs by defining a stream processing graph (SP graph) that represents the data sources as well as the data processing sequence. NexusDS offers already many operators which are available for data processing. The NexusDS operator set is extensible, i.e., an application developer can integrate even highly specialized and domain-specific operators to seamlessly
integrate the application with the DSPS. For this, developers of such operators enrich the actual operator implementation by descriptors which are attached to the operator as *meta data describing the operator*. The operator meta data include characteristics such as *accepted and delivered data types*, number of *inputs and outputs*, operator *execution requirements* specifying special software and hardware requirements, or *presets* allowing to specify commonly used settings for the operator parameters. When operators are interconnected, only inputs and outputs of the same accepted and delivered data types can be combined. By building on this flexible meta data concept arbitrary operators can be integrated into NexusDS. For the implementation part many cumbersome tasks and problems are hidden from the operator developer which facilitates the operator development and furthermore reduces development overhead due to redundant components which can be reused in NexusDS.

The details of the operator concept as well as the way NexusDS can be extended with additional operators are given in Section 4.2.

I-B. **Integration of Custom Services**: One way to extend NexusDS—as already discussed—is to integrate operators to express custom data processing functionality. Operators work according to the push-based paradigm and are designed to process data streams in an efficient way. However, besides the push-based functionality we need a mechanism to allow applications to interact with the system on a pull-based or request-response paradigm. This is what services are for: Providing a way for applications to interact with the system and providing non-operational extensibility. Such a service could be a query service for particular sensors providing a dedicated and tailored query language—a so-called domain specific language (DSL)—to query sensor information. Alternatively, we can imagine a domain-specific visualization service for complex rendering techniques which provides a DSL pruning non-needed functionality and tailoring the formulation of processing definitions to the most necessary components. A final example for an application-specific service is a service which accepts SP graphs and, depending on the actual context the application is currently situated, augments the SP graphs by constraints relevant to the application.

The details to this requirement are described in Section 4.3.

I-C. **Dealing with Heterogeneous System Topology**: In order to support a broad variety of potential applications it is important for a DSPS to be open w.r.t. the environments executing the operators. This means that operators may require specialized hardware such as a GPU to perform their task, as demonstrated by the distributed visualization pipeline scenario from Section 2.3.1. To find suitable processing nodes for a specific operator, thus matching operators to processing node, NexusDS operators are annotated with constraints describing the requirements in terms of hardware and software resources [43]. The information about the requirements is used during deployment to constrain the selection of suitable nodes for the specific operator and to guarantee a valid deployment decision. Consequently, the execution environments must be annotated with the same
kind of constraints. This information is used to match operators to concrete execution environments satisfying the operator requirements, thus making their execution possible. The particulars of this requirement are discussed in multiple sections since this requirement touches many processes and components in the NexusDS system. In Section 3.5.4, the annotation of the execution environments executing the operators has been presented in detail. In Section 4.2.1, the annotation of the operators will be presented and finally in Section 6.5.3 the details on the selection process when distributing the operators is shown.

3.6.2 Requirements to Data Processing

II-A. Structured and Unstructured Data Support: NexusDS uses the AWM [105] as the basic structured context-data format. The AWM is an object-oriented, extensible data model tailored to the needs of location-based applications. Like common object-oriented data models, the AWM supports (multi-) inheritance. In contrast to those, AWM objects have no fixed structure but consist of sets of attributes, and the concrete type of the object constitutes an additional attribute. An AWM object can even contain multiple instances of the same attribute, in which additional meta data can be used to distinguish the instances.

For the Nexus system, this concept has two main advantages. Firstly, it greatly facilitates the integration of data coming from different providers. Different representations of the same object can be integrated by unifying the two sets, which even works when the two data providers disagree about the type of the objects. Resolving such inconsistencies can either be done by the system in an additional step, or can be left to the application. Secondly, the concept of multi-attributes allows the representation of dynamic attributes such as the position of a mobile object. In this case, the object contains multiple instances of the position attribute, where each instance contains an additional meta data item representing the temporal validity of this instance.

In addition to AWM objects, NexusDS can also handle application-specific data streams, which allows operators generating, e.g., a video stream (classified as unstructured data). For this, application developers have to implement the specific operators processing the application-specific data. Developers have then to set the corresponding flags in the related meta-data and provide requirements which must be met in order to execute the operator. Developers must also provide the respective serialization and deserialization operators to support distributed processing of their data formats.

Details about the structured data format utilized in NexusDS can be found in Section 2.5.2.1 and in their respective publications [105], [101]. The details about how format specifications are published are presented in Section 4.2.1.

II-B. Deployment and Execution Specifications: Data processing in NexusDS is formulated as an SP graph. The Nexus Plan Graph Model (NPGM) and Nexus Execution Graph
Model (NEGM) represent the SP graph format of NexusDS and arrange the operators used for data processing. They support the definition of deployment and runtime constraints. The difference between NPGM and NEGM is that NEGM specifies the whole deployment (physical operators, execution environments etc.) whereas NPGM constitutes a hybrid graph model to orchestrate data-flow graphs composed of boxes. Boxes are an abstraction and can either be sources, sinks, or operators. Hybrid graph model means NPGM allows to define properties of the SP graph by deployment constraints as well as runtime constraints. The annotation of the SP graph by constraints allows influencing the actual deployment process and furthermore defines the runtime behavior of the boxes. By this the concrete implementation of a box or an execution node that is going to execute a box can be defined. NPGM SP graphs are not directly deployable as there may exist boxes that are not mapped to a concrete physical operator (logical boxes) and the distribution, i.e. deployment, of the physical operators is still unknown. Thus, before execution NPGM SP graphs must be mapped to an executable representation (represented by NEGM SP graphs) which in the next step can be deployed and executed on the available infrastructure.

To create an NEGM SP graph the NPGM SP graph is fragmented into subgraphs according to annotated constraints. These fragments are deployed and executed on different heterogeneous and distributed nodes. SP graph fragmentation is a highly complex task. We adopt a meta-heuristic approach that allows us to efficiently find a suitable SP graph fragmentation. By deploying and executing the fragments with their respective boxes on different computing nodes, NexusDS can efficiently process complex tasks such as the streamline calculation scenario (see Section 2.3.1).

Details about the constraint model are described in Section 4.1. In Section 4.5 the SP graph model is discussed in detail. Chapter 6 is entirely dedicated to the mapping and deployment process necessary before execution can start.

II-C. Exploiting Mobile Devices as Data Source and Execution Nodes: Nowadays mobile devices have multiple sensors that collect data from the mobile device’s context. As shown in the example scenarios in Section 2.3, this data is often important in order to make a stream SP graph work properly, e.g. for setting the area of interest according to the current mobile device’s position. Processing capabilities of modern mobile devices have increased in the past decade but are still not suited for execution of complex operators such as the rendering of complex sceneries. In NexusDS, mobile devices can be integrated as data sources as well as processing nodes executing certain tasks filtering data elements before sending them to subsequent processing nodes to reduce bandwidth utilization.

3.6.3 Requirements to Security

For the correct assignment of conditions a reliable authentication of subjects and objects is necessary, i.e. all subjects or objects must be uniquely identifiable and must have the rights to
join the system. The *subject* is an entity which initiates or performs actions in an application. This can be a user, a process, or a service. Subjects address *objects*, which usually are data, such as a stream of images from a camera or a list of subjects. Each subject and object that is to participate in the secure environment of NexusDS must be assigned a unique identity. NexusDS confirms the subject’s identity to ensure that this subject is allowed to perform a certain action. This supports liability of action which assigns each action towards an object to a specific subject. To make these actions traceable, a storage area to save the trace information must be provided.

III-A. **Access Control:** Secured objects (objects within the secure area of NexusDS) may be accessed or modified only with proper authorization. This fact presupposes that all subjects and objects operating in the secure area of NexusDS are associated with Access Control (AC) policies. Each time a subject requests to access or modify objects, the admissibility of this access action must be asserted. An access action might be the creation and assignment of new access condition policies for objects. Access actions are only permitted if all subjects and objects involved can be properly authenticated and the permissions apply.

In NexusDS AC policies are defined by data providers making contextual data available within the Nexus system. The corresponding AC policy is defined by associating a certain object (data) to subjects (users) which are allowed access. This means that access to objects might be restricted to subjects resident within a certain domain, e.g. to a set of computing nodes. These policies are stored in the Access Control Service (ACS), which manages the AC policies as well as the Process Control (PC) policies and the Granularity Control (GC) policies. In order to enforce the AC policies, the original SP graph is augmented with associated AC policies and verified before execution. The NexusDS system checks if the AC policies are met before SP graph execution. At runtime NexusDS monitors changes to AC policies and propagates necessary actions to the respective components.

The AC mechanism and the way AC policies are defined and checked are detailed in Section 5.4. The main purpose of AC policies is that objects are protected from unauthorized disclosure and can be provided in different granularity as formulated by requirement III-C, if a corresponding GC policy is defined for this subject-object pairing. This applies even when they are processed by custom-developed operators, preserving the flexibility and openness of NexusDS.

III-B. **Process Control:** Besides AC policies also Process Control (PC) policies exist. In contrast to AC policies, PC policies do not restrict access to objects but rather define how objects can be processed by subjects. This means that the user must have valid PC policies to execute all operators contained in the SP graph. Besides this, operators might have registered PC policies which must be considered, e.g. allowing the execution of an operator only on a specific set of computation nodes. PC policies depend on existing AC policies in the way that there might be a PC policy allowing the execution of a certain operator for a certain user and (due to access limitations) AC policies limit the computation nodes
this operator might be executed on. This means that the subject under concern must also have the necessary permission to access objects.

In NexusDS PC policies are stored in the ACS. The enforcement of PC policies works analogously to the AC policy enforcement. As with AC policies the original SP graph is augmented with associated PC policies and verified before execution. The NexusDS system hereby checks if the PC policies and eventually relevant AC policies are met before SP graph execution. At runtime NexusDS monitors changes to PC policies and propagates necessary actions to the respective components.

The PC mechanism and the way PC policies are defined and checked are detailed in Section 5.4. The main purpose of process conditions is that only subjects having the necessary permission are allowed to process objects.

III-C. Granularity Control: As already indicated in the previous sub section, objects should be provided in different granularities to allow fine-grained Granularity Control (GC) policies. By GC policies the fine-grained processing of sensitive objects is possible without threatening privacy issues. This is done by distorting sensible objects and removing information that should not be accessed. The application scenarios discussed in Section 2.3 have higher requirements than simply blocking objects if no access is allowed. Therefore—depending on individual conditions and usage scenarios—in NexusDS a filtering and concealment mechanism of objects is provided which enables to process sensible data by means of multiple LODs. E.g., the LODs of location information may vary depending on the recipient of the information, depending on the question if a recipient is defined as a friend or a work colleague getting either the exact location or only an obfuscated one providing just the city name. As NexusDS makes no restrictions on how information should look like, the security concept included provides a transformation mechanism consisting of a filter and an evaluation component which is customizable in order to support any transformation and thus any LOD needed.

The definition of fine-grained GC policies is described in more detail in Section 5.4. As this requirement also influences the operator framework provided by NexusDS it is also reflected in Section 4.2.

3.7 Summary

Although many DSPS exist, every one with their own characteristics and their own domain of application, an adaptation problem still persists for the domain of context-aware applications. These context-aware applications rely on the push-based paradigm as DSPS do. Thus, existing functionality in DSPS should be exploited. At the same time these applications often require dedicated processing logics. These should be seamlessly integrated into existing DSPS to prevent the formation of isolated applications. In this chapter we have presented the architecture of NexusDS, a flexible DSPS for context-aware applications. NexusDS is tailored to be customizable by custom services and custom operators.
These components are provided by developers (which usually also develop the context-aware application) and were made available by a repository service. The next chapter describes the SP graphs, the operator and service framework. The source data management of static context data originating from the (former) Nexus system is also described in detail as Nexus allows having multiple data records for the same data object distributed over a couple of data providers. Therefore, special treatment is necessary when retrieving data from the Nexus system.
After presenting the architecture of NexusDS, the processing issues are highlighted in this chapter. In Section 4.1, the constraint model for NexusDS is presented. These constraints naturally arise in the domain of context-aware applications as these applications heavily depend on custom functionality in terms of data processing techniques as well as interaction mechanisms. Section 4.2 and 4.3 describe the operator model and the service model respectively. Each of these components encapsulates a certain functionality of the system and permit a certain processing paradigm being push-based for the operator model and pull-based for the service model. The resource groups clustering NexusDS nodes are introduced in Section 4.4. Afterwards, the flexible stream processing graph (SP graph) model is presented in Section 4.5. The basic structure of a SP graph is a graph interconnecting operators, thus forming a network of operators. In the context of this thesis two different SP graph models exist. These models are called Nexus Plan Graph Model (NPGM) and Nexus Execution Graph Model (NEGM). A NPGM graph provides a logical definition and is not deployable. In contrast to this, a NEGM graph contains all necessary deployment information and can thus be deployed. In DB terminology, the former can be defined as a logical operator graph and the latter one as a physical operator graph. Section 4.6 presents how the requirement constraints that the SP graph formulates are matched against the capability constraints of the available resources in the system. In Section 4.7, the source data management of data originating from Nexus is presented. The source data management concept allows to efficiently retrieve static context data. This chapter is concluded by a short summary in Section 4.8.

4.1 Support for Context-aware Applications

Context-aware applications are demanding and necessitate dedicated mechanisms to integrate domain-specific functionality. To prevent the applications consisting of various isolated solutions and to increase efficiency, applications should be integrated seamlessly. NexusDS
Figure 4.1: Simplified Operator Graph of an Interactive and Location-Aware Visualization Pipeline for Mobile Client Devices.

provides several mechanisms to support this kind of applications. First the constraint model that naturally arises for such systems is presented. Afterwards, we briefly present how the various constraints are taken into account in NexusDS.

4.1.1 Classification of Constraint Types

The constraint model helps to define a classification space for constraints relevant for context-aware applications. This constraint model serves as a base for determining the methods needed for a seamless and adequate integration of context-aware applications.

The context-aware application scenarios presented in Section 2.3 showed that different constraints at different levels of data processing arise. As an example we refer to the Rendering operator in Figure 4.1, representing a constrained domain-specific operator. This operator is typically meant to run on a GPU. The main reason for this is that a GPU allows to perform the rasterization process efficiently because of the Single Instruction Multiple Data (SIMD) processing technique. There are also other approaches which map originally Central Processing Unit (CPU)-based algorithms to a GPUs [61, 107]. We may think of CPU-based algorithms mapped to FPGA-based algorithms, as proposed by Teubner and Woods [134].

In short, it can be stated that context-aware applications often rely on highly specialized data processing operators. The execution of such operators might be restricted to specialized environments (e.g. for the Rendering operator from Figure 4.1). To support these restrictions for highly specialized operators, the system must support the notion of constraints. Constraints are important for the correct deployment and execution of non-trivial SP graphs. This means however, that the deployment algorithm must support constraints to find an optimal set of NexusDS nodes, capable of running the operators of the SP graph. A solution to this problem is presented in Chapter 6.
As shown in Figure 4.2, the resulting constraint space can be subdivided horizontally, vertically and diagonally. Hereby, the constraint space denotes the set of possible constraints. In diagonal direction we define capability constraints and requirement constraints. In horizontal direction we differentiate between deployment constraints and runtime constraints. In vertical direction we identify freely modifiable constraints and bounded modifiable constraints. The resulting partitions are explained in more detail as follows:

**Requirement constraints** These constraints originate from users, applications, domain extensions and the core system itself. These constraints define the requested features and must be matched against capability constraints. Requirement constraints are integrated as SP graph annotations and this is presented in Section 4.1.2.

**Capability constraints** These constraints delimit the range of possible requirement constraints configurations, and thus represent the counter part to the requirement constraints. Capability constraints are needed for correct architectural integration and constraint evaluation as described in Section 4.1.2.

It is important to note that in contrast to requirement constraints no user-related capability constraints exist. Users formulate requirements rather than capabilities.

The constraints described above can be overlaid by the vertical classification criteria deployment constraints and runtime constraints.

**Deployment constraints** This constraint type influences the deployment process of the underlying system. This in turn reduces the potential search space for the deployment
algorithm searching for suitable NexusDS nodes. As an example, a deployment constraint could state that only Operator Execution Services (OESs) being executed on certain NexusDS nodes and providing a certificate are permitted to participate in processing the data.

**Runtime constraints** Such constraints influence the runtime behavior of operators and thus influence their execution. This class of constraints has a direct connection to the actual resource consumption of the operator. E.g., a Rendering operator can be parameterized in several ways, so that the target resolution is low if resources become lean, and high if there is enough capacity to process it accordingly. This fact in turn has a direct influence on the rendering performance as well as on the actual resource consumption.

**Deployment constraints** and **runtime constraints** represent the vertical classification criteria for the set of possible constraint types. They can be overlaid by the horizontal classification criteria (**freely modifiable constraints** and **bounded modifiable constraints**), creating six basic constraint space partitions in total.

**Freely modifiable constraints** In theory **freely modifiable constraints** have no restriction regarding their settings. However, there are restrictions. These restrictions arise depending on the underlying system, e.g., by the hardware engaged and software solutions. Thus, these constraints depend on the design of the system and originate from the system and application developers. These entities define the constraints. E.g. considering the Rendering operator, if the resolution parameter (being a runtime constraint) is defined as being **freely modifiable**, it is (theoretically) possible to define an arbitrary resolution—obviously as long as the underlying components, i.e. the GPU, support this. For deployment constraints, e.g., arbitrary NexusDS nodes can be selected for deployment and execution of this operator as its execution is not restricted to a certain set of NexusDS nodes.

**Bounded modifiable constraints** These constraints are characterized by the fact that they can only be modified within predefined borders (which are not part of the restrictions that a certain software and hardware combination enforces, as illustrated earlier). This means that the values must be checked against the predefined set of allowed values, defined by the operator developer. In case of the Rendering operator, for the runtime constraints, a list of allowed values for this parameter is provided, if the resolution parameter is **bounded modifiable**. In this case we cannot select an arbitrary resolution but have to pick one of the values contained in the list of possible values instead. For deployment constraints, e.g. a set of allowed NexusDS nodes that should execute the operator can be provided.

These partitions can further be subdivided by the different scopes that occur in DSPSs. As depicted in Figure 4.2, four basic scopes are identified within such systems, namely **system**, **domain**, **application** and **user**. Each scope defines its specific constraints. However, they are not independent from each other. Going from fine to coarse, the dependencies are: **user** scopes depend on **application** scopes, **application** scopes depend on **domain** scopes, **domain** scopes depend on **system** scopes. Thus, the constraint space **user** represents a subset of the constraint...
space application, the constraint space application represents a subset of the constraint space domain, and finally the constraint space domain represents a subset of the constraint space system. In the following, each scope is explained in more detail:

**System related constraints** Such constraints are defined by the system environment and define the superset for possible constraints (see Figure 4.2). Therefore, the system specific dimensions must be determined and integrated. System relevant constraints provide a frame for domain, application and user constraints. E. g., a NexusDS node can be defined having an installed GPU (static information) and a total amount of 2048 megabyte (MB) of Random Access Memory (RAM) (dynamic information). The dynamic information must be observed by monitoring components, ensuring that a certain operator requiring a defined amount of RAM can be successfully executed on a certain node.

**Domain related constraints** The constraint space defined by the system relevant constraints is restricted by domain relevant constraints. This allows a better adaptation of the system to specific domain requirements. As depicted in Figure 4.2, the domain relevant constraints are completely covered by the system relevant constraints. This means no constraints defined by the system relevant constraints can be overridden by domain relevant constraints. E. g., a developer can define an operator requiring a GPU to run effectively or define an operator to require at least 256 MB of RAM.

**Application related constraints** Constraints may also be defined for specific applications. These application relevant constraints are a subset of the domain relevant constraints and allow an application to further restrict the constraint space for a specific operator. E. g., the application may constrain the execution of specific operators to a fixed set of NexusDS nodes. This might be needed to ensure low latencies when interacting with the application by rotating or translating the rendered scene.

**User related constraints** Finally, user relevant constraints represent constraints defined by the user. They are completely surrounded by application relevant constraints. These constraints represent a specific user preference. E. g., the user may prefer the scene rendered having a reduced resolution and more details (assuming the operator provides these setting capabilities). Additionally, the user may demand only trusted NexusDS nodes for the execution of the entire data processing. This may be a NexusDS node providing a specific encryption functionality.

Thus, the constraint space defines a frame for the system components and ensures its correct functioning. In the next section the integration of the constraints into NexusDS is presented.

### 4.1.2 Architectural Integration of the Constraint Model

Figure 4.3 shows the architectural integration of constraints in NexusDS. On the right side requirement constraints are shown, which on the other side must be supported by the corresponding capability constraints a DSPS offers.
The data structure for propagating requirement constraints is represented by constraint-based SP graphs. Each layer augments the original SP graph by adding their specific requirement constraints for deployment and runtime. These constraints originate from applications, operator-specific meta data, services and security policies. The different concepts implementing the requirement constraints are context-aware applications, operators, services, and the security framework. All requirements are collected along the path from the top layer to the core layer.

On the other side, capability constraints are the counter part to requirement constraints and delimit the possible requirement constraint configurations. Capability constraints are realized by operators, services, and resource groups, defining the available resources for operator deployment and runtime. The capabilities are collected in the core layer. Then, the requirements are matched with the capabilities to validate if the SP graph represents a valid configuration for the system.
4.1 Support for Context-aware Applications

For the requirements constraints, going top down, each NexusDS layer adds its specific requirement constraints to the SP graph. The SP graph represents the central structure to transport these constraints to the lower layers. The user relevant constraints constitute options which the corresponding context-aware application provides and are defined on the Context-aware Applications layer. This layer augments the SP graph by its specific requirement constraints. The augmented SP graph is then passed on to the next layer, which adds its specific requirement constraints. These requirement constraints originate from dedicated services or operators from both Nexus Application Extensions and Nexus Domain Extensions. Both layers add their application relevant constraints and domain relevant constraints respectively. The developer formulates the operator specific and service specific requirement constraints. The next and final layer augmenting the SP graph by requirement constraints is the Nexus Core layer. In this layer, the system relevant constraints resulting from existing core operators are added to the SP graph. Additionally, in this layer the SP graph is augmented by security policies. Therefore, all relevant security policies are extracted and added to the SP graph. The security framework and its related concepts are presented in detail in Chapter 5.

Now, the SP graph has been augmented by all relevant requirement constraints, symbolized by the requirements in the core layer. These requirement constraints must be validated in the next step. Thereby, the requirements should obviously not violate the capabilities. The capability constraints are also collected by the respective entities. The Communication and Monitoring layer build the basic capabilities for deployment and runtime of operators. Besides, the Nexus Application Extensions and Nexus Domain Extensions provide capability constraints by, e.g. limiting the usable amount of main memory per operator. Furthermore, operators themselves provide capability constraints defined by their respective developers. These capability constraints include the anatomy of the operator itself, i.e. its parameters. Additionally, a developer can limit the range of possible values for the operator’s parameter.

Only SP graphs whose requirement constraints match the capability constraints available, i.e. whose requirements are satisfied, can be deployed and executed. Thus, before SP graph deployment and execution, the requirement constraints must be matched against capability constraints a DSPS offers. These constraints naturally limit the possibilities for deployment and execution.

The requirement and capability constraints are implemented by different concepts as shown in Figure 4.3. In the next sections the concepts for realizing the constraint model are presented in detail. First, in Section 4.2 the operator model formulating requirements and defining the constraint space for the upper layers are presented. In Section 4.3 the service model is introduced, allowing to integrate highly specialized functionality to manipulate SP graph structures. The resource groups are presented in Section 4.4. Finally, the concept of a constraint-aware SP graph and the matching concept of requirement constraints to capability constraints are presented in Section 4.5 and Section 4.6. The security framework which is related to the constraint concept is presented in its dedicated Chapter 5.
4.2 Operator Model

Generally speaking, operators implement a push-based principle. Thereby data streams originating from a source or other operators are received by their associated inputs and processed according to the implemented processing logic. Although the Augmented World Model (AWM) represents the main data model in NexusDS, the operator model also allows to create operators processing arbitrary data. Operators for context-aware applications range from basic operators such as selection or union to highly domain-specific operators implementing e.g. the rendering of a complex scene (within a visualization pipeline) or image processing, such as face recognition for a stream of images.

The operator model of NexusDS differs from others, as the ones proposed in [2, 9, 127]. In contrast to these approaches, our operator model approach is built on a meta data description and allows to implement and integrate customized operators for a specific domain. The operator-specific meta data describes the operator’s characteristics and enables the system to group operators according to their logical operation, and perform plausibility checks if the operator is executable on a certain NexusDS node. The meta data contains information, e.g. on the accepted and delivered data types, the number of inputs and outputs, the operator execution requirements specifying special software and hardware requirements, or presets specifying the default setting of operator parameters as well as commonly used settings for the operator parameters. The operator meta data is stored in the Operator Repository Service and is exploited by the Core Graph Service to find suitable mappings from operators to computing nodes.

A detailed view on the operator model is depicted in Figure 4.4. The operator model is subdivided into three parts: Input queues handling incoming data streams, the input manager synchronizing the single inputs, and an operator actually processing the incoming data. These three components are encapsulated in a box. A box is a generic container that allows to embed the proper operator logic easily and reuse already existing components. Thus it is possible to combine new operators with already existing queues, handling input data streams in a certain manner and input managers implementing a certain synchronization scheme without the need to re-implement all components needed from scratch for each operator.

The operator model distinguishes between two component types w.r.t. their data retrieval behavior: Passive components and active components. Passive components are data-driven as they do not actively pull data but instead are triggered as soon as data is present on the input. On the input side they wait for data elements to arrive before they start processing them. On the output side, the data is pushed to subsequent components. Contrarily, active components are not data-driven but process-driven in the sense that they are not triggered by data. On the input side these components thus implement a pull-based approach to retrieve data. On the output side these components then push the data to subsequent components. The only active element in the operator model of NexusDS is the input manager. It actively pulls data from the queues and furthermore synchronizes the inputs of the operator according to a predefined synchronization scheme. The queues and the operator are passive elements in the boxed operator model and are triggered on data reception. The decoupling of the synchronization logic
from the operator and the fact that the operator is a passive element alleviates the implementation efforts of the actual operator logic. I. e., operator developers can rely on already existing synchronization schemes, as the input manager provides the necessary data for one operation cycle\(^1\). This model allows to easily create custom operators, and reduces development efforts as re-usability of already existing components is high. The components of the operator model depicted in Figure 4.4 are described as follows:

- **Box**: A box represents the single distribution unit and contains all components necessary for operator execution. The box is subdivided into three areas, each one containing a different component with its specific functionality. The first area consists of input queues, the second contains the input manager, and the last one the operator. The Box offers a *parametrization interface* to manipulate the parametrization of the single components. Furthermore, a box integrates a *runtime statistics interface* that retrieves statistical information on the runtime behavior and status of the operator, the input manager, and the queues. These statistics are then sent to the Statistics Collector Client resident within the Operator Execution Service. A box receives the input data streams and locally routes them to the associated queues. Also, once the operator has processed the data, its box routes the resulting output data streams to its attached subsequent boxes.

\(^1\)In the context of this thesis an operation cycle represents the application of the processing logic implemented by an operator to the data.
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- **Input queues**: An input queue is a synonym for the concept of a window, as used in the context of DSPS. Input queues are necessary because the flux-frequency of incoming data elements might be higher than the processing frequency of the operator. This might occur arbitrarily during the execution of an operator. Without input queues, data elements might be missed, resulting in incomplete data [60]. Based on their individual characteristics, input queues can be classified into different input queue types. The most commonly used ones are time-based and count-based input queues. The life cycle of the data elements depend on the input queue type’s characteristics. For count-based input queues this depends on the actual input queue size, i.e. the maximum number of the stored data elements. The life cycle starts when the data element arrives at the input queue, and ends when it is expunged to make room for new ones. For time-based input queues, the life cycle of data elements is given by the maximum time period the input queue holds a data element. Each data element has a corresponding time stamp. In this case the life cycle for a data element starts when it arrives at the input queue and ends when the current time period expires (e.g. by a sliding window semantic). Furthermore, input queues can be exploited to sort incoming data according to a local sorting policy, e.g. sorting them by priority or by timestamps. It is important to note that sorting only occurs within the context of the input queue. Otherwise, sorting would have the behavior of a blocking operation [16].

However, the use of input queues does not prevent overload situations, requiring the application of stream filtering techniques, such as load shedding [131] or aggregation [14]. By integrating this functionality into input queues, the overhead of integrating additional drop operators within the already running execution graph is avoided, as proposed by Tatbul and Zdonik [131].

- **Input Manager**: The input manager handles data transmission from input queues to operators. Thus, the input manager influences the synchronization of the operator inputs. Various synchronization schemes can be implemented, i.e. the order in which the input queues are queried for available data. These techniques are implemented once and used many times. The input manager may also have parameters to fine-tune its behavior. Additionally, the input manager is exploited for operator scheduling tasks. Therefore, the input manager receives scheduling orders from the Operator Scheduler, influencing the execution order of the operators.

- **Operator**: Operators process the data streams. Within a box a certain arbitrary operator can be embedded. Like input queues and input managers, operators also have a parameterizable interface to pass operator-specific parameters to influence the operator’s processing. E.g. for a visualization operator the resolution at which a scenery is rendered is a possible parameter. For a selection operator the parameter might be the selection predicate to filter data elements. Also, the operators have multiple input slots and output slots, each representing data necessary for the operator to render the scenery. Each slot might accept a different data format, e.g. one input slot accepts data originating from Nexus constituting an AWM result set representing the surrounding buildings. Another
input slot accepts a proprietary binary format consisting of models for the single object types to be rendered. Analogous to the input slots also output slots might have different data delivery types, e.g. resulting images from the rendering process.

The operator components are stored as packages in the Operator Repository Service. The structure of such a package is depicted in Figure 4.5. The package consists of three components. The first component is the actual operator represented by the operator binaries. These binaries are created by extending the operator framework already existing. The second component are possible third-party dependencies that are necessary for the operator to run properly. Usually these dependencies constitute programming libraries that are used by the operator binaries. The third and final component is the operator meta data, describing the special characteristics of this operator. For input queues and input managers the package contains similar components, albeit the particular binaries represent either an input queue or an input manager and its respective meta data, which describe the characteristics of the components. The meta data is detailed in the next section.

### 4.2.1 Operator Meta Data

As described in [45], the development and provisioning of context data should be done by context models [62]. In this sense, domain-specific extensions of the NexusDS system correspond to the (technical) context for a particular application or domain of interest. In general, context models may contain geographical data (e.g. maps), dynamic sensor data (e.g. the position of a moving object), infrastructure data (e.g. the extent and bandwidth of wireless networks), or context-referenced digital information (e.g. documents or web sites that are relevant in a certain context). Therefore, in a broader sense, context models can contain information on technical context such as available computing nodes or data processing operators and their respective properties. We model the meta data of NexusDS-related components as so-called technical context within the AWM, the shared context model of the Nexus system.

The operator-specific meta data announces information on the operator characteristics, thus describing the operator. This concept allows integrating arbitrary operators in NexusDS. Operators in NexusDS may have special characteristics that must be taken into account when
modeling the operators’ meta data [43]. From a data modeling point of view, the following requirements must be satisfied:

- The meta data must describe the operator’s characteristics to allow the NexusDS system to perform plausibility checks without any knowledge of the real implementation.
- In order to successfully execute an operator, the NexusDS system needs meta data that defines the operator requirements, e.g. the execution environment it needs.
- The meta data must provide preset values for the operator parameters. This basically guarantees correct execution and represents the default parametrization of the related operator.

We have divided the operator meta data in three parts, namely *Operator Descriptor* describing the fundamental structure of the operator, *Operator Requirements* declaring the requirements in terms of software and hardware, and finally *Operator Presets* providing default parameter values for the operator parameters. The following subsections deal with these components.

### 4.2.1.1 Operator Descriptor

*The Operator Descriptor* contains information on the operator and describes its main characteristics, such as the accepted and delivered data types, the number of inputs and outputs, dependencies to other operators, or the number and types of parameters the operator has. These details are used by NexusDS to check for compatible inter-operator communication patterns in SP graphs. The operator descriptor is modeled as part of the AWM by extending the schema information as described in Section 2.5.2.1. Therefore, we have exploited the tools that we developed to support developers for their NexusDS-related development and have utilized the NexusDSEditor, presented in Chapter 7.

The operator meta data are represented as the technical context within a context model [101, 103, 105]. In order to reflect these component types within the AWM, an Extended Attribute Schema (EAS) and an Extended Class Schema (ECS) have been created. These schemas are written in XML. The base class for all classes of the AWM is the class called *NexusDataObject* and all further classes are derived from it. The *NexusDataObject* class defines basic attributes such as *name* or *description* of its object instances. These attributes are inherited by the *NexusExecutionEnvironmentElement* class which is the basic class for all data processing related components of NexusDS. This class defines basic attributes. These attributes include *author*, identifying the author of a certain execution-related component and *nativeLibrary*, defining if this execution component relies on native libraries that must be loaded by the platform in order to execute components properly.

The class *NexusExecutionEnvironmentElement* is further refined to dedicated classes for each execution component type, i.e. input queues, operators, and so forth. The respective classes define the relevant attributes and enable the NexusDS system to get information on the operator, e.g. for plausibility checks of interconnected inputs and outputs in an NPGM SP
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In the following, we describe the operator’s slot attribute in detail, defined by the NexusSlotAttributeType shown in Listing 4.1.

Listing 4.1: Excerpt of the Extended Attribute Schema representing the Operator Slot Attribute.

As shown, the slot attribute is represented as a complex attribute type NexusSlotAttributeType (lines 4 to 29). The attribute declaration is shown in line 31, which is used in the class
schema for class definition. For the rest of this section, an operator is the execution component under concern. For the other execution components the attribute structures are similar and thus not provided. The **slot** attribute consists of the following attribute parts:

**name** This is a human readable name of the slot. It serves to write status information to log files. It also assists developers building SP graphs, as these names are easier to understand than abstract identifiers. This attribute does not necessarily have to be unique, however it is sensible to do so.

**id** This attribute is an ID uniquely identifying this slot. It is used to interconnect outputs of the operator with the corresponding inputs of another operator in a NPGM or NEGM SP graph.

**type** This attribute defines the type of the slot. It can be either of **input**, of **output**, or of **parameter** type.

**opClass** This attribute groups operators. It is useful if, e.g. a developer provides different implementations for the same logical operator. In this case, in a SP graph a box is being defined as belonging to a certain operator class. In the next step, the query processor, i.e. the Core Graph Service, must map this to a real physical operator contained in the defined group. This attribute part is optional.

**connectOptional** Defines if the slot must be connected or not. Per default all inputs must be connected to some output of previous operators. This semantics is used since the system assumes that data from each input slot is needed to produce output data. If an input slot is declared optional, it is declared as being not absolutely needed for the related operator to work correctly. In contrast to input typed slots, per default output and parameter types slots must not be obligatorily connected to some input.

**media** Declares what kind of media is accepted by this slot. It can be either **stream** or **set**. This allows the query processor to perform specific optimizations, e.g. if one input slot is defined as stream and the other as set, then the buffer size of this operator—assuming that there is enough space for doing that—can be set equal to the cardinality of the set to be received, so avoiding incomplete results as they may appear if we miss to evaluate this fact.

**mediaAccessType** This attribute can be set to either **write** or **read**. If an operator modifies incoming data elements by overwriting them, writing is mandatory. Otherwise, this attribute should be set to read. The system per default assumes the incoming data is accessed only by read operations and the operator produces new output data if necessary. Especially in a complex scenario, where many operators being executed on the same machine receive the same object instances, setting this attribute part to read enormously increases scalability in terms of memory consumption, since only references to objects are passed and the system does not have to create a deep copy of each incoming object before passing it on to the processing instances.
mediaTypeClassURI This attribute defines the class types of the incoming data elements. If this attribute part is set to `java.lang.String`, the data is treated as a Java String object. However, an arbitrary class Uniform Resource Identifier (URI) can be provided here, specifying the data type for this slot.

A special case is represented by the value `nexus.awm.GenericObject`. This indicates that a slot is going to receive (or send, depending on the slot type) AWM data objects. In combination with the `mediaTypeAWM` attribute this can further be refined, i.e. by the concrete AWM class that is accepted or delivered by this particular slot.

mediaTypeClassURIFactory This attribute is optional and points to the factory able to create instances of the `mediaTypeClassURI` object types. It gives developers the opportunity to provide dedicated factory classes which perform necessary initialization and creation tasks.

attributeSchema If the data type this slot deals with is AWM-related data, and the AWM class is not part of the standard schema, this attribute part defines the Extended Attribute Schema (EAS) file needed in order to recognize the attributes the new class type depends on.

classSchema As with the `attributeSchema` attribute part, this attribute part specifies the Extended Class Schema (ECS) file for additional AWM classes.

Besides the `slot` attribute, several other attributes are needed to fully describe the operator. These attributes include:

inputManagerDependency This attribute specifies dependencies to an input manager, thus implicitly defining the synchronization scheme needed for this operator. It provides the reference to the corresponding input manager. If this attribute is not set, the default input manager that is used implements a *Round Robin* synchronization scheme.

queueDependency Like the `inputManagerDependency` attribute, this attribute describes the dependency of a certain slot (either input, output or parameter) to an input queue type. Therefore, this attribute provides the slot ID and the reference to the input queue that must be used with that slot.

preParallel and postParallel These attributes specify the specific *demultiplex* and *multiplex* operators necessary to parallelize the operator the descriptor belongs to. Before deployment, the Core Graph Service transforms the SP graph by placing the operators in front of or behind the respective operator. As many operator instances of the operator to parallelize as needed are then created and interconnected with the multiplexing and demultiplexing operators.

preTransmit and postTransmit These attributes define how the data must be serialized and deserialized when crossing node borders. Therefore, they point to other execution environment components called *platform sinks and sources* for serializing and deserializing the data. The NexusDS system then sets these platform sources and sinks up on the corresponding NexusDS nodes that sends and receives the data.
**preDependency and postDependency** These attributes define dependencies of an operator to other operators. Hereby, the `preDependency` attribute defines dependencies to an operator that must be placed before this operator. In contrast to this `postDependency` defines operators that must be placed behind this operator. The transformation operations are performed by the CGS.

**pinnedTo** This attribute is optional and specifies the NexusDS nodes this operator is pinned to. That means the operator developer can specify on which NexusDS nodes the operator can be executed.

### 4.2.1.2 Operator Requirements

The **Operator Requirements** specify the requirements of an operator in terms of runtime constraints and deployment constraints. These requirements are matched to the available NexusDS nodes and their capabilities. Since NexusDS has been designed for a wide variety of devices, this information is crucial for the correct deployment and execution of the operator. Similar to the operator descriptor, the operator requirements are also modeled as AWM objects. Listing 4.2 shows an excerpt of the EAS definition for the operator requirements attributes.

```
1  [ ... ]
2
3  <!-- Operator Requirements Attribute Definition -->
4  <element name="key" type="nsas:NexusStringAttributeType" substitutionGroup="nsas:NexusAttribute"></element>
5  <element name="value" type="nsas:NexusStringAttributeType" substitutionGroup="nsas:NexusAttribute"></element>
6  <element name="requirementTypeClassURI" type="nsas:NexusUriAttributeType" substitutionGroup="nsas:NexusAttribute"></element>
7  <element name="requirementTypeClassURIFactory" type="nsas:NexusUriAttributeType" substitutionGroup="nsas:NexusAttribute"></element>
8
9  [ ... ]
```

**Listing 4.2:** Excerpt of the Extended Attribute Schema representing the Operator Requirement Attribute.

The requirements are modeled as a **key-value** combination. Thus, operators and NexusDS nodes are tagged according to their requirements and capabilities, i.e. by tagging the corresponding keywords. This allows an operator-level virtualization. The **key** can be either software or hardware. The **value** is an arbitrary identifier to uniquely identify the requirement constraint. The value is mapped to the corresponding resource group. It is important to note that the values can be arbitrarily chosen but should correspond to the values of the external-
ized capabilities of NexusDS nodes. Otherwise the two constraint types (requirements and capabilities) cannot be matched.

Beside the key and value attributes, there are also the requirementTypeClassURI and requirementTypeClassURIFactory attributes. The former attribute declares the Java class type of the value data type to handle them correctly. The latter attribute specifies a factory to create object instances of the provided requirementTypeClassURI.

### 4.2.1.3 Operator Presets

*Operator Presets* specify commonly used settings for the operator parameters. This is beneficial, especially if an operator has many parameters. The operator developer must provide at least one preset for each parameter. This is necessary to ensure the correct execution of the operator. The presets are also defined by a key–value pair schema, whereby *key* identifies an operator’s parameter and *value* specifies the corresponding parameter value to be set.

### 4.3 Service Model

The service model in NexusDS is similar to the operator model presented in Section 4.2. A service in fact also implements a well-defined interface and is packaged with necessary third-party libraries and meta data describing the service. It describes the service’s accepted document formats, its corresponding resource group and so forth. As described in Section 4.4, a resource group limits the scope of its components. This means that only those entities can invoke the service which are in the same resource group.

Services implement a pull-based communication paradigm. This means that a service operates and performs its specific actions each time it is invoked. Thereby, a service is typically invoked by applications. But services might also be invoked by other services, e.g. the Core Graph Service which invokes the Operator Execution Service to deploy the SP graph fragments. NexusDS offers a set of basic services which form the core service functionality of NexusDS. These services have already been described in Section 3.5. Additional services can be implemented and seamlessly integrated into NexusDS providing highly domain-specific service offerings. Such a domain-specific service could be a dedicated visualization service which accepts a query formulated in a domain specific language (DSL). Thereby the specialized DSL offers adequate querying primitives for the respective domain of interest.

A detailed view on the service model is depicted in Figure 4.6. As presented in Section 3.5.1, the Service Manager controls the life cycle of a service. The first step of a services life cycle is to initialize the service [:1]. For that, the service developer can specify the initialization routine of the service. This is an optional step and might be necessary if the service needs to initialize more complex data structures which are needed during the service startup routine. Then, the service is started and a registration message is sent to the Service Repository Service [:2]. This makes the service discoverable. After the start routine has finished, the service
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Figure 4.6: The Service Model in NexusDS

offers its invoke functionality \( \circ \). From now on, the service can be invoked by other services or applications \( \circ \). The document exchange format for service invocation and the resulting service’s response document is XML. The invocation document is then passed on to the actual service implementation and the document is processed \( \circ \). The service returns the results to the inquirer \( \circ \). As long as the service is running the service can be invoked. Once the service is no longer needed, its life time has expired. Thus, the service should be stopped. The Service Manager sends message to stop to the service \( \circ \). Once this message is received, the shutdown procedure for this service is initialized \( \circ \). Before stopping the service, it is logged off from the Service Repository Service and currently running processes are stopped.

As depicted in Figure 4.6, the service model consists of two parts: The service life cycle part on the left side (light gray shaded) and the document processing part on the right side. For the service life cycle part the initialization routine for the service is optional. The remaining steps of the service life cycle part are fixed and perform the operations in a well-defined order. However, the implementation of the invocation module (on the processing side) is mandatory as it represents the actual service implementation. Basically, an interface represents this module which a developer must implement appropriately.

Besides the implementation, a number of additional meta data is required. This meta data describes the service characteristics and also enables to influence the service execution.
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4.3.1 Service Meta Data

As the operator-related meta data, the service-related meta data is also modeled as technical context in the AWM. This concept allows integrating arbitrary services in NexusDS and exploiting the capabilities of the AWM. The service-specific meta data describes the service. From a data modeling point of view, the following requirements must be satisfied:

- The meta data must fully describe the service. This includes its exchange document format and its scope.
- In order to successfully execute a service, the NexusDS system needs the specification of the environment necessary for the correct service execution.

The service meta data consists of two parts: A Service Descriptor part which describes the characteristics of the service and a Service Requirements part declaring the requirements in terms of software and hardware for the service in order to run properly.

The service requirements meta data are similar to those for operators, so they are not described in detail. Section 4.2.1.2 provides this in more detail. The descriptor differs from the one for operators as other characteristics must be represented. In the following, we exemplary describe the dependency attribute depicted in Listing 4.3.

```
[ ... ]
<complexType name="NexusDependencyAttributeType">
    <sequence>
        <element name="value">
            <complexType>
                <sequence>
                    <element name="dependencyURI" type="nsat:NexusUriType" minOccurs="1"/>
                    <element name="dependencyMedia" type="nsat:NexusStringType" minOccurs="1"/>
                    <element name="attributeSchema" type="nsat:NexusStringType" minOccurs="0"/>
                    <element name="classSchema" type="nsat:NexusStringType" minOccurs="0"/>
                </sequence>
            </complexType>
        </element>
        <element ref="nsas:meta" minOccurs="0"/>
    </sequence>
</complexType>
[ ... ]
```

Listing 4.3: Excerpt of the Extended Attribute Schema representing the Service Dependency Attribute.
Figure 4.7: Resource Groups in NexusDS

A service description consists of the attributes **author**, **pinnedTo**, and **dependency**. The latter attribute is depicted in Listing 4.3. As shown, the dependency attribute is represented as a complex attribute type (**NexusDependencyAttributeType**) and the attribute declarations (line 20), which are used in the respective class schema for class definition. Thereby, the **dependency** attribute defines a service B on which a service A the descriptor belongs to relies on. This means, that service A necessitates a service B specified in the **dependency** attribute in order to run properly. In other terms, an instance of service B must be running and available. The remaining attributes are self-explanatory and denote the same as with operator-related meta data, as described in Section 4.2.1.1. These attribute definitions are not shown in the listing.

Furthermore, the descriptor optionally specifies the resource group to which the service belongs to. If there is no such definition, the service is assigned to the default resource group. Resource groups, beside others, limit the scope of services. Resource groups cluster entities that share a common scope. By defining a service belonging to a certain resource group, only entities, i.e., applications and services belonging to this resource group can discover and use this service. Thereby, applications and services may belong to several different resource groups.

### 4.4 Resource Groups

The **resource groups** concept provides a base for the capability constraints and capture static information on the NexusDS nodes. Resource groups split up the resources into different, not necessarily disjoint, clusters. This means, that in order to get access to a certain service belonging to a resource group, the entity trying to access needs the corresponding permission to join the requested resource group. This means that applications which try to use a service in a certain resource group must first have access to the respective resource group. Thus, the utilization of resources belonging to a certain resource group is restricted to these entities.
Figure 4.7 shows the hierarchical structure of the resource groups. The root is represented by the *NexusDS Resource Group*. Resources belong at least to one resource group and may belong to many resource groups at the same time. All components of NexusDS—all available services and operators as well as applications—per default belong to this group. I.e., if an operator is not defined to belong to a specific resource group it is automatically assigned belonging to the *NexusDS Resource Group*. Besides this root resource group additional resource groups can be defined. NexusDS here defines the *Node Capabilities Resource Group*, grouping all available processing nodes according to their characteristics. Beside this, the *Core Resource Group* exists, grouping all services and operators available within the system. Arbitrary additional resource groups can be defined together with the already existing ones. Resource groups are defined by domain or application extension developers or system administrators. Such a custom resource group is, e.g. the *Visualization Resource Group* depicted in Figure 4.7. This Resource group might group all functionality belonging to the domain of a visualization scenario.

By default, resource groups are public, meaning all services and operators are accessible or executable within their correspondent resource groups. However, this is not always intended as there is also functionality that should not be accessed arbitrarily. Therefore, trusted resource groups can be created, as the *Custom Resource Group* example displayed in Figure 4.7 shows as a gray box. Entities requesting access to the resources contained in such a resource group must first provide valid credentials before they are allowed to access them.

The system-relevant constraints are modeled by the *NexusDS Node Resource Group* and its underlying resource groups. E.g., all NexusDS nodes having a *x86 CPU architecture* are arranged within the corresponding resource group. This is beneficial, as search space for finding suitable NexusDS nodes for the operators might be drastically reduced in size by picking only the resource groups of interest.

### 4.5 Stream Processing Graph

The SP graph defines the data processing as it consists of different operators that are interconnected, forming a processing pipeline. Furthermore, the SP graph represents the central exchange format for constraint propagation between the single layers. Two different SP graph formats are distinguished: The Nexus Plan Graph Model (NPGM) and the Nexus Execution Graph Model (NEGM). They differentiate from each other as NEGM formatted SP graphs provide full and unique deployment information whereas NPGM formatted SP graphs do not. The main idea is that each layer augments and modifies the original SP graph by adding their respective requirement constraints. The constraint annotations originate from user and application preferences, operator-related requirements for deployment and execution, or domain-specific services. Constraint annotations represent a universal mechanism to integrate highly domain-specific knowledge and thus influence the deployment as well as the execution of SP graphs. First, the NPGM and afterwards the NEGM SP graphs are presented in more detail.
4.5.1 Nexus Plan Graph Model and Nexus Execution Graph Model

The NPGM is a flexible composition model to orchestrate data-flow graphs. As depicted in Figure 4.8, an NPGM formatted SP graph consists of a set of interconnected boxes that constitute either a source operator, a sink operator, or an operator. NPGM boxes have an arbitrary (but well-defined) number of connection slots. Each connection slot is uniquely identified and can be either an input or output. The box-specific implementations describe the expected and delivered types respectively. Differences in data types are denoted by the different shades of gray used for the inputs and outputs in Figure 4.8. Only connection slots having the same data type (thus having the same shade of gray) can be interconnected and vice versa. Processing pipelines are simply built by connecting NPGM boxes. Loops are allowed and can be exploited for feedback loops, e.g. for operators that change their parametrization according to results of subsequent operators.

The purpose of the box-related deployment constraints is twofold. First, they identify possible box implementations, being either a source operator, a sink operator or an operator. Second, they define on which NexusDS nodes the operators are executed. Besides deployment constraints also runtime constraints can be defined for each box. Thereby the possible runtime constraints are either specified by the concrete box implementation if specified on a physical level. Alternatively, if specified on a logical level, the possible runtime constraints are specified by the common subset of all runtime constraints a certain operator type defines to which the operator under concern belongs to. Defining a box on a physical level means, the actual implementation is specified. In contrast to this, defining a box on a logical level does not uniquely identify a certain box but rather defines a certain type the corresponding implementation of a box belongs to. This fact is depicted in Figure 4.8. Hereby, deployment constraints on a physical level are shown in bold letters (e.g. StreamNode='SNx007'), whereas deployment constraints on a logical level are shown in italic letters (e.g. Operator_Type='Render').

The logically defined deployment constraints must be mapped to deployment constraints that uniquely identify the box and the corresponding NexusDS nodes. In the following for boxes whose deployment constraints are specified on a logical level are referred to as logical NPGM boxes. In contrast to this, boxes whose deployment constraints are also specified on a physical level are referred to as physical NPGM boxes. However, it is important to note that physical NPGM boxes do not necessarily provide full deployment information as a (physical) NEGM box does. Physical NPGM boxes partially define deployment constraints on a physical level. Based on Figure 4.8, the four different box types are described: logical NPGM box, physical NPGM box, logical NEGM box, and physical NEGM box.

**Logical NPGM box** Box3 represents a logical NPGM box as the deployment constraints for this box are logical. This logical operator is of type 'Link&Map' and the respective author is 'Visual Pipe'. The NexusDS nodes going to execute the operator must provide a 'Secure' execution environment which might be a domain-specific constraint as described in Section 4.1.
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**Figure 4.8: Constraint-aware NPGM SP-graph**

**Physical NPGM box** Box4 depicts a physical NPGM box. In contrast to a logical NPGM box either the physical operator or the physical NexusDS node are explicitly defined. As for the previously described Box 3, this box logically defines the operator being of the type 'Render' from the author 'Visual Pipe'. Here the NexusDS node going to execute the physical box is already specified as being 'SNx007'. Nevertheless, since the operator is logically defined, it is not deployable and executable.

**Logical NEGM box** A logical NEGM box is represented by a box where the physical operator as well as the NexusDS nodes going to execute the physical operator are provided on a physical level. However, a logical NEGM box might provide many physical operators and physical NexusDS nodes. A logical NEGM box is not explicitly shown in Figure 4.8.

**Physical NEGM box** The difference between a logical and a physical NEGM box is that a physical NEGM box has exactly one physical operator and exactly one physical NexusDS node. In Figure 4.8, Box5 represents a physical NEGM box.

Beside the deployment constraints shown in Figure 4.8, which specify the deployment constraints either logically or physically, the operator relevant requirements (described by the requirement meta data as presented in Section 4.2.1.2) must be added. They also constitute deployment constraints as they influence the NexusDS node selection and thus influence the deployment process. These operator-related constraints originating from the operator meta data are not shown in Figure 4.8. Nevertheless, they are necessary to find matching NexusDS nodes capable of executing one particular operator.

Beside deployment constraints also runtime constraints exist which influence the runtime behavior of boxes. However, the definition of these constraints is optional since presets are defined for each box, guaranteeing the correct execution. Preset parametrization can be over-
ridden as many users may have different preferences such as the rendering resolution for the rendering operator. The available runtime constraints depend on the actual operator, too. E. g., for join operators it is likely to set a join predicate whereas for a rendering operator it is usual to set a resolution.

There also exist **SP graph Deployment Constraints** as depicted in Figure 4.8. Application developers must provide these deployment constraints. Beside the other deployment constraints already mentioned, these constraints are exploited by the deployment framework presented in Chapter 6 to find suitable placement decisions for the boxes of a SP graph, i. e. source operators, sink operators, and operators. Thereby the box-related deployment constraints are exploited to reduce the possible search space to find deployment mappings in. Then, the SP graph-related deployment constraints are used to fine tune the deployment of the boxes according to quality aspects.

The SP graph-related deployment constraints are represented by a list of QoS requirements. These QoS requirements are fourfold. First, a QoS criteria is defined, e. g. 'Latency' or 'Bandwidth' from Figure 4.8. These criteria must be supported by the DSPS, i. e. QoS-related statistics must be collected as described in Chapter 6. Second, a case distinction must be provided which states if the QoS criteria is to be maximized ('>') or minimized ('<'). Third, a bottleneck condition must be defined. This bottleneck condition defines an absolute lower or upper bound value for the respective QoS criteria. If the QoS criteria is to be minimized, the bottleneck condition represents an upper bound. Otherwise it constitutes a lower bound. Finally, a relative importance factor between 0 and 1 must be provided for each QoS criteria, e. g. '0.5' for latency. They put each QoS criteria in relation to each other by means of importance. The relative importance factors must sum up to 1. The SP graph deployment constraints are valid for the entire SP graph and must be valid for each box. However, it is important to note that there are two different QoS classes we have to distinguish: **absolute** and **additive**. Absolute QoS criterion must be valid for each box. In contrast to this, additive QoS criterion must be valid in sum along the SP graph’s critical path. This means that it is not enough for the additive QoS criterion to be valid for each box since the entire path is of importance.

### 4.6 Matching Deployment Constraints and Runtime Constraints

Once all constraints have been collected, i. e. requirement and capability constraints, they must be matched. At this point, we mainly differentiate between deployment and runtime constraints. Thereby, deployment-related requirement constraints are matched against deployment-related capability constraints. The same is performed for runtime constraints. Both matching types are briefly presented as follows.

To successfully deploy an operator, NexusDS needs to match the operator requirements with the available NexusDS node capabilities, i. e. its capability constraints. Therefore, the
NexusDS nodes are grouped into resource groups to describe the capabilities of the respective NexusDS nodes. This enables operator virtualization. By virtualizing the operators, developers of stream-based applications do not have to care about the features of certain NexusDS nodes. This is handled by matching the deployment-related requirements of the operators with the deployment-related capabilities of the NexusDS nodes as depicted in Figure 4.9.

In the depicted example, a matching for Operator A can be found, since NexusDS Node 1 is present in all relevant resource groups, i.e. Windows XP, ATI-RV730, and SecureOES. This means that this operator can be successfully executed on this specific execution node, i.e. NexusDS Node 1. In contrast to this, for Operator 2 no matching can be found. For the requirements Windows XP and SecureOES there are NexusDS nodes satisfying these. But there is no NexusDS node that satisfies the requirement JRE 1.6.

Also the runtime-related requirement constraints must be matched as depicted in Figure 4.10. Therefore, the runtime constraints of the SP graph are matched against parameters of the respective operator (displayed as solid arrows). These parameters are defined by the operators’ descriptors. The values to which the parameters should be set to are also validated. E.g. the parameter Parameter_1 of the operator with ID="Operator456" is set to 720x640. If the possible values for this parameter have been restricted by the operator developer—which corresponds

\[secureOES\] represents the term of a secure execution environment for operators.
Figure 4.10: Matching the runtime-related requirement constraints with the available runtime-related capability constraints.

to the bounded modifiable constraints as described in Section 4.1.1—the value on the left side must appear in the list of values on the right side of Figure 4.10 (depicted as dashed arrows). Otherwise the operator cannot be executed with the given runtime constraints. Alternatively, if no values are predefined for a parameter, its value may be arbitrarily set. This corresponds to the class of freely modifiable constraints from Section 4.1.1. The limit of possible values is defined by the underlying components such as software drivers or the hardware itself.

The validation of the runtime constraints further restricts the possible NexusDS nodes going to execute the operators. Thus, this process directly influences the SP graph related deployment. E.g. if an operator rendering a scene is set to a resolution of 800x600 pixels, the corresponding NexusDS node should be able to provide these features by means of available memory.

4.7 Source Data Management

With the growth of online accessible data and information systems, the need for integration architectures is increasing. As can be seen in the Web 2.0 trend, more and more information is
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provided by data sources, such as websites, Wikis, or web services. It is a very cumbersome, and, on the whole, an almost impossible task to integrate this information for application use uniformly. However, when focusing on a certain application domain, we can exploit common characteristics to provide integrated views: e.g. WWW search engines integrate their search results based on rankings that represent the relevance to the user’s query. We target on context-aware applications which support users with the right information at the right time and right place, i.e. providing the best information according to the user’s current situation [51]. They often rely on large-scale information systems, where the data is scattered across a multitude of data sources ranging from websites over digital libraries and geographic information systems to sensors and other stream-based sources.

The efficient retrieval and integration of the relevant information and the support of stream processing is a big challenge. This section presents a solution to the problem of incremental data retrieval in a federated environment, where in contrast to conventional distributed DB systems the actual partitioning of the information is not known a-priori and might change dynamically. There is an open world assumption, since data providers can dynamically connect and disconnect from the Nexus system. Also, there can be multiple representations of real-world entities provided by several data providers. Nexus’ open federation differs from conventional federated DB systems: It is based on simple object retrieval and does not provide the full-fledged SQL function set. Furthermore—from a conceptual point of view—it does not necessarily have to materialize the whole result set within the federation layer when integrating the results from the data providers.

The latter characteristic allows us to develop a scalable algorithm for object retrieval that works on partial results from data providers. Therefore, a federated cursor concept has been developed to allow piece-wise resultset retrieval and furthermore allow the integration of static data into DSPSs. Cursors are a long-known database concept that allows the application to piece-wise retrieve tuples of a result set [49]. This is especially beneficial if the applications run on resource-limited devices which typically retrieve information over expensive wireless communication channels. Such devices are often used in the areas of location-based services and pervasive computing. Furthermore, the cursor concept can be exploited to integrate static data in the context of stream processing, as NexusDS does.

Today’s DSPSs are capable of handling both types of data, static data and dynamic (streamed) data. NexusDS provides access to streamed as well as static data. As presented in Section 2.5.3, NexusDS along with Nexus forms a context data management platform. NexusDS provides access to data stream processing capabilities whereas Nexus provides capabilities to query and process static data. As depicted in Figure 4.11, NexusDS exploits the functionality of Nexus to access static data by utilizing its federated cursor [41]. NexusDS implements a source operator that issues a cursor query to the Nexus system and retrieves the resulting data via cursor iteration. The Nexus system, more precisely the Nexus federation, distributes the query received to the relevant data providers which create so-called cache histograms. These query-related

---

3 Recall: Each time we talk about the Nexus system we refer to the platform handling static data information as presented in Section 2.5.2. In contrast to this, NexusDS handles data streams.
cache histograms are sent back to the Nexus federation which collects and integrates them to a single one. A cache histogram is an ordered set of object references to the corresponding data providers. For one object in the cache histogram, multiple references to different data providers having a representation of the same object might exist. To get a complete object representation, it is important to retrieve all relevant object instances from any data provider. The integrated object is delivered to NexusDS and pushed into the processing pipeline as a data stream. The data stream ends if either data retrieval is complete and thus there are no more objects to fetch or if the processing of the related SP graph terminates. The details on the federated cursor concept are provided in Section 4.7.2.

4.7.1 Related Work

There has been some work addressing the problem of efficiently processing and incrementally retrieving partial results. Haas et al. [64] propose to speed up data intensive applications needing fine-grained object access by loading the cache of the system with relevant objects. The decision of what objects are relevant is made by the frequency applications access objects. However, this technique does not consider multiple representations of the same object containing incomplete or partial information distributed over several data sources. In this case one has to find and fetch all representations of an object in order to get a complete and consistent object representation.

Garlic [73] is a platform for federated data management of relational data sources based on IBM DB2. For the incremental retrieval of the result set two possibilities are mentioned. One is to materialize the entire result of each data source. The other is the retrieval of data using the cursor mechanism. Each time \textit{Fetch}\textsuperscript{4} is invoked, one data element at a time is retrieved from the data source. Thereby, no possibility of sophisticated retrieval of the result sets is mentioned. The possibility of incomplete partial results is also not taken into consideration in this approach.

In Disco [136], the problem of dealing with unavailable data sources is addressed. The selected approach uses a \textit{partial evaluation} semantic to return partial answers to queries. Here

\textsuperscript{4}This is a cursor operation to iteratively fetch data elements from a result set.
the parts of the query that could not be answered are mapped back to Object Query Language (OQL) and integrated with the parts of the query being answered by data providers. It is neither described how exactly the results are retrieved from the data providers nor how the partial results of the portions of the query are integrated into a single answer.

Information Manifold [86, 87] deals with the efficient query processing in a distributed environment that involves a large number of data sources. They use descriptions of the data sources for a given query to identify relevant sources, query these sources and finally collect the complete result from these partial results. The query processing engine tries to recognize sources providing redundant information and prunes them. No integration of the partial results or further computations are made. This has to be done by the inquiring application. Also, no further reflection on alternative retrieval mechanisms are made.

There also exist several mediator-based systems like TSIMMIS [55] or MedMaker [109]. However, we focus on context-aware applications using context-data, and furthermore provide domain-specific operators and optimizations.

### 4.7.2 Federated Cursor Concept

The main characteristics of the federated cursor concept are

- to request only context servers that actively contribute to the given query,
- to process only the resulting data which is necessary,
- to support temporarily disconnected applications (in this sense the source operator is an application), and
- to integrate static data into stream processing systems.

The original idea of a cursor is to bridge the so-called *impedance mismatch* between the set-wise processing of data in DBMSs and the tuple-wise processing of data in programming languages. Thus, the cursor allows programming languages to cope with tuple-wise processing by providing a pointer to the actual tuple to be worked up.

This idea has been adapted to the domain of our federated and context-aware platform. Here, the cursor concept is used for retrieving partial results of queries in order to prevent memory overflow and to save communication bandwidth, thus bridging the *resource mismatch* between often resource-limited mobile devices and the resource-rich server infrastructure. Furthermore, our federated cursor concept is exploited by source operators in NexusDS providing static context data. E.g. by using a cursor, an application does not have to wait until the entire result is transferred before processing it. Depending on the type of connection there may be unwanted disconnections: E.g. the larger the result, the higher the risk that the full result never reaches the querying application.

In the subsequent sections the concept of a federated and status-conscious cursor is introduced. The cursor is used to efficiently retrieve objects over distributed data sources.

4.7.2.1 Cursor-based Query Processing Sequence

As displayed in Figure 4.12, a Nexus application posts a query and receives an answer containing the query result. A Nexus application is an application which runs on the Nexus system (see Section 2.5.2). From a NexusDS point of view, a special form of Nexus application is the source operator that allows to integrate Nexus data into NexusDS’ stream processing facilities iteratively.

The cursor-based processing model consists of three phases. This is analogous to the cursor processing as described in [49]. The application has to post a query associated with a cursor on the query’s result. After that, the application can start to gradually process the result. In the end, the result is deleted if its lifetime has expired or the application signals that it is no longer needed.

Phase 1: Initialization Phase  During the initialization phase, preparations for the next phase are performed. The necessary steps are as follows (see Figure 4.12):

1. An application sends a cursor query to an arbitrary Nexus node asking the federation to create a cursor on the query’s result.

2. The Nexus node determines the relevant Context Servers (CSs) by an Area Service Register (ASR) lookup based on the spatial restriction and the object type in the query.

3. The Nexus node forwards the query to the CSs which process the query and send their results back. Additionally, the federation sends back an ID, a so-called Nexus Session Locator (NSL),—details see later—of that cursor to the application.

Phase 2: Delivery Phase  If the initialization phase has been successfully completed, the application is able to send cursor operations on its cursors to the federation to give access to the result data piece by piece. This phase is called delivery phase. The necessary steps are as follows:

4. The application posts a next operation stating the next elements pertaining to a certain result which is identified by the NSL.

5. The federation looks for the results belonging to the NSL and prepares the objects that go to the result set. Objects have to be retrieved from the CS (if they are not already in the cache).

6. Multiple represented objects (MReps) have to be detected and merged. This operation may reduce the effective number of objects.

7. The result set is sent back to the application.

The application repeats the delivery phase until end of resultset is reached or it does not need any further elements and decides to finish the retrieval process. In both cases, the federation enters the termination phase.
Phase 3: Termination Phase This final phase is entered if the lifetime of the result has expired or if the application signals to the federation that it does not need more elements. The resources connected to the ID are released.

4.7.2.2 Session Management

For identifying sessions within the Nexus platform a so-called NSL is used. An NSL consists of two parts: a basic service part which encodes the Nexus node the session was created on and thus holds the session information, and a session ID. The hosting node is encoded within the NSL to support distributed session management. Since we want to support mobile devices, an application can switch its Nexus node. Using the NSL, a Nexus node that receives a cursor query for a cursor that does not run on that node can easily forward that query to the correct node. If a mobile device switches the Nexus node during operation, the new node has to retrieve the specific application information from the relevant Nexus node encoded in the NSL in order to be able to process the request adequately. For this, there are two possibilities: One is to transfer all relevant information to the new node and to replace the host address in the NSL. The alternative approach always forwards the query to the original node.

4.7.3 Federated Processing Strategies

After the introduction of the federated cursor concept, we investigate the federated processing strategy for incremental result retrieval. In order to optimize query processing, the Context
Server (CS) should support a cursor concept. However, this is an optional feature of a CS. Without that functionality, the entire result of each CS has to be transferred to the federation. In Figure 4.12, the CSs are also extended by a session management in order to be able to hold application specific information. In that way, the results can be kept locally at each CS and only objects that are needed will be transferred to the federation.

To provide optimal response times for applications, a federated DB system should pre-cache partial results \([64]\). There are several ways to do this in the federation. The naïve approach is to query all relevant CSs and cache all results locally. This approach has the advantage that there is no more communication overhead between the federation and the CSs, and long latencies for query answering are avoided. But it suffers from high memory consumption within the federation layer and a long initialization phase since the results of all CSs must be fetched first.

A more sophisticated approach is to reduce the memory consumption at the federation layer. Therefore, spatially divided queries can be sent to the CS. Here the initialization phase consists of the non-trivial problem of partitioning the query. Objects may be queried that currently are not needed and in a worst case scenario never will be. Furthermore, care must be taken that all MReps are present for the merge operation at processing time.

Both solutions sketched above are not recommendable. The former suffers from high memory consumption in the federation layer, while the latter suffers from communication overhead between the federation and the CSs and could also miss information for some objects. So, there is a trade off between memory consumption and the system load.

For the remaining discussion a spatial partitioning scheme is assumed, which Nexus naturally supports. This influences the initialization phase described above as the query partitioning changes. However, the federated cursor concept is also applicable for alternative partitioning schemes. As the query partitioning is transparently done, e.g. by a federation layer, it has no consequences for the further federated cursor details as presented in the following.

### 4.7.3.1 Cache Histograms

A major feature of the Nexus federation is the ability to manage and merge MReps. To ensure that this operation is performed correctly in the cursor mode, we have to pre-cache partial results in a way that all candidates for a MRep merge operation\(^6\) are present whenever this operation is carried out. The naïve way would be to pre-cache the whole resultset at federation level. However, this introduces the often unnecessary memory usage at federation level and possibly even a communication overhead between federation and context servers, e.g. if an application does only retrieve partial results.

Cache histograms allows to solve this problem in an efficient way. A single cache histogram represents the query-dependent frequency distribution of the resulting objects based on a sorting criterion, i.e. the distance from a geographical point. Cache histograms are provided by

---

\(^6\) This operation merges all representation of the same real world object and is described in \([121]\).
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Figure 4.13: Federated cache strategy using cache histograms.

Each CS. A cache histogram consists of a set of cache histogram entries. Each cache histogram entry consists of a bucket value which indicates how the partial result of a context server was sorted and the amount of occurrences of that bucket within that partial result. A bucket here refers to a discrete point in the sorting domain and not to an interval as usual.

As shown in Figure 4.13, each CS delivers a cache histogram (CH-CS<sub>1</sub> to CH-CS<sub>n</sub>) which is spatially sorted. C<sub>a,b</sub> corresponds to a cache histogram entry and gives the value of the cache entry and its frequency of occurrence. In our example, the value refers to the distance of an object to the reference point. E.g. C<sub>1,1</sub> is the first entry of the cache histogram for CS<sub>1</sub>, where C<sub>1,2</sub> would be the second and so forth. The entry C<sub>1,1</sub> has the value <17, 5>, which addresses the 5 nearest objects from CS<sub>1</sub> with a distance of 17 to a reference point. Usually this reference point constitutes the user’s current position.

If cache histograms supplied by the corresponding CSs are not already sorted by the bucket value, the federation has to do it by itself. That might occur if the cache histogram is created before sorting the partial result or the CS does not support sorting at all. However, the federation merges the cache histograms delivered by each CS into a federated cache histogram in order to get an overall overview CH-F of all data sources involved in the incremental retrieval process. The most important information at this point is which CSs have to be queried, the order in which the CSs should be queried, and the quantity of objects (which is encoded in the cache histogram entries) to query the CSs for.

Since there may be multiple representations for the same real world object, there can be objects with the same sorting value in different cache histograms. In this case, these entries are stored as a linked list, as shown in Figure 4.13. Elements in the linked list potentially represent the same object. All the objects belonging to the same list must be transferred to the federation in order to ensure a lossless merge of the intermediate results. The federation’s merge algorithm decides whether two or more entries in the linked list represent the same
object. In the example depicted in Figure 4.13, the objects \(C_{1,1}\) and \(C_{2,1}\) got the same bucket value and are thus stored as a linked list. Taking for example \(C_{1,1}\) with a value of \(<17, 5>\) and \(C_{2,1}\) with a value of \(<17, 3>\), the federation would first ask CS\(_1\) for the next 5 objects and then CS\(_2\) for the next 3 objects. Each of the objects have a distance of 17 to the reference point.

Listing 4.4 shows the cache histogram algorithm in pseudocode. It is used by the federation to build up a federated cache histogram CH-F.

### 4.7.3.2 The Retrieval Process Using Cache Histograms

Internally, the cursor is split in a horizontal \(H\) and vertical \(V\) component. The \(H\) component traverses the cache histogram from left to right in sorting order. The \(V\) component goes from top to bottom, i.e. by linked objects for a certain sorting value. Figure 4.14 shows a next operation on the federation cache histogram. The initial state of the algorithm is displayed in the upper left. The \(H\) component corresponds to the current cursor position. The \(V\) component indicates the position within the linked list of elements with the same bucket value.

When performing a next operation, first all elements in the linked list have to be processed \(^1\), to ensure that all representations of the same object are retrieved. The next step is to move the \(H\)-position one step to the right \(^2\) to prepare the following next operations. These steps are repeated until the algorithm has retrieved all objects needed to answer the current next operation. The retrieval process ends when the application decides to stop retrieval at any time or if there are no more objects to retrieve.

```plaintext
// application sends query to system
receive application query

// determine the relevant context servers and send answer
ask ASR for relevant context servers
send NSL to application

// send query to all necessary sources
for each context server do
  // get cache histograms from each context server
  forward query and receive the cache histogram
  // eventually sort them
  if cache histogram not sorted
    sort cache histogram

  // merge the cache histograms
  merge cache histograms to federated cache histogram
```

Listing 4.4: The cache histogram algorithm.
The algorithm works in an efficient way in terms of memory consumption and network load because only relevant CSs are queried for objects. Furthermore, no MReps are missed out. Listing 4.5 shows a simplified version of the retrieval process using cache histograms in pseudocode notation.

```plaintext
// application requests next N objects
K := number of objects in output buffer
PL := []
do N - K times
  // output buffer does not contain enough objects
  if V-component points to cache histogram entry
    P := context server in current cache histogram entry
    M := bucket size in current cache histogram entry
    if P in PL
      increment number of objects to fetch from P by M
    else
      append P to PL
      set number of objects to fetch from P to M
      move V-component one step down
    else
      move H-component one step right
  OL := []
  for each P in PL do
```

Figure 4.14: One cache histogram retrieval step.
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Line</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>19</td>
<td>retrieve the given number of objects from P</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>append objects to OL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21</td>
<td>merge objects in OL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22</td>
<td>append OL to output buffer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23</td>
<td>remove first N objects from output buffer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24</td>
<td>send removed objects to application</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Listing 4.5**: Retrieval process algorithm using cache histogram.

### 4.7.4 Experience and Evaluation

Considering scenarios in which mobile devices must retrieve result sets piece by piece due to memory limitations of the device, the cursor concept is an advantage. Furthermore, the cursor functionality can be exploited by NexusDS source operators as the federated cursor concept preserves resources and thus allows to serve many different applications. For these reasons the Nexus system has been enhanced by a federated cursor concept as presented in this section. A series of experiments have been conducted which show that the additional overhead caused by the cursor management and histogram calculations is comparatively small.

The context server used for the experiments is implemented in Java and was running on a SUN Blade 2000 with two 1.2 GHz UltraSPARC III CPUs and 6 gigabyte (GB) of RAM. IBM DB2 8.1.3 was used as the backend data storage system. The DB contained 3380 AWM objects in total. Figure 4.15(a) shows the runtimes of a nearest-neighbor-query with sorting by distance from a reference point. We varied the number of objects to retrieve between 100 and 1000. The measurements for *query* refer to query processing alone, *+cursor* additionally creates a cursor and *+hist.* furthermore computes a histogram. Figure 4.15(b) shows the fractions of the runtime required for processing the query, creating a cursor and computing a histogram for the 1000 objects query. The extra overhead is below 7%. This fraction is even lower for smaller

![Figure 4.15](image_url) (a) Runtime measurements for different result set sizes. (b) Runtime fractions for cursor management and histograms for a 1000 objects query.

**Figure 4.15**: Runtime measurements.
result sets, approximately between 0.5% and 2%. The overhead grows linearly with increasing resultset size.

The positive effect of the cursor and the histogram gets clear if we consider the following two facts: First, the cursor allows to interrupt or even stop result retrieval at any time since we may not want to retrieve the entire result. Second, the histogram enables the efficient and complete retrieval of AWM objects necessary for the next processing step. This shows that the overhead introduced by the cache histograms and the cursor functionality is relatively small and therefore negligible compared to the query processing itself.

4.8 Summary

This chapter introduces a constraints classification in the domain of DSPSs. Two basic constraint types are differentiated: Deployment constraints and runtime constraints. The constraints occur on different levels. I.e., an application user may formulate user-relevant constraints. The application itself can also formulate application-relevant constraints and so forth. These constraints are propagated by annotating the SP graph by the respective constraints. By these constraints the deployment and runtime behavior of a SP graph can be influenced. The operator and service model have also been introduced and their particulars highlighted. With the flexible models presented it is possible to implement and provide arbitrary functionality. At the same time, a tight integration with other system functionalities can be achieved. Related to the operator model and the service models, the processing model of NexusDS has been introduced. Finally, the characteristic handling of static data originating from Nexus has been introduced. Hereby a sophisticated federated cursor is introduced which allows source operators in NexusDS to retrieve efficiently objects from the Nexus system and make them available for further stream processing operations. The next chapter deals with details on the security concept to control access to data as well as influence the processing of data according to security policies. These policies are integrated into the SP graph, making it compliant to security policies.
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Security Framework and Stream Processing Graph Deployment
After the presentation of the NexusDS architecture in Chapter 3 and the processing issues in Chapter 4, in this chapter security aspects in DSPSs are introduced and discussed. NexusDS defines different security patterns, each one covering certain security aspects as defined by the requirements in Section 2.4.3. Next, in Section 5.1, a motivating introduction to the topic of security in DSPS is presented. Thereafter, Section 5.2 defines protection goals and provides a classification for access control and processing control mechanisms. Related work is discussed in Section 5.3 comparing the security-related aspects of the state-of-the-art DSPSs. In Section 5.4, the security control framework and its mode of operation is presented in detail. After that, the architecture of the security framework with all its main components is described in Section 5.5. This section also presents the security compliant extension to the operator framework introduced in Section 4.2. The security policies are handled by the DSPS at deployment time and may change during runtime as described in Section 5.6 and Section 5.7. Finally, this chapter is concluded by a short summary in Section 5.8.

5.1 Motivation

With the rapidly increasing popularity of mobile phones equipped with GPS sensors and mobile Internet connections, the usage of data stream processing is increasing in many application areas. A GPS sensor, for example, continuously produces a potentially unbounded stream of location information which makes the usage of data stream processing recommendable. Application areas for data stream processing can be found in social media applications—such as Facebook, Twitter and Google+—as well as in LBSs. A combination of both—social media and LBS—is the foursquare service, which can be defined as a location-based social media network. Therefore, location data is augmented with personal information. The benefits of LBSs is undisputed and already included in many of today’s smartphone applications.
More and more of our social and private life is pervaded by LBS and social media applications, which on the one hand deliver a real benefit in everyday life providing location-based information which one might be interested in. On the other hand, this raises the question of how to protect information against unauthorized access. It is of great interest for the data owner to express fine-grained access conditions, defining which data can be accessed by certain entities and how this data might be processed by DSPSs. Social network services as well as LBSs are easy to use and information including personal details and the current position is available to a wide audience. This creates a variety of usage scenarios but at the same time exposes possibly sensitive information to the public.

The upper part of Figure 5.1 (Application View) depicts a fictive LBS, called Friend Finder (FF). This sample application reveals the current location of a user to all of his friends. Mike
broadcasts his GPS data to FF in our scenario. FF then combines his data with additional information acquired by third-party data providers, e.g., Google Maps. Similar services are offered by many of today’s social networks such as foursquare\(^1\). However, through these services a user, i.e., Mike, can share all of his private information with a user or no information at all. In contrast, our approach goes a step further: Although both of Mike’s friends Bob and Alice have access to parts of his data, Alice receives filtered information only. E.g. while Bob gets Mike’s accurate location, Alice only gets the country where Mike is at the moment.

In the lower part of Figure 5.1 (Stream-Processing View) the participants of this scenario are mapped to the nodes of a DSPS. Mike’s GPS and the third-party data providers act as data sources (S1, S2) while Bob’s and Alice’s mobile devices are the data sinks (T1, T2). The FF LBS processes this data (e.g. by combining different sources O1 or by visualizing the data O2) and ensures that Mike’s privacy settings are respected. In order to make these features work, the DSPS that performs data integration and data processing must provide access control to data \([11]\). Furthermore, it must provide fine-grained process control mechanisms.

A prerequisite to support a wide range of stream-based applications—including the application scenario sketched above and especially context-aware stream-based applications—is that the DSPS must be open to further application scenarios and must provide an integration mechanism for domain-specific extensions \([42]\). This means that the required domain-specific data and processing techniques—in terms of operators—should be integrated into an existing system to exploit functionalities already existing and extend the system only where necessary, reducing functional redundancy. As context-data is highly privacy-related, security control patterns are essential to control data access and data processing.

The openness of NexusDS in combination with the requirement of fine-grained data access and fine-grained data processing as described beforehand is a big challenge. Appropriate mechanisms must be developed to allow for both a controlled access to and a controlled processing of sensitive context data. For this purpose we extended NexusDS to meet these requirements. We have developed an access control framework for DSPSs which retains the openness and flexibility of the original DSPS and allows—depending on the desired level of security—to determine the settings for fine-grained data access and data processing.

### 5.2 Protection Goals

The definition of the access control framework for a DSPS is preceded by the definition security requirements to data. Depending on this requirement catalog the secure processing mechanisms are designed. Section 5.2.1 first describes the necessary terminology. After that, in Section 5.2.2 the access control classification is shown to ensure—in the context of this thesis—safe processing by establishing a security architecture that allows to define access conditions and processing conditions of context data.

\(^1\)https://www.foursquare.com/
5.2.1 Clarification of Terms

The access control framework distinguishes two types of participants: Subjects and objects. Subjects represent entities such as users of a system or a process running in a system. In contrast, objects represent entities such as files, database entries, or executable code within a system. Subjects access objects. However, in certain circumstances a subject may become an object. Imagine a subject that wants to change the access conditions of another subject, such as Mike from Figure 5.1. Mike wants to limit the position sharing to users labeled as members only. Throughout this chapter we refer to the respective entity type being either a subject or an object.

5.2.2 Classification of Protection Goals

Information can be protected under consideration of different protection goals, which influence the actual design and functioning of a system or process. Our classification is built on five protection goal classes which in turn consist of a variety of targets. The protection goal classes are: Authentication, Access Control, Process Control, Granularity Control and Enforcement.

- **Authentication**: It covers all goals for the reliable identification of the relevant subjects and objects which are participating in the system. These include the authenticity of subjects and objects which must have the necessary rights to join the system as well as the action liability which assigns each action to a specific subject. To make these actions traceable, a storage area for trace information must be provided.

- **Access Control**: It covers all goals concerning access control. Here the data integrity is of crucial importance. This ensures that objects cannot be changed uncontrollably and therefore guarantees that only subjects allowed to make changes will be able to access the requested objects. Furthermore, the confidentiality of information must be ensured in order to hide information from subjects who are not allowed to read this information.

- **Process Control**: It covers all goals influencing data processing. This includes the acceptance of computation environments which are going to process the data. Assuming a distributed environment, acceptance defines the computation nodes the data might be processed on. Besides this, also data extent is of importance, i.e. to define the amount of data that is available at one time instant for data processing. By limiting the data extent a limited view of the current data is provided.

- **Granularity Control**: It covers all goals concerning the obfuscation of the original data (object) in order to prevent conclusions to the subject the data originates from, with techniques such as anonymization and pseudonymization. Other techniques which belong to this protection goal class are methods that add some fuzziness to data in order to hide detailed information on current positions etc., or aggregate a certain amount of data elements before delivering it to subsequent operations.
• **Enforcement:** Defines how the security policies, i.e., access control, process control, and granularity control policies are enforced. An important fact is the enforcement scalability. In a distributed environment, the enforcement should not happen at a single site but should rather be done in a distributed manner to avoid bottlenecks or single point of failures.

These protection goals build the basis for the comparison of related work in the section that follows. The protection goals also define the main functionalities of our security framework which is the foundation of our system implementation as shown in Section 5.5.

### 5.3 Related Work

This section introduces some well-known security concepts in the context of DSPS and provides a comparison according to the protection goals raised in Section 5.2.2. A DSPS is characterized by an asynchronous and distributed execution of long running queries. This represents a major challenge since access policies might change at runtime which require the use of appropriate measures in order to ensure changed security policies being enforced. These changes should not influence ongoing operations as this would affect currently running queries negatively. On the other hand, new policies should be enforced as quickly as possible to avoid unwanted visibility of data while avoiding centralized structures, as they constitute a single point of failure. Table 5.1 provides a comparison of well-known concepts in this area w.r.t. the protection goals presented in Section 5.2.2. These single concepts are described in detail in the following. An overview of these systems can be seen in Chapter 3. However, in this chapter we focus on the security aspects and therefore wrap up the state-of-the-art of security mechanisms in the context of DSPSs.

In the year 2005, Secure Borealis [88, 89]—which extended Borealis [2]—was one of the first DSPS which had an integrated security concept to control data access. The security concept is based on a general DSPS architecture to which additional components that enable access control were integrated. The query processing in Secure Borealis is performed in a distributed fashion. Communication between the single computation nodes is encrypted to ensure data integrity and to prevent data from being read by third parties. In contrast to the query processing, the security concept of Secure Borealis is based on a centralized structure to enforce security policies. This circumstance is a potential bottleneck and represents a possible single point of failure since all data first has to pass through this component before it can be forwarded to subsequent operations or the target. This centralized component enforces access control and consists of two parts, an **Object Level Security** (OLS) and a **Data Level Security** (DLS) component. The OLS component is active before the runtime of queries and the DLS component is active during query runtime. The OLS component is linked to a role model that assigns to each subject (e.g., a user) a specific role that holds its associated access permission. Subjects are identified by a username and password combination. Based on this information the OLS component decides whether a subject is allowed to access objects (e.g., data). All ob-
Table 5.1: System comparison w.r.t. the protection goals authentication, access control, process control, the possibility of
controlling the access granularity of context data, and how the protection targets are enforced by the respective system.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Protection Goals</th>
<th>Authentication</th>
<th>Access Control</th>
<th>Process Control</th>
<th>Confidentiality</th>
<th>Integrity</th>
<th>Action Liability</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>System</td>
<td>Encryption/Subject</td>
<td>Predicate Control</td>
<td>Time-based Predicate</td>
<td>Equation/Filter</td>
<td>Predicate Control</td>
<td>Equation/Filter</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Borealis</td>
<td>Subject Subject</td>
<td>Subject Subject</td>
<td>Subject Subject</td>
<td>Subject Subject</td>
<td>Subject Subject</td>
<td>Subject Subject</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FENCE</td>
<td>Subject Subject</td>
<td>Subject Subject</td>
<td>Subject Subject</td>
<td>Subject Subject</td>
<td>Subject Subject</td>
<td>Subject Subject</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NexusDS</td>
<td>Subject Subject</td>
<td>Subject Subject</td>
<td>Subject Subject</td>
<td>Subject Subject</td>
<td>Subject Subject</td>
<td>Subject Subject</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Secure Borealis</td>
<td>Subject Subject</td>
<td>Subject Subject</td>
<td>Subject Subject</td>
<td>Subject Subject</td>
<td>Subject Subject</td>
<td>Subject Subject</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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5.3 Related Work

jects a subject is not allowed to access are hidden. The DLS component enforces the security policies at query runtime and consists of filters that are applied to the final result of the queries to remove objects (data elements) from the resulting data streams, to which the subject has no access. This in turn means that the access control enforcement is performed after the final data elements are determined, i.e., the entire query processing is done. This strategy might discard costly calculated data resulting in a waste of resources.

The access controls in *ACStream* [29] can be defined on a data stream level for data elements and their attributes. *ACStream* builds upon Aurora [3]. Access control restrictions are defined by expressions that describe an explicit assignment of access rights to certain subjects. To illustrate this, imagine a data stream holding positions where each data element has an ID-attribute and a location-attribute. An expression in *ACStream* can define read access for a subject A, if the ID-attribute has a certain value, or the position is within a defined quadrant. A special feature of the concept is the possibility to define temporal constraints. A temporal restriction allows access to data elements which are situated in a certain time interval. The start time and end time can be explicitly defined and the time interval is provided by defining the absolute time interval size and the interval step size. *ACStream* enforces access control by rewriting queries. The rewrite process selects *security operators* instead of regular operators to carry out the defined access control constraints. Four different types of security operators are available: *Secure View* processes an input stream by applying the access restrictions and returning a view of the data stream with only data elements meeting the access restrictions. *Secure Read* operators filter data elements and remove attributes, *Secure Join* operators filter the output data streams composed of multiple input data streams, and *Secure Aggregate* operators control aggregate functions.

*FENCE* [98, 99] uses *security punctuations* to enforce access control to data streams. A security punctuation\(^2\) is a data element within a data stream that defines the access policies on the respective data stream. The security punctuations are woven into the original data streams when access restrictions are to be supported. If at some point in time the GPS position stream is restricted to a certain subset of subjects (users) a corresponding security punctuation is generated and is woven into the output stream to tell subsequent operations about the access restriction setting which has changed. Security punctuations are implemented by two punctuation types: A *data security predicate* which controls access to data elements and a *query security predicate* which controls access to queries. To control data access two possible approaches are proposed. The first approach is a *security filter* approach which provides the use of the so-called *security shield plus* operator (SS+ operator). SS+ operators are integrated into the original query and filter data elements according to security punctuations. Here filtering for security punctuations is directly integrated within the query processing. The second strategy consists of *rewriting the query* and relying on existing operator implementations. To support the filtering of security punctuations the query predicates must be rewritten such that—beside

\(^2\)Recall: A punctuation is a data element within the data stream which carries arbitrary information useful for the DSPS. It may carry information about the characteristics of the data stream. Punctuations have been introduced in Section 3.3.
the original predicate condition—the selection operator filters out data elements which do not meet the access restrictions defined by the security punctuations.

5.3.1 Discussion

The considered approaches propose interesting features and give valuable directions. However, the approaches are not suitable for NexusDS. The query rewriting to enforce the security policies is a major drawback since a complete rewrite functionality presupposes the query processor to know semantically all involved operators. NexusDS is open and extensible, thus allowing arbitrary operators. The centralized approach in Secure Borealis guarantees that security policies are enforced, but it is not feasible since it represents a potential bottleneck limiting the amount of queries that can run in parallel. Secure Borealis and ACStream in principle allow to integrate custom operators into the system. However, no precautions are taken to prevent uncontrolled outflow of data. Moreover, the data access granularity is not adjustable to domain-specific needs. Some data providers generally permit other subjects to use any of their objects (e.g. context data such as GPS positions). But eventually a subject may also want to restrict the access to and processing of the exact objects to an exclusive set of subjects, by at the same time providing the data to others, only less accurate. Finally, the approaches presented only consider access control mechanisms. However, the way data is being processed is also of importance. E.g., certain data should not cross certain administrative boundaries and thus processing should be limited to a certain set of processing nodes.

Our augmentation approach is an extension on the SP graph level and shows some important advantages compared to the other approaches presented:

- The semantics of the operators need not be known in order to adapt the SP graph to meet the security restrictions.
- The operator model presented is flexible in the way it embeds the operator within a box. Thus also operators which are not designed to work with the security framework are still usable.
- Our approach allows to define and integrate arbitrary granularity filters to adapt the data details and to still allow processing them at the cost of some reduction in data quality.

In the following sections we present the architecture and the characteristics of our security framework as well as the augmentation technique that is implemented as part of NexusDS.

5.4 Security Control Framework

The security framework in NexusDS meets the security goals defined in Section 5.2.2. In this section, the security framework for security compliant processing of streamed data is presented. Therefore, first basic assumptions for the security framework are presented. Then, we go into detail on the functional capabilities.
5.4.1 Basic Assumptions

Each subject interacting with the DSPS must be assigned a unique identity. This means that for each user, operator, and NexusDS node there must be assigned a unique identity. A variety of solutions already exist, such as identification by a combination of name and password. We assume that subjects can identify themselves by a valid name and password combination. Furthermore, all services and operators communicate using an asymmetric key algorithm. So, data is encrypted with the public key of the receiver and only the receiver is able to read the data by using its private key. To ensure liability, it is important to track all actions a certain subject performs. Therefore, the corresponding log information must be stored in a restricted and fail-safe area.

Subjects are associated with a set of security policies which are managed by a policy management component. These policies define access and process conditions for the subjects and the affected objects. Policies are divided into Access Control (AC) policies, Process Control (PC) policies, and Granularity Control (GC) policies. Each policy type covers a certain aspect of security according to the protection goals and are detailed in the following.

First, we start presenting the different security control patterns. Afterwards, the underlying approach to augment the SP graphs with security policies is shown. This must be done before deploying the SP graph to ensure that all security policies are met.

5.4.2 Security Control Patterns

Access Control: AC policies ensure data integrity and data confidentiality in terms of hiding data that subjects are not allowed to access and provide a mechanism to trace actions of subjects accessing data. AC policies enforce an all-or-nothing semantic. Each AC policy is uniquely identified by a policyID. The operators’ and services’ provenance accessing the data is certified by their digital signature [94].

Process Control: PC policies ensure acceptance of the execution environments and limit the extent of visible data. PC policies apply to nodes thus defining a set of NexusDS nodes which are allowed to execute certain operators. Furthermore, it is important to limit the extent of data, i.e., the currently visible window of data, for the operators. In this way it is possible to control the quality of aggregates such as traces of mobile objects. PC policies influence the placement of operators as part of the SP graph deployment. In [44] a flexible operator placement strategy has been presented that allows to influence the actual placement according to constraints. Such a constraint might be e.g. to limit the execution to certain NexusDS nodes.

Granularity Control: GC policies basically define filters that apply to operator slots. A slot unambiguously defines an operator-related input or output. These filters might be applied before data is sent to subsequent operators or after data has been received by this operator. This basically depends on the concrete configuration of the DSPS.
Figure 5.2: Augmentation principle of the secure framework. The original SP graph formulated by applications is translated into an equivalent one by integrating access control, process control, and granularity control patterns. In the second step the integrated security control patterns of the SP graph are translated into an augmented SP graph. Afterwards, the augmented SP graph is ready for deployment by an appropriate deployment algorithm.

5.4.3 Mode of Operation

The principal mode of operation to augment SP graphs is depicted in Figure 5.2. The starting point is the original SP graph shown in the left part of Figure 5.2. For each subject–object pairing there is a security policy defined which must be met. This step is denoted by the integration process which ends up in an intermediate SP graph (as shown in the middle of Figure 5.2). The intermediate SP graph has AC policies, PC policies, and GC policies attached to their operators. Each policy type is shown in a different shade of gray. Integration ensures that relevant security policies are integrated into the SP graph. The integration process consists of three steps: AC integration, PC integration, and finally GC integration.

In the AC integration phase, it is first checked for AC policies which define data access to the data involved into the computation task that are relevant to the subject running the application. This is denoted by AC-A, which defines whether the subject is allowed to access Source A. After that, the AC policies for AC-B (Operator B) and AC-C (Sink C) are attached to the SP graph. Note that for all subjects involved the AC policies must be considered in this phase, i.e. also for operators and NexusDS nodes.

The second phase, PC integration, consists of checking for PC policies relevant to the subject (e.g. a user) stating if the subject is allowed to execute the operators of the SP graph. Analogous to the AC integration the respective PC policies are attached to the SP graph. Besides the user-related PC policies there might also exist operator-related PC policies that limit the execution of a certain operator to a concrete set of NexusDS nodes. Thus, all existing PC policies for all subjects involved (including entities such as users, operators, or NexusDS nodes) must be attached to the SP graph.
The GC integration denotes the final phase before augmentation starts. Analogously to the previous integration phases, in this phase GC policies are attached to the SP graph. In Figure 5.2 these are displayed as GC-A, GC-B, and GC-C. The GC policies describe data transformation techniques to manipulate the original data so that the subjects involved only access the granularity of data they are allowed to. GC policies represent a refinement of the AC policies and PC policies. At this point the intermediate SP-graph consists of the original SP graph with security policy information for all subjects and objects attached to it.

After the integration process the augmentation process translates the intermediate SP graph to an augmented SP graph which is shown on the right side of Figure 5.2. First, the security policies must be checked for consistency before continuing, i.e. all AC policies and PC policies must be checked for consistency. This means that all senders must verify whether the attached receivers of their data are allowed to access the data depending on their attached PC policy. GC policies need not to be checked since they are refinements of the AC policies and PC policies to filter data. The AC policies map to interconnections between the involved operators which semantically means that a certain operator is allowed to access data from a previous one. The PC policies influence the AC policy interconnections since they influence the selection of NexusDS nodes the operator can be executed on. The GC policies map to filters which allow a fine-grained access to the single data streams. The placement of the filters may be done in three different ways. Referring to Figure 5.2, they may be placed on the sender side (1), on the receiver side (2) or on both sides (3). The actual placement depends on the receivers attached to a certain output stream. In Figure 5.2 this is shown for the combination Source A and Operator B. (1) is always preferred and selected to limit the transferred data volume. This is beneficial if the receiver is a mobile device and has stringent energy and bandwidth constraints. (2) is used if there is more than one receiver attached to the output stream of an operator’s output slot having different filters. Thus, the filters are executed on the respective receivers. For (3) we have a work sharing approach which is selected if Source A and Operator B are both running on a mobile device or if the filtered output stream is used by multiple attached operators which need a dedicated filtering themselves.

5.5 Security Framework Insights

After the security pattern discussions we now present some internals about the characteristics of our security framework for security compliant processing of data streams as well as its implementation within NexusDS. Finally, we provide some details on the operator framework and its mode of operation.

5.5.1 Security Features of NexusDS

NexusDS is an open DSPS designed for processing context data streams with extensive capabilities for domain-specific adaptation and support for the protection goals described in Section
5.2. Its architectural organization is depicted in Figure 5.3. NexusDS supports the distributed processing of streamed context data by execution of SP graphs on a heterogeneous network of NexusDS nodes. NexusDS allows flexible adaptation of the system functionality through the integration of customized services and operators. The SP graph can thereby be annotated by means of restrictions to influence the concrete deployment and execution of the SP graph. For example, deployment restrictions limiting the selection of a physical operator can be defined in this context. This restriction has an influence on the deployment process of the SP graph. Besides that, also runtime-specific restrictions can be defined. If an operator has specific parameters, these parameters can be adjusted to meet certain conditions. If we imagine a domain-specific rendering operator the resolution might be such a parameter.

The Core Graph Service performs the augmentation of the SP graph, by inserting missing filters according to the defined GC policies. This task is performed with the help of the Access Control Service, which was introduced in detail in Section 3.5.5. Beside others, the Access Control Service is composed of an Identity Administration Point and a Policy Administration Point. The Identity Administration Point is responsible for identifying all subjects and objects available within the system. The Identity Administration Point also provides the Public Key Infrastructure (PKI) to secure the communication of services and the data streams between operators against unauthorized access. Furthermore, certificates for operators executed in the secure environment are created with the PKI. Certificates are needed to validate if operators are known by the security framework and can be subsequently executed. All services and operators interacting with the secure environment need a corresponding key and must be certified via the Identity Administration Point. The Policy Administration Point holds the policies for accessing and processing data.
The fragmentation of the SP graph is done by our M-TOP approach, presented in Chapter 6. M-TOP is a multi target operator placement approach for heterogeneous environments. M-TOP considers annotations at SP graph level. These annotations in the original work from Cipriani et al. [44] focused on QoS aspects such as “latency should not exceed a certain value”. However, the basic concept also supports annotations such as the security policies, annotated at SP graph level to adapt deployment decisions. The single fragments are distributed across appropriate Operator Execution Service which are instances of NexusDS nodes running a certain execution environment for the operators of NexusDS. Each Operator Execution Service instance runs on a different NexusDS node. These services represent the central components of NexusDS to process data streams. The Monitoring Service collects runtime statistics for the NexusDS nodes running the operators and provides hints which Operator Execution Service instances to use for each fragment. These statistics are exploited to enhance future placement decisions.

### 5.5.2 Security Compliant Operator Framework

Besides the different architectural entities necessary for security policy management, the actual data processing facility must support the notion of security policies in order to make the security framework work. As introduced in Section 4.2, for that purpose we adopt a black-box principle decoupling the definition of processing logic (in terms of operators) and security policies. This facilitates the development of operators since developers can focus on the actual processing logic. Furthermore, already existing operators can be easily embedded and re-used without the need to write dedicated ones. To support security policies, also the corresponding AC policies, PC policies, and GC policies must be defined. The SP graph is augmented by the security policies valid for the subjects and objects involved in the SP graph definition.

To create an environment for safe operator execution (the same holds for source operators and sink operators) the operators are embedded within a box. The box provides the execution facilities for operators and includes decoders, filters, and encoders. Each of these entities is associated to an ingoing or outgoing slot. The operator itself is contained in the box and only receives data that has been altered complying to the security policies.

Figure 5.4 illustrates the embedding of an operator. First of all, the surrounding box, not the operator itself, is connected with all incoming data streams (1). The decoders decrypt all incoming data streams and signal to the encoders when to add the security punctuation to the outgoing streams (2). Then the box applies the necessary filters to the incoming data streams before they are transferred to the operator (3) and forwards the decrypted and filtered data to the actual operator performing the operations (4). When the operator has finished, the box receives the processed data from the operator and encrypts it through the encoders which also check if a punctuation must be inserted before the data element is forwarded (5). The time instant when the security punctuations must be inserted is given by internal time stamps, i.e. each data element is assigned an internal time stamp. Finally, the data is passed on
Figure 5.4: Secure operator which is part of the operator framework supporting security policies. Dashed arrows indicate control flow interaction with architectural components and solid arrows indicate data flows.

to subsequent operators. For sink operators, the figure looks similar, only that sink operators have no outputs.

The original operator model presented in Section 4.2 is presented in a slightly modified way to highlight security policy support. Thereby the box decodes the incoming data elements and the queue applies the filters on the data requested by the input manager. The input manager is not shown in Figure 5.4 for sake of simplicity. Also, after the operator has finished the box receives the processed data elements and encrypts them by calling an appropriate encoder.

Analogously to the operator, the source operator is depicted in Figure 5.5 and is also embedded in a box that carries out all security relevant operations. However, this does not show inputs, since the source produces data. An example for such a source is the GPS sensor from the example in Section 5.1. For source operators, after the data generation process (performed by the embedded Source) the registered filters (GC policies) must be applied to the respective data streams (1). As with the operators described beforehand, different filters might be defined for each outgoing data stream. After the filtering, the data must be encrypted and signed in order to prevent manipulation from a third-party (2). The encrypted data is forwarded to subsequent operators (3).

5.5.3 Security Characteristics

It is important to note that for encryption and decryption of the data streams a symmetric key approach is used. For each SP graph instantiated and executed a separate key is generated.
5.6 Deployment and Runtime

According to the mode of operation and the security control patterns discussed in the sections before, in this section the implementation of our security framework in the NexusDS system is presented. In detail, the augmentation process is presented by starting with an excerpt of the original SP graph document in XML notation, as shown in Listing 5.1. The example in Figure 5.1 is revived as lines 7 – 13 describe the GPS data source (S1).

This segregates single SP graph instances running, maybe, on the same machine. A time to live (TTL) period is assigned to each generated key. Before the TTL is reached, a new key is generated and propagated to the affected SP graph entities. This might result in a slightly higher overhead but increases security for long running queries. The concrete TTL assignment for the keys thus strongly depends on the runtime of SP graphs.

All operators (including particularly the source operators and sink operators) of which access should be controlled, are provided by the Operator Repository Service. The good behavior of an operator is verified by its associated certificate. Certificates are awarded by a separate certificate authority that attests through various checks (code check, verification or test) the respective subject to be safe. Thus, although no guarantee is given for good behavior, a useful degree of control is nevertheless carried out. The certificate contains a public and a private key (according to an asymmetric key approach). The subject the certificate belongs to is now able to create signatures to ensure its correct provenance. Therefore, a subject-related hash value is computed and encrypted with the private key. This signature is validated each time the operator is executed. Therefore, again the hash value is computed and encrypted. The result is compared to the existing signature. If they match, the execution can be carried out. Otherwise the subject has been manipulated at some point in time prohibiting the execution of this subject in the secure environment.

Figure 5.5: Secure source which is part of the operator framework supporting security policies. Solid arrows indicate the source’s produced data streams.
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Listing 5.1: SP-graph excerpt for the source operator retrieving data from third-party servers.

The first part (lines 1 – 4) consists of namespace definitions. The remaining part consists of
different sections, defining the SP graph structure, including operators, links and so forth. The
displayed listing is an excerpt of the operator definition section. The code defines a source op-
erator named ResultSetSource0 (also being an unique identifier for this source operator). The
class representing this source operator is defined by the eas:className attribute. The remaining
sections (denoted by [……]) are not shown for simplicity reasons.

5.6.1 Augmenting SP-graphs with Security Policies

Figure 5.6 illustrates the most important aspects of the augmentation process as implemented
in NexusDS. The figure picks up the introductory example scenario from Figure 5.1. The three-
staged augmentation of SP graphs by AC policies, PC policies, and GC policies is described in
the following:

First, the AC policies are considered. Both Bob (T1) and Alice (T2) are allowed to access
Mike’s private data. Furthermore, also the FF visualization (O2) must be able to access the
data of the previous combine step (O1), since operators represent a subject which needs access
permission. Therefore, the operator-related AC policies attached to the SP graph are evaluated.
Additionally, the certificates of all operators are verified if a signature is provided.

The PC policies influence the placement of operators for SP graph deployment. The set
of nodes corresponding to the PC policies is determined by the operator itself via meta data.
Figure 5.6: Illustration of the augmentation concept. The original SP graph on the left side is augmented by the corresponding measurements declared in the AC policies, PC policies, and GC policies respectively.
E. g. the visualization operator (O2) might need a GPU to run properly. Additionally, the PC policies define a second set of nodes that are needed by an operator in order to process its predecessors data. The intersection of these two sets constitute the set of nodes the operator can be executed on. Furthermore, the quality of aggregates can be controlled by PC policies by limiting the extent of visible data.

Finally, the SP graph is adapted according to the GC policies. The GC policies are evaluated for each operator and the corresponding filters are integrated into the SP graph, e. g. when Alice (T2) gets Mike’s coarse location. Also appropriate encoders and decoders for data encryption are integrated into the SP graph.

At this point the augmentation phase is completed and the deployment phase starts. The deployment is presented in detail in the next chapter (Chapter 6). Each SP graph fragment is mapped to an Operator Execution Service instance which executes the contained operators, encoder, decoder, filters, and so forth. The augmented and deployed SP graph runs and generates data originating from the two source operators A and B until the sink operators C and D are reached.

Listing 5.2 is an augmentation of Listing 5.1 after the integration of the three security policy types. Two additional blocks are integrated into the SP graph document: policies and filters. In our example listing, for the source operator ResultSetSource0 a policy is added. This source operator corresponds with the source operator S1 from Figure 5.6, representing the source for the personal data on the mobile device. Each policy has a related operator, denoted by the blockID attribute. Furthermore, each policy also has an unique policyID attribute to uniquely identify the corresponding policy that applies here. The policy for the source operator A defines a filter. This filter applies to the output slotID 0 of the given blockID. filterS defines the signature of this filter to be sure the executed filter filterURI is the right one. The attribute role represents the user requesting the SP-graph execution. Finally, the attribute policyID correlates this filter to the policy defining it.
5.7 Reacting to Security Pattern Changes

For security policy changes an attribute called immediate is evaluated to adapt the change propagation into the system. If immediate is set to true, the changes are applied immediately, independent of the data generation time. This in turn means that the policy changes are immediately sent to all Operator Execution Service instances executing an affected fragment, and the changes are forced. If immediate is set to false, changes are not applied immediately but deferred by exploiting the security punctuation mechanism. The security punctuations are then transported together with the actual data elements.

The differentiation of security change propagation can be exploited by DSPS providers to create different accounting profiles. E.g., an immediate application implies a certain overhead which in turn means that the subject which changed the security policy and to which the policy belongs to has to pay an additional fee. The changed security policies are propagated by the channels the data is transmitted with. The overhead introduced by this technique is relatively low compared to the one described before which results in a lower additional fee to be payed by the subject.

If security change propagation is deferred, changes are propagated by weaving punctuations into the affected data streams. The punctuations are transported automatically to the correct
operator instances since they take the same route as the actual data. These punctuations are evaluated by the security framework the operator is running in and applied accordingly.

Various modes of security policy adaptations are possible. Based on the augmentation and deployment approach, a policy change can be realized at a SP graph level. Possible modes for security policy adaptations are:

- **Offline**: This mode requires the executed SP graph to be stopped in order to make adaptations according to security policy changes. Once the SP graph is stopped, the necessary adjustments are made and the entire deployment step is re-executed. The buffered data by the single operators is lost and all computation starts again from the beginning.

- **Shadow**: This mode creates a new SP graph instance with modifications resulting from the security policy changes. The new SP graph is deployed and execution of the old one is shortly interrupted. The data channels are redirected and the data buffered by operators is transferred from the old SP graph to the new one.

- **Online**: This mode allows changes without stopping and restarting the current SP graph. It is important that the DSPS allows modifications to SP graphs being executed (e.g. insert an additional filter or remove one) and that the DSPS supports a migration concept for operators to shift operator execution to another node, preventing an interruption or complete abortion of processing.

The different adaptation modes strongly depend on the kind of security policy changes and the capabilities of the DSPS. NexusDS currently supports the offline mode.

## 5.8 Summary

With the rapidly increasing number of mobile devices equipped with GPS sensors and mobile Internet connections, the use of data stream processing is increasing in many application areas. This chapter has presented a security framework and its integration into NexusDS. The security framework deals with the requirements of modern applications relying on the data stream processing paradigm. Thereby, the security framework proposes different security control patterns, i.e. AC policies, PC policies, and GC policies, which can be assigned to different system entities. The defined security control patterns are exploited to ensure a safe processing of sensible data. This is achieved by augmenting SP graphs with the corresponding AC policies, PC policies, and GC policies. By the proposed security framework it is possible to adjust the density of information that is going to be processed as well as to limit access to data. The following chapter highlights M-TOP. M-TOP performs the deployment of SP graphs by exploiting the respective annotations.
In the past decade, DSPSs gained great attention. They are well suited to address the challenges in processing high-volume and real-time data. In particular, DSPSs such as [2, 40, 57, 78] have been in the focus due to their inherent ability to distribute load among different participants. This is a key feature for scalability, as it avoids bottlenecks when processing potentially unbound data streams. In general, these systems provide a declarative query language and support the continuous distributed processing of incoming data streams. In some DSPSs, the application developer creates SP graphs directly. A topic of interest is how to distribute a SP graph across different computing nodes w.r.t. certain objectives, e.g. to avoid single points of failure or guarantee a certain Quality of Service (QoS). This is important as the initial distribution has a big impact on the run time behavior of a DSPS. An inappropriate initial SP graph distribution degrades execution and may lead to big overhead during run time, e.g. by migrating operators with heavy state.

In this chapter, the multi-target operator placement (M-TOP) of SP graphs is presented. M-TOP is a QoS-aware multi-target operator placement algorithm. M-TOP applies to the operator placement problem in data stream processing environments and considers a set of application-specific QoS targets for operator placement. Provided there is a set of nodes to place a set of operators, M-TOP searches for an operator placement that fulfills the specified QoS targets. The M-TOP heuristics thereby aim at eliminating placements that do not lead to suitable solutions.

For the operator placement process different approaches are feasible. We assume application developers to create corresponding SP graphs. Our hands-on experience has shown that developers are interested in explicitly providing the QoS targets to influence directly the SP graph distribution and so the operator placement process. By this, the application QoS requirements are best reflected to the process of operator placement in DSPSs.

Sections 6.1 and 6.2 provide a problem description for the operator placement in a distributed environment. Then, in Section 6.3, related work is presented and discussed. Section 6.4 intro-
duces the multi-target operator placement problem which is the focus of M-TOP and is presented in detail in Section 6.5. The sections 6.6 and 6.7 present details of the mapping step of M-TOP. In Section 6.8 we discuss the experimental evaluations performed to show the effectiveness of M-TOP. Finally, in Section 6.10, this chapter concludes by a short summary.

6.1 Problem Description

As argued in Section 3.2 there is an adaptation problem in DSPSs which makes it difficult for applications—relying on the same processing paradigm, i.e. push-based stream processing—to integrate custom functionality seamlessly and moreover to influence the deployment process. Tight application integration in DSPSs is beneficial because data processing is tightened and the actual processing happens close the actual data. This improves data processing and allows reuse of already existing components, which avoids isolated solutions and redundancy.

The application of an interactive visualization application as the one presented in Section 2.3.1 visualizes the result of a SP graph operating on data streams and exploiting the functionality of DSPSs. The DSPS topology is utterly heterogeneous with devices ranging from desktop computers to mobile devices. The SP graph abrasively consists of three processing steps: filter, map and render. The filter operator is reusable by existing DSPSs, whereas the map and render operators implement custom logic and need to be implemented by the specific application developer. However, in contrast to the custom map operator, the render operator has additional specific requirements in order to run properly, e.g. a GPU. Hence, operators being deployed might have inherent restrictions that must be considered for operator placement when selecting devices going to execute the specific operator.

Beside the inherent restrictions, operators might also have restrictions which are application-specific (defined by their respective developers) or even user-specific. Assuming customers are classified in A with gold, B with silver, and C with bronze status\(^1\), each one has its own priorities when executing the application:

- Customer A wants the bandwidth utilization maximized and requests a minimum of 10 MBit/s since no additional accounting will occur. Furthermore latency must be minimized but should not be more than 500 ms.
- Customer B wants the bandwidth utilization maximize requesting a minimum of 1 MBit/s. Latency should be minimized not exceeding 2 s. However, costs should be minimized not exceeding 1 cost unit.
- Customer C wants just to maximize bandwidth utilization but requests a minimum of 500 kBit/s, his applications needs to run properly. Utilization costs should not occur at all.

\(^1\)Here gold stands for all inclusive, silver for 100% accounting on QoS utilization exceeding a certain threshold otherwise 50% accounting, and bronze for 100% accounting on QoS utilization.
6.2 Operator Placement Problem

We target the operator placement problem as depicted in Figure 6.1. Assuming all logical optimizations are done, placement of the operators of a SP graph can start, i.e. perform the so-called physical optimization. According to Figure 6.1, a) denotes the (logical) SP graph, b) the network of NexusDS nodes, and c) a possible operator placement of the SP graph on the network of NexusDS nodes. Parts of the query SP graph are pinned to certain NexusDS nodes. In our scenario from Figure 6.1, the source operators $S_1$ and $S_2$ as well as the sink operator $T_1$ are pinned to their respective data producing and data consuming NexusDS nodes. To deploy the SP graph a) in the network b), a valid mapping for the (remaining) unpinned operators $O_1$ to $O_4$ is required.

The execution of such a query graph in distributed stream processing systems is deeply affected by
(1) the initial query graph distribution strategy that a certain system employs and 
(2) the employed techniques to adapt the query graph execution at run time.

Literature (see Section 6.3) refers to the overall problem (comprising (1) and (2)) as the operator placement problem. In the context of this chapter, we refer to (1) as pre-deployment operator placement and to (2) as post-deployment operator placement. The pre-deployment operator placement finds a possibly stable operator placement for a given SP graph. So, the goal is to select suitable NexusDS nodes that will host operators and satisfy a predefined utility function. However, such DSPSs are usually subject to changes, thus post-deployment operator placement becomes necessary. These techniques are applied during SP graph execution time due to operating condition changes.

M-TOP addresses the pre-deployment issue of finding an operator placement for a given SP graph without considering postponed post-deployment adaptation techniques. The initial placement decision is important for efficient execution as it may avoid postponed migration of operators. Existing post-deployment techniques might be applied without loss of generality during query execution to adapt to changing load and infrastructure conditions.

### 6.3 Related Work and Classification

As operator placement is a topic of interest in research, many alternative placement strategies have been proposed. In Figure 6.2, a classification of the major approaches is provided. As depicted in this figure, the placement strategies differ in their objective: single target or multi target. Target is used as a synonym for objective. In centralized data stream processing system operator placement is not necessary. Multi-objective processing has also been targeted beforehand for DBMSs [20]. Contrarily, we focus on DSPSs where data is processed in a distributed manner and furthermore is typically done for a long-running time.

Single target techniques include finding an operator placement to reduce system load [149], latency [82, 114], or bandwidth utilization [6]. Approaches that aim at distributing operators according to operator importance as provided by the inquirer [10] exist. However, scenarios described in Section 6.1 cannot be implemented by a placement strategy presented so far, since we need a way to evaluate multiple targets while taking into account application requirements.

With multi target placement strategies, targets are either predefined and fixed or variable. Fixed means that targets are predefined by the placement strategy, e.g. bandwidth and latency. Contrarily variable allows to combine available targets arbitrarily, i.e. select bandwidth, latency or a combination of both.

Fixed and variable target definition can be further classified by a priori and a posteriori decision making techniques. A posteriori decision making means that a decision making entity, e.g. a user or a developer, select the solution out of many solutions computed that fits best his requirements. In contrast to this, a priori decision making defines techniques which support prioritized targets and thus calculates a solution that fits the required target prioritiza-
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Figure 6.2: Classification of existing operator placement strategies.

- Fixed multi-target placement strategies with a priori decision making include minimization of latency and bandwidth [112], latency and system load [153], and latency and network load [113]. For this class of placement strategies a single solution is determined. Fixed multi-target placement strategies with a posteriori decision making is implemented by e.g. the Mari-posa approach [108]. This approach tries to find non-dominated solutions for a given query and presents them to the user who has to choose the solution he prefers. These approaches do not consider variable application specific QoS constraints.

Variable multi-target strategies might also have a priori or a posteriori decision making. For a posteriori methods an arbitrary meta search method such as tabu search [59], simulated annealing [23], or some other heuristic can be used generating a pareto optimal set of potentially optimal solutions. However, a posteriori methods are computationally expensive, might be...
long running and usually generate a set of possible solutions in which each solution is as good as another one in that set. It is difficult for a user or an application developer to choose the solution that will presumably best fit the application’s requirements. If decision making is done a priori, operator placement can be performed by the M-TOP approach [44] proposed in this chapter, without further interaction.

Due to different design characteristics, each approach has its own strengths and shortcomings [81]. However, the approaches proposed so far do not satisfy the manifold requirements raised by the applications. For non-trivial applications such as the visualization application described in Section 2.3.1, the placement problem goes beyond the state-of-the-art and raises new challenges. Therefore, a multi-target operator placement approach which allows to define specific targets of interest in order to account for application-specific requirements is needed, i.e., making the deployment process adaptable to application-specific needs.

To the best of our knowledge no placement strategy considers a priori specified multiple targets and thus allows to specify application-specific requirements by adding knowledge to the operator placement process. This, however, is necessary to integrate dedicated stream-based applications adequately and enhance placement decisions. Since many applications exist that also rely on the push-based stream-processing paradigm, it is a logical consequence to provide a specialized system with an appropriate operator placement mechanism to allow them tailoring the operator placement process.

The M-TOP approach is a QoS-aware way to influence the actual operator placement process by supporting QoS targets that met the application’s needs. Our experience shows that application developers know the requirements an application has and specify QoS targets accordingly.

### 6.4 Multi-Target Operator Placement Problem

Multi-target operator placement is defined as the process of finding an operator placement for a given SP graph by taking into account multiple targets for operator placement. In other words, the task is to find a suitable sequence of computing nodes that maximizes or minimizes a certain set of QoS targets. We assume the QoS targets are known before operator placement. As already shown in Section 6.1, the QoS targets might be in conflict with each other. Generally speaking, a solution that simultaneously satisfies all targets in the best possible way does not exist. Moreover, usually more than one solution to this problem exists and we have to pick one that promises the best result—or at least one that is not inferior to others. Therefore, either an entity that picks up the solution depending on the personal preferences or the context a user might have is needed. Alternatively, the user or the application developer must select a solution finally.

---

2Non-trivial applications are those which QoS targets do not unconditionally fit into operator placement approaches commonly used in DSPSs, or to alternative applications running on the same DSPS. These applications generally originate from different application domains, each with their own specific requirements.
Our hands on experience has shown that users utilizing a DSPS and knowing the domain of interest usually know the targets of relevance to them. As presented in Section 6.1, multiple targets naturally arise as different applications might have different requirements and different contexts. Thus, the question here is how to select the right combination of computing nodes for each operator to fit the QoS targets specification provided by applications context best. More formally, the multi-target operator placement problem in our context is defined as follows:

| Multi-target Operator Placement: | Given a directed SP graph $Q_G = (O, E)$ where $o_i \in O$ is an operator and $E_i \subseteq E$ represents the set of edges from $o_i$ to subsequent operators $o_j$ ($E_i \cap E_j = \emptyset, 1 \leq i < j \leq |O|, |O| \geq 2$). Furthermore a set of QoS-targets $Q$ where $q \in Q$ defines a QoS-target and a set of computing nodes $N$ with $n \in N$ representing a computing node capable of executing an operator $o_i$ is given. |
|----------------------------------|--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------|
| For a given SP graph $Q_G$ the problem is to find a mapping of operators $O$ to processing nodes $N$ by considering the existing edges $E$ and satisfying the specified QoS targets $Q$ in the best possible way. |

### 6.5 The M-TOP Approach

The M-TOP approach represents a top-k [20] retrieval mechanism for operator placement in heterogeneous environments. As M-TOP returns one solution $k$ is equal to 1. Therefore, M-TOP calculates the utility value for a given scenario, uses a combination of worst-fit and best-fit strategy and returns a solution. In the context of this thesis, QoS targets are defined as objectives with their respective bottleneck conditions, relative importance factors (trade-offs specifications), and rank schemes. To explain the QoS targets consider the following example:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>QoS-target</th>
<th>bottleneck condition</th>
<th>relative weight</th>
<th>rank scheme</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>latency</td>
<td>300 ms</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>MIN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>reliability</td>
<td>75%</td>
<td>0.7</td>
<td>MAX</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The bottleneck condition specifies the worst value allowed for this target. E.g. for the QoS target latency the resulting computation value must not be greater than 300 ms. The relative importance factors set this QoS target in relation to others. E.g. reliability is more important than latency denoted by 0.3 and 0.7 respectively. The sum of all relative importance factors must be equal to 1. The rank scheme specifies if the QoS target should be minimized or maximized. E.g. the QoS target latency should be obviously minimized, whereas reliability should be maximized, denoted by MIN and MAX respectively.

As depicted in Figure 6.3, the M-TOP approach consists of six steps: Conflation, Early Prune, Graph Assembly, Ranking, Mapping, and Execution. Conflation consolidates operators in the
SP graph that should be deployed on a single node resulting in virtual operators. A virtual operator is a combination of the respective characteristics of the original operators it is composed of. Then, Early Prune determines possible candidate nodes for operator execution. These candidate nodes satisfy given constraints by their respective operators. Next, Graph Assembly creates a virtual overlay which describes the possible links between the single candidate nodes. The candidate nodes are ranked in Ranking to estimate the quality of each candidate node. Mapping finally performs the actual distribution by searching for a suitable mapping of operators to candidate nodes.

After the deployment the SP graph is executed in the Execution phase. During SP graph execution, statistics on the performance of the single operators and candidate nodes are collected. These statistics are necessary for operator placement decisions.

### 6.5.1 Runtime Statistics

Statistics are collected for node-node and operator-node combinations. The node-node statistics describe the QoS target based performance for the link between two nodes in the network. Analogously, operator-node statistics describe how an operator which is parametrized in a certain manner, performs on a NexusDS node regarding the considered QoS target.

Statistics can be imagined as a cube, as shown in the center of Figure 6.3. The cube is divided in two sections, node-node in gray and operator-node in white. The respective statistical data is collected and stored in the Monitoring Service, the storage backend for runtime measurements.
The statistical data consists of a fixed length time series of the corresponding QoS target representing a characteristic diagram and the probabilities that are expected for a certain value as well as minimum, maximum, and average values. A lookup returns minimum, average, and maximum values as well as the characteristic diagram for a specific QoS target.

These statistics are exploited to calculate the bottleneck condition intervals of the QoS targets specified to avoid greater utilization costs than those specified by QoS specifications. Thereby the bottleneck condition provided by the inquirer (representing either a lower or upper bound depending on the respective rank scheme) is enriched by the missing bound value to define the interval the candidates might be picked out. The service performs this task to manage the available resources. If such a QoS target is missing, the resulting interval has one infinite endpoint.

6.5.2 Conflation

As depicted in Figure 6.4, the first step Conflation combines two adjacent operators to a virtual one. Doing so, M-TOP adopts a worst-fit heuristic to distribute operators. Worst-fit means, that operators are uniformly distributed over the available NexusDS nodes. M-TOP assumes less operator migration tasks because overload situations on nodes executing the operators are avoided. As circumstances demand, conflating two adjacent operators to a virtual one, which results in a best-fit heuristic for the specified set of operators. Best-fit means that as many as possible operators are placed in the same NexusDS node, however without overloading it. Operators which are conflated and thus executed on the same node are marked as conflated operators, as depicted in Figure 6.4. Operator Oa and operator Ob are conflated to a single operator O3. Conflation combines operator requirements of both operators to a new virtual operator requirement. Conflation thus reduces the number of operator mappings to find in the Mapping step.

6.5.3 Early Prune

Early Prune determines candidate nodes for operator deployment and execution. For this purpose, as depicted in Figure 6.4, the attached operator requirements are evaluated as presented in Section 4.2.1.2. The requirements are matched against the available nodes capabilities to find suitable candidate nodes for the subsequent steps. Furthermore, the candidate node resources are checked for sufficiency to execute a certain operator. Collected operator statistics as well as live node statistics are considered, including measurements for CPU usage, memory usage, or disk usage. The nodes which properties match the operator requirements are attached to the corresponding list of compatible candidate nodes. This candidate node list is constructed for and attached to each operator for the subsequent steps.

Due to the utterly heterogeneous system topology this step helps to reduce the search space by pruning non-compatible candidate nodes. Early Prune also ensures that for each operator only compatible candidate nodes are selectable.
6.5.4 Graph Assembly

After completing the list of candidate nodes for each operator (virtual or original), Graph Assembly assembles a network of candidate nodes for the subsequent steps. The candidate node lists are aligned into S-labeled slices as illustrated in Figure 6.5. Two S-labeled slices are defined being adjacent if the related operators are interconnected. Each S-labeled slice represents a list of candidate nodes which relate to a certain operator, e.g. S2 is the candidate node slice related to operator O1. It is important to note that in our sample scenario depicted in Figure 6.5, the slices S0 and S1 contain the source operators (which are pinned to the corresponding source nodes) and the slice S6 contains the sink operator (representing the client application). Analogously, E-labeled slices represent a list of candidate links connecting candidate nodes. E-labeled slices contain the candidate links between the candidate nodes of two adjacent S-labeled slices.

Graph Assembly filters the candidate node and candidate links and removes candidates whose statistical values do not satisfy the bottleneck conditions. Therefore the average sta-
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Statistical values are used, as candidates are supposed to continue to show the same behavior as they have done in the past on average. Thereby, for candidate nodes the operator–node statistics are considered. For candidate links the node–node statistics are taken.

In the example depicted in Figure 6.5, 300ms is a bottleneck condition of the QoS latency. In this regard, the NexusDS node N4 is eliminated (shown as dashed box) from S3 as this node does not meet the bottleneck condition specified. The interpretation of the bottleneck condition depends on the rank scheme provided. If the rank scheme is to minimize the QoS target, i.e., Min, the bottleneck condition constitutes an upper bound. The statistical value of a candidate node or candidate link must not exceed this value, otherwise it is removed from the respective slice. If the rank scheme is Max, the statistical value must not fall below this value. The relative importance factors are relevant for the next M-TOP step, i.e. Ranking.

The result of Graph Assembly is a candidate network that consists of candidate nodes and candidate links matching the specified bottleneck conditions and rank schemes. Like Early Prune, Graph Assembly also reduces the search space by removing candidate nodes and can-
didate links that do not match the specific QoS targets. Both steps reduce the number of candidates for each operator that Mapping has to analyze.

### 6.5.5 Ranking

After creating slices containing candidate nodes and candidate links the respective candidates are ranked, i.e. evaluated. The statistical values of the candidate nodes and candidate links retrieved for the Graph Assembly step are reused at this stage. The statistical values are normalized by considering the absolute maximum for a specific QoS target$^3$. The average values are evaluated as shown in Equation 6.1:

$$s_i(c_k) = \begin{cases} 
\frac{\text{avg}_i(c_k)}{\text{max}_i} & \text{iff } r_i = \text{Max}, \\
\left(1 - \frac{\text{avg}_i(c_k)}{\text{max}_i}\right) & \text{iff } r_i = \text{Min} 
\end{cases}$$

(6.1)

The scoring function $s_i(c_k)$ calculates the normalized score for a specific candidate node or candidate link $c_k$ w.r.t. a QoS target $i$. Thereby $\text{avg}_i(c_k)$ returns the average value of the QoS target $i$ for candidate $c_k$. $\text{max}_i$ represents the absolute maximum for QoS target $i$. Finally, $r_i$ provides the rank scheme for QoS target $i$. The evaluation of the scoring function $s_i$ is performed for each candidate node and candidate link in every slice. The scoring values are displayed in the lower right part of the Ranking shown in Figure 6.5. The common ranking semantics adopted by M-TOP maximizes values resulting from the scoring function. Thus, to allow minimization rank schemes, the normalized value is inverted by subtracting it from 1. In the scenario depicted in Figure 6.5, for the QoS target latency the normalized scoring values are inverted to get the same ordering as the QoS target bandwidth and make them comparable.

Once all scoring values are determined, the target score w.r.t. the overall QoS target must be determined. The target function is displayed in Equation 6.2:

$$t(c_k) = \sum_{i=1}^{n} s_i(c_k) \cdot w_i$$

(6.2)

The target function $t(c_k)$ realizes a weighted sum by summing up all scoring values $s_i$ for candidate $c_k$ determined beforehand (see Equation 6.1), multiplied by the relative importance factors $w_i$ for the respective QoS target $i$. The result is a single target value for each candidate node and candidate link in every slice. The target values represent the overall performance of a specific candidate relative to the QoS targets defined.

However, two different QoS target classes must be considered: additive QoS targets and absolute QoS targets. The latter class must match each candidate, i.e. must match all candidate

$^3$The maximum for a specific QoS target can be retrieved by a lookup operation from the runtime statistics.
nodes and candidate links. An example for this class is bandwidth, there must be enough for each candidate to satisfy the requirement. Early Prune has already discarded candidate nodes that do not fulfill these requirements. The former class must match the whole candidate solution, i.e. must match all candidate nodes and candidate links. An example for this class is latency, since latency depends on all candidates along the critical path of a candidate solution. Thus, the candidate solution in our case must also satisfy additive QoS targets to adhere to the concrete QoS specifications. This is checked by Mapping. It allows to prune candidate solutions that do not match the QoS specifications.

The result is a candidate graph $Q_G$ with target values $t(c_k)$ and additive QoS target values $t_{add}(c_k)$ attached to each candidate link and candidate node as shown in Figure 6.6.

Ranking brings to front candidates, depending on their scoring value, and establishes a natural ordering of the candidates w.r.t. the QoS targets specified. In this sense, ranked candidates are directly comparable to each other.
6.5.6 Mapping

Mapping uses the candidate graph to compute the placement solution from all source operators (in our example $S_1$ and $S_2$) to the sink operator (here $T_1$). A potential mapping for the operators is marked by the black candidate nodes displayed in Figure 6.6 on the right side. The utility function displayed in Equation 6.3 must be satisfied.

$$o(C_G) = \max \left\{ \left[ \sum_{i=1}^{n} t(c_i) \right] \cdot o_{add}(C_G) \right\} \text{ with } o_{add}(C_G) \in \{0.5, 1\}$$  \hspace{1cm} (6.3a)

$$o_{add}(C_G) = \begin{cases} 0.5 & \text{iff } \forall \ k : r_k = Min \text{ and } \sum_{i=1}^{n} t_{add}(c_i) > bc_k \text{ or } \\ 1 & \text{iff } \forall \ k : r_k = Max \text{ and } \sum_{i=1}^{n} t_{add}(c_i) < bc_k \end{cases}$$  \hspace{1cm} (6.3b)

The objective function $o(C_G)$ for a candidate network $C_G$, displayed in Equation 6.3a, represents the placement solution with the maximal sum of target values $t(c_i)$ for all candidates $c_i$ (candidate nodes and candidate links) connecting all source operators to the sink operator w.r.t the candidate network. Additionally, $o_{add}(C_G)$ must be fulfilled, i.e. returning 1 iff each additive QoS target $k$ is within boundaries defined by the respective bottleneck condition $bc_k$ (see Equation 6.3b). Without loss of generality, if $o_{add}(C_G)$ returns 0.5, additive constraints are not satisfied and penalize the resulting objective value. This penalty value is a parameter to adjust the actual objective value. This penalty value might differ depending on the problem to solve.

6.6 M-TOP Mapping as Constraint Satisfaction Problem

Mapping is complex. The reasons for this are: Multiple sources must be reached from one or more sinks and cycles in the SP graph (see operators O2, O3, and O4 in Figure 6.6) must be solved. Both problems are NP-complete. The former is known as the Steiner-Tree Problem (STP) and the latter is known as the Traveling Salesman Problem (TSP). Solving NP-problems by backtracking approaches is usually computationally too complex. For this reason we decided to model the complex Mapping problem as an instance of a Constraint Satisfaction Problem (CSP) and approximate a solution utilizing a meta-heuristic approach, a genetic algorithm. CSP is adequate to explain the Mapping problem and allows us to apply NP-formalisms to solve it. In the rest of this section, we present the Mapping Problem modeled as a CSP instance.

The steps Early Prune to Ranking are exploited to find a suitable solution for the M-TOP Mapping step, representing a suitable heuristic to this problem.
Next, we present how the mapping step can be modeled as a CSP instance. Then, in Section 6.7, we propose a solution to this problem by using a genetic algorithm approach to solve the Mapping step.

A CSP is described as follows: Given a set of variables $V_i$ with respective domains $D_i$ of possible values ($1 \leq i \leq n$), a set of constraints $C_j$ ($1 \leq j \leq n$), and an objective function $O$. Each constraint $C_j$ involves a subset of variables $V_i$ ($i \leq n$) and specifies the allowable assignment for that subset. A solution to this problem is an assignment of all variables with a value from their respective domain which does not violate any defined constraint.

The interpretation of the M-TOP Mapping Problem—in the following simply called the Mapping Problem—as a CSP is defined as follows:

**Mapping Problem**: Given an SP graph $Q_G = (O, E)$ with a set of operators $O$ and a set of edges $E$ connecting them, each operator $o_i \in O$ ($1 \leq i \leq n$) is associated with a set of candidate nodes $C_i^{\text{node}}$. The candidate nodes are connected by a set of candidate links $C_i^{\text{link}}$. The candidate nodes and candidate links define the candidate network.

A solution $S_i$ for the Mapping Problem is a mapping that assigns to each operator one candidate node that is going to execute the operator. Thereby, the mapping must satisfy the following constraints:

(a) $\forall k, l \in \{1, \ldots, m\}$: $s_{OG}(k, l) = s_{CG}(k, l) = \text{true}$ and $s_{\text{conn}}(s) = 1.0$  \hspace{1cm} (6.4a)

(b) $\forall k, l \in \{1, \ldots, m\}$: $S_i(k) \cap S_i(l) = \emptyset$  \hspace{1cm} (6.4b)

(c) $S_i$ is a valid solution iff Equation 6.3 is satisfied  \hspace{1cm} (6.4c)

Thus, the mapped solution graph (a) must form a connected graph according to interconnections defined at SP graph level, i.e. the set of edges $E$, (b) one candidate node must only be assigned once per mapping, and (c) a specific objective function $o(C_G)$ must be maximized and the QoS targets must be fulfilled.

According to equations 6.4a to 6.4c, $S_i$ is the $i$-th solution vector with variables holding candidate nodes and $S_i(j)$ returns the candidate node for operator $j$ with $1 \leq j \leq m$ and $m$ being the number of operators. $s_{OG}(k, l)$ is a function that returns true iff an interconnection between operator $k$ and operator $l$ exists in the query graph, otherwise false. Analogously $s_{CG}(k, l)$ returns true iff a candidate link between candidate node $S_i(k)$ and candidate node $S_i(l)$ exists in the candidate graph, otherwise false. $s_{\text{conn}}(s)$ returns 1.0 iff the solution graph is connected, otherwise a value $1.0 \geq s_{\text{conn}}(s) \leq 0.0$ is returned. Note that the return value of $s_{\text{conn}}(s) \neq 1.0$ depends on the heuristic applied. Typically a value of 0.0 symbolizes that the solution found is not suitable. In our case, as described in Section 6.7.2, we use a value greater than 0.0 since we just want to degrade the solution’s quality but still want it to be considered for subsequent approximation steps.
Figure 6.6 illustrates the *Mapping Problem*. Operators in the SP graph correspond to the variables of a CSP problem. The candidate nodes correspond to the respective variable domains which are grouped in the S-labeled slices. For constraint (a), for each interconnection in the query graph there must exist one candidate link in each E-labeled slice, connecting candidate nodes from two adjacent S-labeled slices forming a connected solution graph from the sources to the sink. It is important to recall: S-labeled slices are defined to be adjacent if there is an interconnection between the associated operators at SP graph level. For constraint (b), once a candidate node has been selected for a specific operator, the candidate node is not available for subsequent candidate node selections. *Conflation* already merges operators that are executed on the same candidate node. For constraint (c), the objective function Equation 6.3a must be maximized.

### 6.7 Solving the M-TOP Mapping Problem

The *Mapping Problem* is a NP-complete problem and complex to solve. Therefore an approximative solution to the problem seems reasonable by using a search algorithm that heuristically processes the search space. Therefore, a meta heuristic approach, more precisely a genetic algorithm approach, has been selected, since it is widely used and its effectiveness has been proven. Generally, genetic algorithms can be used whenever problems have to be approximated due to the lack of efficient algorithms for exact computation. Genetic algorithms are inspired by the Darwinian law. The fittest individuals, proven to have the ability to adapt best to changing environmental conditions, have a high probability to survive and inherit its genes to subsequent generations of individuals. The Mapping Problem is solved as shown in Listing 6.1.

```python
// main routine returning the fittest solution
def MPGA(num_iterations, k):
    // initialize population with 20 individuals
    complete_individuals[] = init_polulation(20)

    while (i != num_iterations && QoS_solution <= QoS_max && best_since <= k) do
        // assign fitness values to individuals
        calculate_fitness(complete_individuals[])

        // select individuals for recombination and mutation
        selected_individuals[] = selection(complete_individuals[])

        // recombine individuals
        recombined_individuals[] = recombine(selected_individuals[])

        // mutate individuals
        mutated_individuals[] = mutation(recombined_individuals[])

        // create individuals for the next iteration step
        complete_individuals[] = evaluation(complete_individuals[] + mutated_individuals[])

        // increment loop counter
        i++
```
6.7 Solving the M-TOP Mapping Problem

The algorithm runs until either the maximal number of iterations (num_iterations) is reached or the best individual is the same (best_since) since k iteration steps. For both cases the solution’s additive QoS targets must be satisfied (QoS_solution <= QoS_max).

The challenge now is how to implement the single steps of the genetic algorithm to solve the Mapping Problem finally. The solution is presented and discussed in the next sections.

6.7.1 Encoding of a Solution and Initial Population

The first step is to define an encoding for the potential solution. It defines the data structure on which recombination and mutation operations work. Individuals are value-encoded having the following appearance: \( M_k = \{V_1, ..., V_m\} \). \( M_k \) represents an individual of the problem, where \( k \) is the index identifying a certain individual within the set of all individuals. \( V_i \) represents a value for variable \( i \) where each variable is related to the respective operator by the index \( i \) which corresponds to the S-labeled slice index with \( 1 \leq i \leq |S-slices| \). The domains of values for each variable corresponds to the domain that is defined by the list of candidate nodes for each operator, which is actually also defined by the S-labeled slice with index \( i \). The values are represented by values \( c_{node}^k \in C_{node}^k \) representing candidate node IDs, identifying a candidate node. A value is unique within a single solution \( M_k \) which means that a candidate node is selected only once per individual (see Equation 6.4b).

The population is initialized randomly (by means of a uniform distribution) to spread the concrete setting of a specific solution, hopefully in the best way. As a starting population, 20 potential solutions are generated. Also another value is possible. However, during our evaluation (see Section 6.8) this value has proven to provide good results with moderate computation efforts. The potential solutions generated in this step are the basis for all subsequent operations. At this point it is not guaranteed that the potential solution generated so far do not violate any constraints as described in Section 6.6.

6.7.2 Fitness Definition and Selection Strategy

The dimension to measure the quality of a certain individual is given by the individuals’ fitness values. The fitness value characterizes individuals and makes them comparable to each other. The fitness function calculates the fitness values. The objective function (which is referred to as fitness function for the rest of this work) mostly corresponds to the objective

Listing 6.1: Genetic Algorithm to solve the M-TOP Mapping Problem.

```java
// return the fittest solution
return solution = select_fittest(complete_individuals[])
```

In the following individual will be used as a synonym for a potential solution.
function defined in Equation 6.3a and satisfies Equation 6.4c. However, Equation 6.4a and Equation 6.4b must be satisfied. Thus the modified fitness function looks as follows:

\[
o(C_G) = \max \left\{ \sum_{i=1}^{n} t(c_i) \cdot o_{add}(C_G) \cdot s_{conn}(C_G) \cdot s_{ass}(C_G) \right\}
\] (6.5)

Obviously, the solution must also build a connected solution graph. The candidate nodes and candidate links that are part of the solution must build a connected solution graph, denoted by \(s_{conn}(C_G)\). \(s_{conn}(C_G)\) returns 1 iff the solution graph is connected, otherwise a value 0.5 is returned which degrades the fitness value of this solution. Additionally, \(s_{ass}(C_G)\) checks for the unique assignment of a candidate from the domain within a certain solution and returns 1 if the assignment is unique and 0.5, if not degrading the fitness value of this solution. Once we know the fitness of each individual, we have to select some for recombination and mutation where many different strategies exist.

The selection strategy elitism saves the best individuals from the current iteration for future iterations. For the remaining individuals a fitness proportional selection strategy seems promising. Individuals having a low fitness value will probably not satisfy additive QoS targets.

### 6.7.3 Recombination and Mutation

Recombination creates new alternatives in the search space from the individuals selected in the steps performed beforehand. Recombination combines two individuals to form new ones with characteristics from both. The point in question is where to define the recombination points. Here we exploit knowledge from the SP graph level. Recombination points should broaden the search in search space. For this reason, recombination points are defined to be operators representing a branch or a junction. It is expected to have the most impact in terms of search space traversal. The detection of these points is done once per SP graph. Each time a branch or a junction is detected it is marked as a potential recombination point. These potential recombination points are now considered as recombination points to combine two individuals. The decision of which potential recombination point to take is inverse fitness-proportional. Potential recombination points having a worse fitness value are more probable being selected for recombination (and hopefully improve this). Once a recombination point is chosen the individuals are combined and the next two individuals are taken for recombination, until all individuals have been processed. Possibly neither branches nor junctions are detected. In such cases an arbitrary recombination point is chosen by using an inverse fitness-proportional strategy (as with selection).

The probability of individuals being selected as mutation candidates is proportional to the inverse fitness value. Mutation then occurs with a certain probability (mutation probability) on one variable. The current variable assignment is replaced by a random value of its respective
domain. The mutation rate is equal to $\frac{1}{\text{solution.length}}$, thus the mutation rate depends on the population size.

There might be conflicting assignments violating Equation 6.4b by recombination and mutation operations. We assume, enough candidates exist to make more valid assignments than assignments that violate this constraint.

6.8 Evaluation

In this section we present the results of our experimental evaluation. First the system model and foundations are presented. Thereafter the results are discussed.

6.8.1 System Model and Foundations

We implemented and evaluated our approach in a simulation environment that creates virtual candidate nodes and virtual candidate links as well as their respective scoring values. The generated scoring values represent the normalized scoring values as described in Section 6.5.5 and have values between 0.0 and 1.0. For the scoring values we assumed a normal distribution with a mean value of 0.7 and a standard deviation of 0.2 to spread the range of potential values. By using a normal distribution we further assumed that the candidate nodes in our environment are more or less comparable with each other in terms of computing power, although they have different capabilities due to a heterogeneous computing environment. In short, we assumed that about 70% of computing nodes have a scoring value for a certain QoS target that lies between 0.5 and 0.9. The remaining scoring values are located either above or below those values. The respective absolute QoS statistics which are needed to check for violation of additive QoS constraints are calculated to exploit the respective scoring values.

For our tests, we used a notebook equipped with an Intel Core2 T7200 CPU running at 2 GHz and 2GB of DDR-RAM. The population size was 20.

6.8.2 Results

We have evaluated two scenarios, a simple and a complex one. In both cases we took a real world example of a distributed visualization pipeline. Details can be found in Section 7.5.1. The simple scenario consists of a visualization pipeline with a total number of 12 operators, with 7 pinned ones (being either a source or sink operator). The complex scenario consists of a total number of 27 operators where only 4 were pinned (also being either a source or sink operator). For all tests the QoS specifications we used are as shown in Table 6.1.

Thus we want a minimum bandwidth utilization of 500 kBit/s while maximizing this QoS target. A maximum latency (being the additive QoS for our evaluation) of 300 ms for the simple and 1000 ms for the complex scenario are required, while minimizing this QoS target.
Finally, a minimum reliability of 50% is needed while maximizing this QoS target. The trade-off specifications (relative weights) are 0.5, 0.2, and 0.3 respectively. We have created different sets of candidate nodes and assigned a random number of candidate nodes to each operator in each scenario. Operators in one SP graph having the same operator type (e.g., Render or Select) are assigned the same set of candidate nodes. Not all candidate nodes are suitable to execute arbitrary operators but candidate nodes might appear in multiple candidate node lists. The configurations are generated independently from each other, thus representing different candidate networks. Table 6.2 displays the results of our experimental evaluation.

The Simple CSP Solver calculates all possible solutions and its result represents the optimal solution for a given candidate network to compare the results from the M-TOP Mapping with. Thereby, the same candidate network has been used for both approaches. The same objective function, i.e., fitness function (see Section 6.7.2) has been used for both. Configurations only up to 50 candidate nodes have been considered for the comparison with the Simple CSP Solver approach, since configurations with more candidate nodes would have taken an unreasonable amount of time to calculate. Even for this configuration, our test system needed almost 2 days to get this result. Also note the increase in computation time when going from the configuration with 20 candidate nodes to the one with 25 candidate nodes.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>QoS-target</th>
<th>bottleneck condition</th>
<th>relative weight</th>
<th>rank scheme</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Bandwidth</td>
<td>500 kBit/s</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>MAX</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Latency</td>
<td>300 ms and 1000 ms</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>MIN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reliability</td>
<td>50%</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>MAX</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table 6.1:** QoS specifications used for the experimental results.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>candidate nodes</th>
<th>20</th>
<th>25</th>
<th>50</th>
<th>500</th>
<th>5000</th>
<th>50000</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Simple CSP Solver:</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(simple) objective value</td>
<td>0.8225</td>
<td>0.8082</td>
<td>0.8628</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(simple) latency (ms)</td>
<td>245.47</td>
<td>193.32</td>
<td>224.26</td>
<td>more than 2 days</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(simple) runtime (ms)</td>
<td>53140</td>
<td>485922</td>
<td>93475625</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>M-TOP Mapping:</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(simple) objective value</td>
<td>0.7977</td>
<td>0.7718</td>
<td>0.8282</td>
<td>0.8121</td>
<td>0.8216</td>
<td>0.8566</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(simple) latency (ms)</td>
<td>264.13</td>
<td>251.00</td>
<td>211.87</td>
<td>257.69</td>
<td>189.43</td>
<td>268.91</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(simple) runtime (ms)</td>
<td>2563</td>
<td>2344</td>
<td>5281</td>
<td>4766</td>
<td>2484</td>
<td>7187</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>M-TOP Mapping:</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(complex) objective value</td>
<td>0.8523</td>
<td>0.8577</td>
<td>0.8373</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(complex) latency (ms)</td>
<td>871.08</td>
<td>922.74</td>
<td>985.39</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(complex) runtime (ms)</td>
<td>60000</td>
<td>109265</td>
<td>65797</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table 6.2:** Comparison of the M-TOP Mapping approach and a simple CSP solver.
For the simple scenario configurations allowing to compare the M-TOP Mapping approach with the optimum are of interest. Regarding the calculated values as seen in Table 6.2, the M-TOP Mapping (simple) reaches approximately 95% of the optimal solution determined by the Simple CSP Solver method. For bigger configurations—i.e. M-TOP Mapping (complex)—we achieve similar values for the objective values with adapted additive QoS target values, i.e. 1000 ms for the complex scenario compared to 300 ms for the simple one (see the defined bottleneck conditions in Table 6.1). Thereby, the runtime needed by the M-TOP Solver to compute the solutions is faster by orders of magnitude compared to the Simple Solver that computes the exact solution but takes much more time.

For the complex scenario at least 50 candidate nodes are necessary to make a suitable placement. However, M-TOP is designed for much greater sets of candidate nodes. As can be seen in Table 6.2 we get high objective values between 0.84 and 0.86 with an average\(^3\) additive latency value of approximately 925 ms. Considering the results from the comparison of the M-TOP Mapping with the optimal solution, we assume that those values in average are not worse than the ones collected with the simple scenario. The time needed to get solutions for the complex scenario is higher compared to the ones for the simple scenario due to the higher number of operators to place. It must be pointed out that we have more than doubled the operators to place in the complex scenario.

### 6.9 M-TOP Supporting Many-to-Many Mappings

Many physical operators and a list of compatible NexusDS nodes might exist for each physical operator that match the respective requirements. This means, there may be many implementation variants for the same logical operator in a SP graph and also many NexusDS nodes the implementations can be mapped to. Our operator placement algorithm called M-TOP is designed for handling an SP graph with one box implementation (rather than many) and many NexusDS nodes the box may be mapped to. Thus, it corresponds to a one-to-many mapping step. To perform a many-to-many mapping step with M-TOP two different possibilities exist. The first one is to perform the one-to-many mapping step multiple times. Thereby, each time a different operator is picked. The solutions are enumerated and the best one is chosen. This approach can be further refined by only performing the one-to-many mapping step multiple times. Thereby, each time a different operator is picked. The solutions are enumerated and the best one is chosen. This approach can be further refined by only performing the one-to-many mapping step for physical operators which seem promising. This might be determined by some heuristic rule set limiting the physical operators considered for mapping. Another way is to slightly modify the M-TOP approach.

Taking into account many physical operators, the encoding of a solution must be adapted. Each solution has the following appearance: \( M_k = \{V_1, ..., V_m\} \). This definition corresponds to the solution definition from Section 6.7.1. The difference between both is, that each variable \( V_i \) references to a vector of operators instead of a single operator. Also, the value of \( V_i \) is a vector of values \( c_{k}^{node} \in C_{k}^{node} \), where each \( c_{k}^{node} \) represents a candidate node ID. In this context, the

\(^3\)In average according to the measured scenarios.
generation routine for the initial population must be changed as it creates each solution $M_k$. In this sense, a solution $M_k$ is subdivided into sub-solutions $M^z_k$, with $z$ being an index for the enumeration of all possible combinations within $M_k$.

Also, each solution no longer has only one associated fitness value but instead a vector of fitness values: one fitness value for each potential sub-solution $M^z_k$. The calculation of the fitness values changes in the sense that it must be calculated for each $M^z_k$. Also, the functions $o_{\text{add}}(C_G)$, $s_{\text{conn}}(C_G)$, and $s_{\text{ass}}(C_G)$ (introduced in Section 6.7.2) must be modified to reflect the fact that the solution encoding look different and thus their evaluation is different.

Finally, the recombination and mutation operations must be adapted to reflect the modified solution encoding. The operations themselves remain the same, but they are applied to $M^z_k$, i.e. to each sub-solution of $M_k$.

### 6.10 Summary

In this chapter M-TOP, a multi-target operator placement strategy of SP graphs for utterly heterogeneous DSPSs was presented. Often, different stream-based applications require dedicated placement of SP graphs according to different QoS constraints. M-TOP finds a distribution for a given SP graph that matches constraints, which in turn are provided by stream-based applications. The operator placement is a crucial operation in DSPSs as it deeply influences the SP graph execution. Unfortunately, constraints might conflict with each other, thus operator placement is subject to delicate trade-offs. Therefore M-TOP defines a heuristic to rate possible solutions. Because the operator placement is NP-complete, M-TOP adopts a meta-heuristic approach in form of a genetic algorithm to solve the placement problem. Thereby M-TOP samples the search space and picks a solution that best matches the application-specific constraints. Our experimental evaluation shows its effectiveness.
Part IV

Tool Support and Conclusion
In the previous chapters a flexible and extensible DSPS has been presented. Such systems often require the use of many different tools in order to perform certain tasks. To create a specific operator for NexusDS several steps are necessary which might require various tools to succeed finally. First, the actual operator is implemented and the respective meta data is modeled. These components are then combined and are made available via the Operator Repository Service in order to work. Then, the developer composes the SP graphs which exploit the (possibly specialized) operators. Once the SP graph is modeled, it is sent to the NexusDS system starting its execution. When execution should end, another message is sent to NexusDS telling it to stop the SP graph execution.

As the example above shows, it is reasonable to provide an integrated tool which supports many—and ideally all—of the above mentioned steps. Obviously, the tool support depends heavily on the actual field of application. This chapter introduces tool support for the complex environment of DSPSs. First, in Section 7.1 the development and employment of an integrated tool support is discussed for the context management platform introduced in Section 2.5.3. After a discussion of the related work in Section 7.2, we introduce the main features of the NexusDSEditor in Section 7.3. The NexusDSEditor is the tool developed to support developers during their NexusDS application development process. This section shows how the NexusDSEditor supports the development of context models as well as domain experts, respectively developers during application development. In Section 7.4 a short presentation of NexusDS for mobile devices is given. Section 7.5 then presents a sample application of a distributed stream-based visualization pipeline to render the air flow in buildings. Section 7.6 illustrates how NexusDS could be realized as a streaming service in a cloud environment. Finally, Section 7.7 concludes this chapter with a short summary.
7.1 Motivation for Context Management Tool Support

In the domain of context-aware computing, applications need information about their user’s situation to adapt their presentation, actions, or computation. Examples are location-based services \[118\] such as tourist guides \[4, 39\], indoor and outdoor information systems \[46, 85\] and smart environments \[76\] which present spatially selected information and services on mobile devices, often adapted to the user’s current context. Adaption based on context is also done in smart environments such as smart homes where everyday things enhanced with embedded sensors and computing power interact with the inhabitants. Furthermore, adaption on technical layers can be done based on context information, e.g. to switch dynamically to the best available wireless network within mobile communication services \[45\]. To ease the development of context-aware applications, the management of context information should not be done within the application, but within so-called context models \[67\] which can also be shared by different applications to decrease the development costs \[63\] further. In general, context models may contain geographical data (e.g. maps or information about buildings), dynamic sensor data (e.g. the position of a moving object), infrastructure data (e.g. the extent and bandwidth of wireless networks) and context-referenced digital information (e.g. documents or web sites that are relevant in a certain context). In a broader sense, context models can also contain information on technical context such as NexusDS nodes or operators available.

With the growing maturity of sensors, wireless communication and distributed computing environments, pervasive computing enters new application domains. One promising example are production processes in so-called Smart Factories \[146\] where we can achieve huge improvements in transparency and efficiency. Here, pervasive computing not only improves usability or safety, but it really saves money. Different applications may run in a Smart Factory: some may measure the attrition of tools and initiate maintenance processes before critical situations occur \[147\], while others may track different resources and their state to reduce overstocking of resources \[22, 146\]. Another example is the monitoring of the overall production process and its energy consumption to improve its overall efficiency, including, e.g. the visualization of air streams in factory buildings, as presented in Section 7.5.1. All these applications have in common that they need context information about machines, workers, and other resources. We illustrate the general problem of context modeling using the application domain of Smart Factories.

The creation of such context models is a tedious task. First, we have to model the context model schema, which specifies entities relevant for the application, like machines, tools, etc. Secondly, we have to provide the context model data, which represents the concrete instances of specified entities, like the location of the machines, or the state of the tools (e.g. attrition). The context model data can either be static, which means the data is entered once into the system and changed very seldom. Moreover, the data can be dynamic which means it is sensed and provided by sensors in the form of data streams. Finally, the context of interest for the application (higher-level context) must often be derived by rules or probabilistic learning approaches from other context model data (so-called lower level context). To reduce the burden
of obtaining and maintaining such context models, it is beneficial to share the information between applications.

Nexus and NexusDS together form a context management platform. Thereby, Nexus offers access to static context data and NexusDS provides access to streamed context data. The context management platform is an open, federated platform for mobile context-aware applications where arbitrary data providers can make their data available by the platform. A central component is the Augmented World Model (AWM). The AWM is a shared global context model which can be extended by extension schemas. An integrated tool that supports developers of streaming applications is beneficial, when designing new applications or modifying existing ones. It helps to reduce development time and to prevent errors that occur at design time.

7.2 Related Work

An extended survey of current context modeling and management approaches can be found in [24]. One of the most comprehensive approaches for developing context-aware applications is based on the Context Modeling Language (CML) and its associated software engineering framework [67]. It extends Object-Role Modeling (ORM) [66]—developed for conceptual modeling of databases—by features needed for context modeling. CML provides a graphical notation designed to support the software engineer in analyzing and specifying the context requirements of a context-aware application formally. It also extends the Rmap procedure of [66] to transform a conceptual schema automatically to a relational schema to manage the context information data in a database. While it is generally possible for applications to share parts of the CML context models, the approach is not intended to scale up for a large number of different applications. The model does not offer direct support for schema evolution and name spaces. In addition no integrated tool that allows the exploration of existing context schemas and context information on distributed servers, as NexusDSEditor does, is available.

There are many tools on the market that could be used for the development of context-aware applications. For creating the context data model, an UML designer such as Borland Together\(^1\) or IBM Rational Rose\(^2\) can be used. For the XML editing, e.g., for creating concrete context data objects and inserting them into the system an XML editor like XMLSpy\(^3\) could be used. Testing the functionality of the system and the defined queries could be done by using a Web Services testing tool like soapUI\(^4\). AWQL and AWML can be regarded as domain-specific languages whose development can be supported by tools like Xtext\(^5\) or Visual Studio\(^6\). All these tools are generic solutions and hence are not adapted to the development of spatial, context-aware applications. By using the NexusDSEditor, the overhead of learning how to use the different

\(^1\)http://www.borland.com/us/products/together/
\(^2\)http://www.ibm.com/software/awdtools/developer/rose/
\(^3\)http://www.altova.com/products/xmlspy/xml_editor.html
\(^4\)http://www.soapui.org/
\(^5\)http://www.eclipse.org/Xtext/, formerly part of openArchitectureware
tools is avoided. Furthermore, data exchange between different tools is often difficult or not possible at all. In contrast, the NexusDSEditor is an integrated solution supporting all tasks described above. The user has to use only one tool that integrates all context models, data instances, and interfaces to the context data management system.

For more than a decade, Moving Objects Data Bases (MODBs) have been developed for managing mobile items such as cars. Although management of mobile objects plays an important role for the Nexus system, too, the focus of the research in the area of MODBs is quite different from the context information modeling issues we address with the NexusDSEditor. According to [148], the most important issues in MODB research are location modeling, i.e. representing continuously changing values in a database, adequate query languages and indexes for such data and the representation of impreciseness. Publications on data models or query languages focus on extensions of the Entity Relationship Model (ER-model) for spatio-temporal data [139] or algebras for such data [53]. Impreciseness is discussed in e.g. [7, 37, 111, 138], whereas most publications also present query language extensions for impreciseness. A more recent research topic is data reduction for trajectories [28, 137] which however is closely related to impreciseness. In any case, the focus is specifically on location data, and not on context information modeling in general.

7.3 NexusDSEditor - Integrated Tool Support

The NexusDSEditor supports developers during the development processes of streaming applications. The NexusDSEditor is based on the NexusEditor originally proposed by Nicklas and Neumann [106]. It provides a graphical user interface to interact with the context management platform. In addition, it provides export functions to existing tools, e.g. GoogleEarth. A tool such as the NexusDSEditor can facilitate and accelerate the application development since developers only need to learn a reduced set of different technologies to accomplish the development task. Users do not need to know about XML and XML schema to create a Nexus Object of the AWM. Furthermore, such tools offer instant validation and at the same time reduce sources of error.

The original NexusEditor by Nicklas and Neumann [106] supported schema awareness, visualizing geo-spatial data, testing with ad-hoc queries or queries by example, and the integration of context data. The NexusDSEditor supports all these features and has been extended by additional ones. The new NexusDSEditor also supports schema modeling, development of application and domain specific operators, definition of SP graphs, scanning for NexusDS nodes, and the introspection of intermediate processing results.

Next, an overview of how the NexusDSEditor is embedded in the context management platform is shown. After that, the particular functions are presented in more detail in the subsections that follow.
Figure 7.1: Embedding of the NexusDSEditor.

7.3.1 Architecture

Figure 7.1 shows the collaboration of the NexusDSEditor with the context management platform. The NexusDSEditor is the central component in supporting the development process and bridging the world of Nexus experts and domain experts.

As shown on the right of Figure 7.1, Nexus experts develop and maintain the context data management platform as well as the NexusDSEditor. The context management platform consists of the Nexus [103] system and the NexusDS [40] system and was presented in Section 2.5.3. Nexus experts also develop the main extensions for the NexusDSEditor. The NexusDSEditor consists of different extensions such as the extension to model and execute SP graphs. Additional extensions can be plugged into the NexusDSEditor.

On the left, domain experts use the NexusDSEditor functionalities to develop context-aware streaming applications and context data management platform extensions respectively. Context management extensions hereby include additional services for NexusDS and extended schemas for the AWM. With the NexusDSEditor, most potential conflicts are recognized and can be eliminated at design time. Such a conflict might arise if connected slots of two operators are not compatible with each other. Thus, compatibility of interconnections between operators needs to be checked at design time to guarantee that SP graph is valid already at design time.

Finally, users use context-aware streaming applications and access functionality and data which domain experts have developed before.

7.3.2 NexusDSEditor Functions

In the following, the main features of the NexusDSEditor are presented in more detail. The features of the NexusDSEditor support developers during their development task. Thereby the
NexusDSEditor beside others supports schema modeling, context data integration, development of application-specific and domain-specific operators, or SP graph modeling and deployment. These features reduce problems due to faulty modeling by checking for correctness at design time. Each subsection corresponds to one of the features introduced in Section 7.3.

7.3.2.1 Schema Awareness

The NexusDSEditor is schema-aware, which means that the NexusDSEditor reads the schema of the underlying context model and therefore knows (and checks) which data objects are valid, which attributes they may have, and whether they are required or optional. When a user creates a new data object, the NexusDSEditor offers a list of available object types or the current schema. The same applies for adding or changing attributes or attribute values within objects. In addition, the correct data type of the attributes (e.g. string, polygon, or number) is checked, and appropriate editing modes are offered. For example, for inserting and changing spatial information, a graphical tool exists which also allows to display a satellite picture as visual reference for the geometries. The NexusDSEditor can read both the AWM Standard Class Schema and additional extended class schemas, and distinguishes between those definitions by using the correct namespaces of the XML schemas.

7.3.2.2 Schema Modeling

Extending the existing schema information using the NexusDSEditor is quite comfortable. As can be seen in Figure 7.2, the schema browser is activated. That function is used to browse for already existing object models (classes) (1). In this example, we browse a class schema containing information about a smart factory environment. The Tool class is selected (2). A Tool is geo-referenced and has a certain position at a certain point in time. The advantage of geo-referenced tools is that overstocking of tools can be avoided and they can be localized and thereby found easily by the workers [146]. A more detailed view (telling the arbitrary and optional attributes it has) of the selected class is provided in the bottom right corner of the graphical user interface (GUI) (3). By simply using Create subclass (4) a new class ScrewTool is created inheriting all superclass attributes.

A new tabbed window opens as can be seen in Figure 7.3. Now, the newly created class can be enriched with additional optional and required attributes (5). Here, only non-conflicting attributes can be added, i.e. attributes which are not already assigned to the ScrewTool class to be created, or one of its super classes. This increases the productivity since potential conflicts are recognized and can be eliminated at design time. Furthermore, it is possible to add already existing classes to the list of super classes for the ScrewTool class (6). This results in multi class inheritance. In this case, the attributes from these classes are also inherited by the current class. Afterwards, the ScrewTool class can be assigned to an existing schema or a new one can be created (7).
7.3.2.3 Integration of Context Data

Once the schema information is created, a request to update the schema information in the Context Management Platform is generated. The schema is sent to the Nexus expert who makes the information available within the AWM. Now, the context data can be modeled by the domain expert using the same view as the result set browsing (see Figure 7.4). Once modeled, the context data can directly be sent to the Context Management Platform and inserted on a Context Server (CS). Then the data can immediately be accessed and used by context-aware applications.

7.3.2.4 Visualizing Geo-spatial Data

To visualize geo-spatial data (e.g. the results of an AWQL query), the NexusDSEditor offers two different ways: Internal data visualization and external data visualization.
Internal data visualization  Once an AWQL query is created, it can be sent to a given server endpoint, i.e. a CS or a federation node of the Nexus system. The NexusDSEditor displays the response in plain XML format to the user. The response can then be parsed by the NexusDSEditor which displays it in a tree view as shown in Figure 7.4. The user can now browse through this representation. When an object or attribute value is selected by the user, the right side of the window shows appropriate information about the selected part, e.g. a graphical representation based on its type from the corresponding schema. Data objects can be added, removed, or modified in this view. Additionally, the whole result set can be viewed in a map representation that draws the extent of all objects of the result set, if available. To visualize these objects in their spatial environment, a background picture can be loaded and mapped to the coordinates of the result set objects. With this, the user can match a given spatial data set with a satellite image or digitalized map and use this to correct errors or insert missing objects.

External data visualization  The NexusDSEditor also offers a bridge to existing tools like GoogleEarth: A predefined data set that comes from the GoogleEarth server can be aug-

\footnote{http://earth.google.com}
mented by user-defined data using the Keyhole Markup Language (KML). KML is an XML derived format that allows exchanging a list of points of interest, so-called placemarks. These placemarks can be structured into folders and documents but normally only have a name, a description and geometric and style information. Since GoogleEarth is used as a visualization tool and not for storing or querying information, the NexusDSEditor puts all attribute values in a human readable format into the description element of the placemark, so that the complete information is shown when the user selects an object in GoogleEarth. As the Context Management Platform and GoogleEarth support the same basic geometric elements (points, lines, polygons, and collections of these elements), the spatial attribute values can be easily exported from AWML to KML.

### 7.3.2.5 Testing with Ad-hoc Queries or Queries by Example

The NexusDSEditor provides two ways to create an AWQL query: ad-hoc (created directly by the user) and query by example (created from a given data object).
Ad-hoc queries  When the user inserts a restriction operator, the NexusDSEditor checks for the correct reference values: For example, when inserting an overlap operator to restrict the result set to a given area (also known as window query), the reference value has to be a valid geometry, e.g. a polygon. For this, the NexusDSEditor again offers a graphical input tool.

Query by example  To create a query by example, the user can select or create a data object as template. The NexusDSEditor can then create a query that contains all attribute values of that template object as restriction parameters. Therefore, the attributes are taken as restriction target and the corresponding values as restriction value. E.g. an object containing the attributes name and opened with the respective values EM-Cinema and true will result in a query with the restriction term name=EM-Cinema AND opened=true. The generated query can now easily be modified by removing parts of the restrictions not needed. Only objects that are similar to the template object in the remaining aspects are queried.
7.3.2.6 Definition of stream queries

Figure 7.5 shows the SP graph modeling GUI of the NexusDSEditor. At (1) is the toolbox offering different operators. These operators are the basic parts of which an SP graph is composed (2). This is the drawing area where the SP graphs are modeled. Each operator represents a certain operation on the streamed data. On area (3) the properties of the currently selected element on the SP graph modeling area are displayed, in this case the Obstacle Manager Operator. The outgoing data channels from the selected element are highlighted to facilitate the modeling process. The NexusDSEditor offers an option to define so-called isles which correspond to the conflation principle described in Section 6.5.2. Hereby, the developer can specify which operators are executed on the same NexusDS node (this scenario is displayed in context of the real-world example in Figure 7.6). The final result is an SP graph which is arranged into isles. Finally, some shortcuts are offered to mostly used functionality grouped within a toolbar (4).

7.3.2.7 Development of new domain and application specific operators

Developers have the opportunity to integrate specific operators in NexusDS. Therefore, the developer has to provide the actual implementation of the physical operator and also a set of meta data that describes the operator properties. To satisfy this requirement, the NexusDSEditor provides a modeling component that allows to model the required operator meta data easily and to package the operator for later deployment. In this way it provides a modeling view as shown in Figure 7.4 to model the operator-related meta data. Thereby, the schema-awareness of the NexusDSEditor guarantees that the modeled data is correct. The newly modeled meta data is then packaged together with the actual implementation, which is done with a corresponding development environment such as Eclipse\(^8\). Also, possible third-party dependencies are collected and an operator package is created. After that, the operator package can be inserted into the Operator Repository Service (ORS).

7.3.2.8 Scan network for available stream processing nodes

In NexusDS, stream query graphs are processed in a distributed fashion. Therefore, the SP graph is distributed and executed across different NexusDS nodes. The NexusDSEditor supports scanning the network for available NexusDS nodes and present them to the developer. In a second stage, the developer can pick the NexusDS nodes he prefers and assign them to the corresponding isles. The NexusDSEditor offers the possibility to define the deployment and runtime constraints of a SP graph fully. Thus, the SP graph (in fact a physical NEGM SP graph as described in Section 4.5.1) is fully defined and ready for deployment. The NexusDSEditor therefore offers a deployment functionality that deploys the isles to their associated NexusDS nodes, thus initiating the execution of the SP graph.

---

\(^8\)http://www.eclipse.org/
7.3.2.9 Introspection of data processed by the stream query graph

After the SP graph has been deployed, it is executed and streamed data is processed accordingly. Nevertheless, errors may occur during operator development. Therefore it is beneficial for developers to analyze processed data that is transferred between operators. The NexusDSEditor can be exploited as a testing environment for newly developed operators before utilizing them in a productive environment. For this purpose, the NexusDSEditor supports a special kind of operator class named Visualizers. Visualizers consist of two components: One component for connecting to the SP graph to retrieve the corresponding intermediate streamed data resulting from the operator. The second component is a visualization component which is plugged into the NexusDSEditor to actually display the intermediate streamed data within the NexusDSEditor.

7.4 NexusDS for Mobile Devices

In order to integrate mobile devices to work within NexusDS we have also implemented a version for mobile devices. To be more specific, we have implemented a version for mobile devices running Java 2 Micro Edition (J2ME). Thus, mobile devices (called mobile NexusDS nodes) become a part of the NexusDS system as they are discoverable and addressable. However, the functionality of these mobile devices has some shortcomings. First, arbitrary services cannot be instantiated on the device. This means that service packages cannot be loaded from a remote site and instantiated while the NexusDS system is running on the device. The reason for this is that the J2ME version does not provide this kind of mechanism. Secondly, the operators available are limited to operators already existing on the mobile NexusDS node. This means, additional operator packages cannot be instantiated on these devices as they lack providing a proper loading mechanism. Moreover, there must be appropriate operator implementations for the target platform. Thirdly, the features of J2ME compared to Java 2 Standard Edition (J2SE) is far more restricted, e.g. no custom class loaders are allowed. Furthermore, the J2SE version represents a single package with a well-defined set of features. In contrast to this, the J2ME version is subdivided into two categories supporting only a subset of these features. The smallest category J2ME/Connected Limited Device Configuration (CLDC) represents the set of features all devices running Java applications must support, and is intended for devices with reduced capabilities. The available features, however, can be extended by device-specific profiles and optional packages. The category J2ME/Connected Device Configuration (CDC) is intended for devices running a fully-fledged Java Virtual Machine (JVM) but still with limited features compared to the J2SE version. The most important category for J2ME is the CLDC category, as many devices (mainly mobile phones) support this standard.

The shortcomings mentioned above enforce the NexusDS system to be tailored to these devices and the scope must be known before the NexusDS system is started on these devices. Thus, all services and operators must be installed manually and made available before mobile NexusDS node startup procedure begins. This means, that no additional operators or services
7.5 Sample Applications

In order to evaluate NexusDS, sample applications have been implemented. Thereby, the NexusDSEditor is utilized to create specific operators, model the context data, and to model the SP graphs defining how streamed data must be processed. Section 7.5.1 presents the first application which is a distributed and context-aware visualization of the air flow in buildings through streamlines. Then, a second sample application is presented in Section 7.5.2. This application is a tool for supervising modern production environments such as the ones of the Smart Factory [146].

7.5.1 Context-aware Streamline Visualization

The context-aware streamline visualization is a complex distributed stream processing scenario. It is described in more detail in Section 2.3.1. In short, the scenario calculates and renders the air flow in buildings. This may enable optimization potential for production environments such as the Smart Factory [146]. By knowing the air flow through the production environment it is possible to optimize the cooling of the producing machinery. Thereby it heavily relies on operators belonging to the domain of visualization. However, from a DSPS, and in this case especially from a NexusDS point of view, these operators are highly domain-specific to the domain of visualization. The resource requirements of the visualization process might also be constrained, meaning that depending on the target of interactivity different configuration scenarios might be necessary. Augmented reality applications might need a higher level of interactivity as a web-based monitoring application would, for example. This in turn influences potential operator placement and so forth.

The scenario depicted in Figure 2.2 represents a simplified version of the actual distributed and context-aware visualization pipeline. The real-world scenario which was actually implemented is displayed in Figure 7.6. Obviously, it is quite complex, and crafting this by hand without adequate tool support is cumbersome. In order to implement the scenario, the func-
Figure 7.6: Real-world SP-graph for the streamline visualization pipeline scenario.
7.5 Sample Applications

Figure 7.7: Measurements of the context-aware visualization pipeline with different configuration variants and different time fractions.

The functionality of the formerly presented NexusDSEditor has been exploited. The specific operators have been developed using a corresponding development environment. In this case, a combination of eclipse (Java) and Visual Studio (C/C++) is used. In fact, the specific operators have been developed in Visual Studio and implemented in C/C++. Then, they have been integrated into NexusDS which is Java-based. The communication between the C/C++ and the Java world, i.e., the transfer of the data from Java to C/C++ and vice versa needed special care and has been solved as described in [117]. The real-world example comprises 20 operators in total (excluding the platform source and platform sink operators needed for the network transfer of data), about 115 interconnections between the different operators, and has about 3660 lines of XML code in total.

Figure 7.7 shows the runtime fractions of the experiments conducted with different configuration variants. These experiments were conducted on a test platform consisting of PCs with Core 2 Quad Q6600 CPUs. Each PC was equipped with 4 GB of DDR2 RAM. The single PCs were interconnected by a gigabit ethernet connection.

In order to get a representative comparison, a variant called VC has been implemented which constitutes the monolithic version of the context-aware visualization pipeline purely written in C/C++. It represents a single executable which performs the visualization tasks. In total, a runtime of approx. 49s was achieved. A Java-based monolithic implementation of the visualization pipeline was also implemented, denoted by VJ. For this configuration a total runtime of approx. 50s was achieved, which means an increase in runtime of about 2%. Thus, the transfer times of the C/C++ data structures to and from Java is relatively low. In order to
get an impression of the overhead introduced by NexusDS, a third monolithic configuration variant \textbf{F1} was created. In this case, an equivalent SP graph was created where all operators are executed on the same NexusDS node. This configuration reached a total runtime of approx. 51s and results in an increase in runtime of about 3\% compared to the original variant \textbf{VC}. For this configuration variant too, the overhead introduced by the Java-based DSPS NexusDS is relatively low and thus negligible.

As the experiments have shown, streamline calculation is the most consuming operation. Thus, for the configurations \textbf{F2} and \textbf{F4} the streamline calculation has been parallelized by exploiting the NexusDS capabilities.\footnote{Parallelization would also be possible with a monolithic application. However, the scale-out factor is mainly limited by the locally available resources, in our case the available cores. With NexusDS we have no local boundaries.} As the results in Figure 7.7 show, for \textbf{F2}, which executes two streamline calculation operators in parallel, a runtime of approx. 28s was achieved. For \textbf{F4}, which executes four streamline calculation operators in parallel, a runtime of approx. 17s was achieved. Thereby, each operator was executed on a different core exploiting multi-core systems. So, parallelizing streamline calculation enormously speeds up execution. To parallelize and thus further reduce the runtime for a single calculation step, the visualization pipeline needs to be distributed. Therefore, three additional configuration variants have been developed, called \textbf{F4S}, \textbf{F8S}, and \textbf{F16S}. The variant \textbf{F4S} is the same as \textbf{F4}, with the difference that the rendering and stream ribbon calculation was transferred to a separate NexusDS node. This optimization resulted in a slightly better total runtime of approx. 15s. Finally, the variants \textbf{F8S} and \textbf{F16S} execute eight and sixteen streamline calculation operators in parallel respectively. The configuration \textbf{F8S} achieved a total runtime of approx. 11s and \textbf{F16S} achieved a total runtime of approx. 8s.

The experiments show that the overhead introduced by NexusDS is relatively low, although the visualization application is a native application written in C/C++ and not in Java as NexusDS is. An additional advantage is that the single operators can be reused in different scenarios and plugged together differently. This process is supported by the NexusDSEditor presented in Section 7.3.2.

### 7.5.2 Nexus Explorer

The \textit{Nexus Explorer} is a monitoring application in the context of the Smart Factory. Its main architecture is depicted in Figure 2.3 in Section 2.3.2. The Smart Factory with all its facilities, machines, and workers are modeled as part of the AWM. The Nexus Explorer allows to monitor current activities in the Smart Factory. This is important for facility managers to, e.g. detect potential problems in time or just to get an overall view of the current state of production. Furthermore, it supports workers in locating the position of tools or querying the status of tools currently in use. Beyond this, the main function of the Nexus Explorer is to help workers and experts in solving production failures along the assembly lines swiftly. In this regard, the Nexus Explorer allows to rewind the production data collected during production.
and to replay it to find the failure’s origin. The historical factory data therefore is stored in the context management platform. This enormously helps with failure detection, e.g. when production is faulty and the inherent problem is not obvious.

Figure 7.8 shows a capture of the Nexus Explorer. Its main features are as follows:

1. Once a failure occurs during production, it is important for the employee who analyzes the faulty situation to be able to travel back in time. Thereby, the slider is moved in the appropriate direction and the corresponding data is shown by different plugins.
2. This plugin represents a map plugin which visualizes the position of different objects in and around the manufacturing environment. More fine grained information is provided by the attribute plugin.
3. The attribute plugin shows more detailed information on the currently selected object from 1. E.g., it shows the status of a tool or the exact current location of an object.
4. An important feature is to limit the visible objects to reduce complexity. With this functionality the employee is able to restrict the displayed objects to only those which are considered important. E.g., he can restrict the visible objects only to machines or tools and hide unnecessary details.

The Nexus Explorer has a modular architecture which allows to integrate additional plugins. A plugin developer can add specific plugins unique to their manufacturing environment. With the Nexus Explorer it is possible to monitor ongoing activities in the Smart Factory in real time. The Nexus Explorer also allows to access historical data of the production facilities. The Nexus Explorer allows to rewind the historical data stored in the context management platform and replay the collected data. This enormously helps in failure detection, e.g. when production is faulty and the problem is not obvious.

7.6 NexusDS as a Streaming-Service

In times of cloud computing, a service that allows the stream-oriented processing of data streams seems a useful and promising field of application. Moreover, a stream-based cloud service opens up a broad range of future applications. We could imagine a context-aware cloud-based navigation application which renders a map of the nearby surroundings and reacts to the user’s current context. At the same time, it is possible for the service to collect data streams originating from many different sources and process them in real time, thus offering fast responsiveness and being always up to date.

Thereby, the cloud-oriented NexusDS service is modeled as a distributed service oriented system, which allows to process the data in a distributed fashion. The architecture and construction of NexusDS is well suited to fit in a cloud-based environment, as it is distributed and service oriented. Thus, we can imagine NexusDS offering Streaming as a Service (StaaS). To the outside it offers a simple querying interface which allows users to invoke the service by
Figure 7.8: Screenshot of the Nexus Explorer.
passing an appropriate document and receiving the results. The streaming service itself consists of a broad variety of services which are hidden from its users. These services in turn are cloud services, too. The service-oriented modularity guarantees a flexible utilization and extensibility of the cloud-based streaming system. Thus, a provider could enhance the cloud-based NexusDS service by additional services that fulfill a predefined functionality.

NexusDS could also be applied to scenarios other than the cloud-based one. An example is the utilization of NexusDS as a monitoring and surveillance system in a Smart Factory [146] environment. In this case, contrarily to the scenario from Section 7.5.2, NexusDS is attached to a Manufacturing Service Bus (MSB) [97] and integrated into the existing service landscape. The main motivation in integrating a DSPS into manufacturing environments is to bridge the execution environment of EAI processes running in the manufacturing environment, namely the MSB, and the modeling of the EAI processes. Thereby, the DSPS analyzes the data originating from the manufacturing environment and provide modeling suggestions for future EAI scenarios, building a feedback loop.

The integration of NexusDS in manufacturing environments with a MSB is sketched as follows. The first thing is to attach the NexusDS system to the already existing system which stores the status of each completed assembly operation in a database, possibly also including the assembly errors. In the following, this system is referred to as supervisor system. Therefore a source operator is developed which receives updates from the supervisor system. NexusDS then transforms and processes the incoming data streams according to a deployed SP graph. The resulting data is then written to some output which could be a repository to store the manufacturing data or a web interface visualizing the current state of the monitored production environment. The SP graph might be deployed to NexusDS via calling a Web Service interface which is attached to the MSB. This permits the integration of NexusDS into the control flow environment represented by the MSB.

7.7 Summary

In this chapter we presented the NexusDSEditor, which provides all the support needed for designing and populating context models for the context management platform. Thereby the NexusDSEditor supports the schema design for newly created context models, supports extending existing schemas for usage in new domains and supports the deployment of the schemas to a context server. After designing the schemas, the NexusDSEditor offers ways to create context data and to store it in the Nexus system. Furthermore, the NexusDSEditor allows to test and visualize AWQL queries needed for the development of context-aware applications. The main advantage of NexusDSEditor is that all functions supported are integrated in a single tool that is tailored to develop context models and NexusDS related components as well as SP graphs for data stream processing. Additionally, NexusDSEditor helps to avoid errors and to speed up the development process. The schema-awareness of the NexusDSEditor helps to avoid syntactic errors in the modeled context data. The highly flexible NexusDS system requires
descriptions of the technical context, which can also be provided using the NexusDSEditor. Compared to more generic, conventional XML editors or modeling tools, the NexusDSEditor supports additional features specific to the context management platform, e.g. geometries can be created or edited and multi-types can be handled. Domain experts are relieved from directly editing XML files. Beyond, the NexusDSEditor provides a linking to GoogleEarth in order to visualize AWM objects in a larger geographical context.

Sample applications that were implemented for the presented context management platform consisting of Nexus and NexusDS were presented. First, an application which visualizes the streamlines in buildings was shown. The particular challenge here was to integrate C/C++ based operators into the Java-based NexusDS system. The application demonstrates that the overhead introduced by NexusDS is negligible and the performance is an acceptable alternative to the monolithic pure C/C++ implementation. However, with NexusDS parallelism and distributed execution of the visualization pipeline can be exploited. This results in an increased overall performance and a reduced time to compute the streamlines of the scenery.

The second application is called Nexus Explorer. It is a monitoring application in the context of the Smart Factory. Therefore, the Smart Factory is modeled within the AWM with all its machines, workers and so forth. With the Nexus Explorer it is particularly possible to monitor ongoing activities in the Smart Factory and locate the current position of tools or query its current status. Beyond this, the Nexus Explorer allows to rewind the processed data which is stored in the context management platform and replay the data. This provides handy failure detection, e.g. when production is faulty and the original problem is not obvious.

This chapter is concluded by a short discussion on how NexusDS can be applied to the field of cloud computing and how NexusDS can be integrated into manufacturing environments via an MSB. This however does not represent the status quo of research but is more like a sketch on how NexusDS can also be utilized in environments such as MSBs and cloud computing.
Conclusion and Future Work

In this thesis, concepts for the flexible processing of streamed context data in a distributed environment have been presented. Different aspects have been highlighted and discussed. This chapter provides a conclusion in Section 8.1 and an outlook on future work in the remaining sections.

8.1 Conclusion

After the brief introduction and the enumeration of contributions in Chapter 1, in Chapter 2 motivating example scenarios from the domain of context-aware applications have been presented. These complex scenarios of context-aware applications were intended to extract requirements which a DSPS must meet in order to support context-aware applications adequately.

Based on the extracted requirements, in Chapter 3 an analysis of the existing state-of-the-art in distributed stream processing was presented. NexusDS is the DSPS which has been created during this thesis. Its architecture, its components, and its basic mode of operation was introduced in Chapter 3. NexusDS addresses the single requirements by its particular implemented solutions. Each of these solutions was introduced in its respective chapter.

In Chapter 4, the constraint model for NexusDS was introduced. Constraints naturally arise in the domain of context-aware applications. These applications heavily depend on custom functionality in terms of data processing techniques as well as interaction mechanisms. Furthermore, the particularities of the operator model and service model in NexusDS were introduced. The respective models target the extensibility of the NexusDS system towards custom functionality with a focus on the tight integration of these components. Finally, in this chapter the SP graph model of NexusDS and its (static) source data management was presented.
In Chapter 5, security aspects from the previous chapters were discussed. Protection goals have been defined which are important in the context of DSPS. A classification for access control and processing control mechanisms as well as a comparative evaluation of related concepts are provided. The security concept in NexusDS provides the augmentation of the original SP graph with security-relevant aspects regarding the access of data, its processing and the granularity in which data is accessed and processed. This augmentation is performed before SP graph deployment. Thus, an adequate deployment technique which takes into consideration the particular restrictions, i.e. security-relevant ones, deployment and runtime constraints of an operator, and QoS constraints are necessary. Last but not least a concept to evaluate these constraints and finding a suitable deployment for the given SP graph is mandatory.

In Chapter 6 an operator placement strategy called M-TOP was presented. M-TOP is a QoS-aware multi-target operator placement algorithm. M-TOP seeks for an operator placement that fulfills the specified QoS targets. The M-TOP heuristics aim at an early elimination of placements that do not lead to suitable solutions. Developers of SP graphs formulate their QoS targets according to application needs. The initial distribution has a big impact on the runtime behavior of a DSPS. An inappropriate initial SP graph distribution degrades execution and may lead to big overhead during runtime, e.g. by migrating operators with heavy state.

In order to ease the development process, tool support for such a complex and demanding environment is mandatory. On this behalf, the NexusDSEditor has been created which provides tool support for the development process of applications in NexusDS. It ranges from the modeling of context data to context data integration into the context management platform to the definition and deployment of SP graphs. Besides the tool support, two context-aware applications have been implemented to demonstrate the flexibility and the efficiency of NexusDS. The first application is a distributed visualization pipeline which displays the air flux in buildings via streamlines. Experiments have shown that the overhead introduced by the NexusDS framework is negligible. The second application scenario was a supervising tool in a manufacturing context called the Nexus Xplorer. The Nexus Xplorer aims at helping employees to find the reason for errors during production. It provides ways to visualize current production status as well as historical ones. By this, it is possible to introspect the status of all components involved at the time the error occurred.

8.2 Future Work

The presented thesis introduces great opportunities for future research. In the next sections, a brief sketch of potential future work directions are provided. The first one consists of optimizing the deployment of multiple SP graphs (Section 8.2.1). The second one considers adapting the execution of currently running SP graphs to changing conditions (Section 8.2.2). As a special action, the integration of application-specific adaptation logic could be interesting (Section 8.2.3). Finally, the NexusDSEditor could be further extended by integrating live monitoring as well as administrative tasks such as live operator migration into the editor (Section 8.2.4).
8.2 Future Work

8.2.1 Deployment of Multiple SP-Graphs

The deployment of multiple SP graphs is an interesting future field of research. For this intermediate results might be shared among different SP graphs to reduce processing costs and thus increase scalability by finding common subexpressions as proposed by Sellis [122, 123]. Here, two different approaches are possible:

- optimizing the deployment of a SP graphs set, or
- optimizing the deployment of a SP graph sequence.

An SP graph set is represented by a number of SP graphs that arrive. This set has a fixed number of SP graphs and its joint execution is optimized. Contrarily, an SP graph sequence means an SP graph comes in at a time instant and is processed against all running SP graphs.

In the former case, the deployment algorithm has to cope with the optimal deployment of an SP graph set. In this case, the whole set of SP graphs which must be deployed is known before. Thus, its collective execution can be optimized. In the context of relational DBs there exists a proposal by Kraft [77]. The author proposes a coarse-grained optimization by applying heuristic rules to rewrite a given set of SQL statements. The rewriting is such that the common execution of these statements is optimized w.r.t. I/O and execution time. The application of the heuristic rules to the domain of DSPSs possibly offers high potential for further research in this direction.

When optimizing an SP graph sequence, each arriving SP graph that is going to be deployed and executed must be checked against all already running SP graphs. This is very challenging as the already running SP graphs should not be altered because this often results in heavy-weight adaptation. Thus, the newly arrived SP graph must best be integrated in the already running SP graphs. This might result in suboptimal choices or might actually require the adaptation of already running SP graphs.

In literature, many promising ideas can be found for multi SP graph deployment which might serve as a solid basis for future research. Dobra et al. [52] propose to split up continuous data streams into individual finite fragments. This allows to handle them as classical data in DBMSs. For this, query trees are constructed and scanned for equivalent branches, i.e. branches that compute the same intermediate results. As a consequence of the fragmentation process new problem areas emerge. Therefore, Chen et al. [36] propose an optimization approach which groups all streams using a common signature. In a second step, this allows to evaluate common subexpressions once. Chen et al. [35] proposed to check how to arrange operations such as Select and Join for grouped streams. Hong et al. [68] propose a framework that heuristically selects a suitable optimization strategy for specific applications. Seshadri et al. [124] presents an approach that is optimized for the processing of many simultaneous requests for data streams and distributed data sources. All these approaches represent a good starting point for future research. However, these approaches represent isolated solutions. An integrated view of the possibilities of optimizing the deployment of multiple SP graphs by considering adaptive data stream processing is missing.
8.2.2 Adapt SP-Graph Execution to Changing Conditions

The adaptation of currently running SP graphs to changing system conditions is a promising field. Two approaches could be interesting which have also been introduced in Section 3.5.4. The two adaptation principles are called lightweight adaptation and heavyweight adaptation. The former groups adaptation principles which are not demanding in terms of resources. Such a lightweight adaptation is e.g. the modification of the parametrization of a running operator. The latter adaptation principle refers to techniques which are usually demanding, such as the migration of an operator from one compute node to another. However, both adaptation principles apply to the time when the SP graph is already deployed, thus being co-called post-deployment adaptation steps. We could also imagine so-called pre-deployment adaptation steps which are applied before the SP graph is deployed and executed. In this case, the adaptation may consist in modifying the requirements an operator has, so that more resources are requested than needed by increasing the runtime constraints for necessary memory.

The adaptation mechanisms discussed all refer to adaptations on an SP graph level. However, we could also imagine the adaptation of the DSPS itself. In this case, instead of performing adaptation steps on the SP graph the system characteristics are modified. For this adaptation variant—thus during post-deployment adaptation—the adaptation could consist of assigning more resources to the currently executed SP graph on one node. In this case, the combination of both, i.e. pre-deployment and post-deployment adaptation mechanisms must be coordinated.

In the area of data stream processing, there already exist different approaches to achieve adaptivity approaches that aim to minimize latency and network load [6, 112]. Also, approaches which adapt in order to avoid overload situations and furthermore to adherence to previously defined quality measures [31] exist. Similarly, approaches have been investigated dealing with node failures [18, 69]. The adaptation might result in migration of certain parts of the SP graph, i.e. operators, from one compute node to another, for which dedicated migration techniques are mandatory [151, 155]. In addition to the adaptation of DSPSs, procedures selecting the initial configuration of the system are possible, so that it is robust against short-term changes. These configurations might reduce potentially costly adaptations, in particular the migration of operators [149]. The results of this thesis as well as the preliminary related work mentioned above form a good basis for the development of an integrated and comprehensive approach for adaptation.

8.2.3 Integration of Application-specific Adaptation Mechanisms

As well as system-side adaptation mechanisms, applications may also require adaptation opportunities. The full version of this adaptation mechanism at the application site is contrary to that, given there is only a limited view of the current state of the system. A transformation of the SP graph by the application is often inadequate as it potentially lacks system-side information and thus might end up in wrong conclusions. Therefore, it makes sense to integrate
application-defined adaptation logic into the SP graphs which are evaluated by the SP graph itself. The adaptations are controlled by adaptation indicators which are integrated into the SP graph at modeling time before execution. Adaptation indicators can be realized, e.g. as special operators or data sources that control the adaptation processes by their output data stream results. E.g., the adaptation process might be to change the selectivity of a filtering operator. This is useful if the postponed operators are not capable of processing the amount of data that the filtering operator forwards. [2] proposes to equip operators with special control connectors whose parameters are calculated as a function of its input data at runtime. This indeed allows to integrate runtime-dependent adaptation logic, but it is limited only to data which is exchanged between the operators. It does not provide the possibility to also integrate system-related state into its consideration.

8.2.4 Extending the NexusDSEditor by Dashboard Functionality

As presented in Chapter 7 the NexusDSEditor provides integrated tool support for the development of context data and context-aware and stream-based applications. To this end, mobile applications are in focus, as mobile devices typically provide only limited processing capabilities. For this reason, to outsource processing is mandatory. Therefore, modern DSPSs provide a suitable environment. They allow to distribute the single processing steps to suitable computers which carry out the processing tasks. In this regard, one of the questions is on how to distribute the SP graph to the different processing nodes. The NexusDSEditor already allows to create SP graphs and to define their distribution as well as their execution specifics for NexusDS. However, during execution problems may occur, making a rescheduling of the currently running SP graph mandatory. It is also helpful for the application developer as well as for the DSPS administrator to monitor the SP graph execution live and to find potential problems early in order to react to them.

Therefore, the NexusDSEditor could be extended towards live tracking of the environmental conditions, such as the current node statistics, and the live monitoring of executed SP graphs as future work. In order to allow live monitoring, appropriate data sinks for the NexusDSEditor must be implemented which are able to collect data first from the Monitoring Service (MS) to track the status of the single NexusDS nodes. Secondly, the operator model must be extended to reflect the possibility to transmit current runtime conditions to the NexusDSEditor. In turn this means for the NexusDSEditor that visualization plugins must be realized which display appropriately the measurement data. All this turns the NexusDSEditor into a dashboard.

Besides, the NexusDSEditor and the NexusDS system could be extended to implement the possibility to change the placement of SP graph fragments dynamically in order to test different configurations. Therefore, the NexusDS system must be extended towards management actions. These actions comprise the instantiation of additional services in NexusDS and the migration of currently executed SP graph fragments as described in [151].
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